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Numerical simulation of an inviscid transonic flow 
through a channel with a leap 

P LISEWSKI (WARSZAWA) 

A TWO-DIMEN SIONAL inviscid transonic channel flow of a perfect gas is considered. 
The gas of relat ively high pressure, flows into a channel thro ugh a converging nozzle. 
The channel geometry is characterised by a discontinuity of cross-section at the noz
zle outlet. A fast , explicit differential algorithm based on a two-step Lax- Wendroff 
scheme is used to solve the set of Euler equations. Results of calculat ions are com
pared with t he visua lised flow and with the measured pressure distribut ions . The 
computed st eady-state flow field agrees well with measurements . 

Notations 

a speed of sound, 

e total energy per unit mass, 

F , G flux vectors, 

H channel height , 

J Jacobian determinant , 

k specific heats ra tio , 

L channel length , 

Po stagnation pressure a t th e nozzle in let, 

Poul pressure in a la rge vo lume a t the outlet of the channel, 

R+ right running Riemann invari ant , 

R - left ru nning R iemann invaria nt, 

t ime, 

u velocity com ponent in x direction , 

v ve locity component in y direct ion , 

To stagnation temperature at the nozzle inlet , 

U fl ow variab le vector , 

x, y coordinates in physical p lane, 

6.1 dist ance between two nodes in physical plane, 

C:;t time st ep , 

C:; ry dist ance between two nodes in TJ direction , 

{:;~ dist ance between two nodes in ~ direction , 

~ , TJ coordinates in compu t ational plane, 

{! density, 

<p rat io of t he nozzle exit height to channel height . 
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1. Introduction 

TRANSONIC FLOWS through channels with abrupt changes of cross-section can 
be found in practice in reducing valves or industrial installations. The structure 
of the flow field depends on the geometry of the channel and on the d ifference of 
pressures in the areas situated at the channel inlet and outlet. If the cross-section 
of the channel changes sharp ly and the pressure difference is high enough, shock 
waves may occur in the flow. Determining such flows field seems to be impor taut 
from practical point of view. 

Contemporary techniques of solving transonic flow problems can be grouped 
generally in two categories. The first contains methods that use central differ
ence approximation applied to spatial derivatives. One can find here both ex
plicit and implicit algorithms of different order of accuracy in time and space 
Lax - Wendroff and Beam-Warming approaches are the most popular in this 
group. T he second family of numerical methods for transonic aerodynamics con
tains the so-called "upwind" schemes. T heir nature is closer to physics as they 
distinguish directions of the propagation of information in the flow. Different 
approaches of Godunov-type methods can be found in this category. 

In the present work, a central d ifference method based on two-step Lax- Wend
roff scheme has been chosen to solve two-dimensional inviscid transonic flow. 
This method is believed to be simpler to implement as compared with upwind 
schemes. It requires less arithmetic operation per time step than the expliciL 
upwind algorithms. Hence, it is less time-consuming. 

2. Problem description 

A two-d imensiona l, inviscid flow of continuous medium is assumed. The gas 
flows through a two-dimensional (plane) channel shown schematically in Fig. 1. 
The first part of Lhe channel consists of a converging nozzle and the second part 
is a duct of constant cross-section. Air flows into the channel from a large volume' 
characterised by constant stagnation pressure (po) and temperature (To) . At t lw 
channel outlet air flows into the surroundings where constant pressure (Pout) is 
assumed. T he flow star ts after breaking a diaphragm placed at the nozzle inlet . 

p .. 
T ., 11 

L 

F IG. 1. Shape of the channel. 

p .. "' 
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Air is treated as a perfect gas . A limi t ing case of steady-state solu tion is of 
interest. 

3. Mathematical formulation 

The inviscid unsteady two-dimensional flow without body forces and heat 
transfer is described in differential conservative form by Euler equations, i. e. 
the continuity, momentum and energy equations. This set of equations can be 
written in a vector form: 

(3 1) 

The vectors are: 

(3.2) ! ~ ) ~ ~u ) ~u ~u2 + p 
U = , F = , 

QV QUV 

Qe u(~e + p) ! ~V ) ~uv 
G = 

QV2 + p . 

v(Qe + p) 

The total energy per unit mass is expressed by 

p 1 ( 2 2) 
e = (k - 1 )~ + 2 u + v . 

By knowing the init ial and boundary condi t ions, Eq. (3 .1) can be integrated 
to provide the inviscicl solution at a later t ime. Since the steady flow can be 
considered as a sp ecial case of unsteady flow , the steady-state solution can also 
be obtained from unsteady Euler equations as an asymptotic case. 

For flows in complex geometries it is advantageous to t ransform the set of 
Eqs. (3.1) to the generalised, curvilinear coordinate system. General relations be
tween the coordinates in the computational p lane of reference and in the physical 
plane of reference are: 

(3.3) ~ = ~(x, y), 1] = 1J(X , y). 

After the transformation has been applied, Eq. (3 .1) preserves its strong conser
vation form: 

(3.4) 
8U 8F 8G 
8t + 8~ + 01] = O, 

where "new" flow var iable vector and "new" flux vectors are: 

(3.5) 
- u 
U =

J ' 
- 1Jx F + 1JyG G = . 

J 
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T he J acobian of the t ransformation is given by 

(3.6) 

The metrics are: 

(3.7) ~X= Y1J .J, ~Y = - x 1J · J , 'T/x = -y(·J, 

4. Numerical method 

As the a im of this work is to investigate t ransonic channel flow , it is necessary 
to use a method that captures well the shock waves occurring in the flow. As 
ment ioned in the introduct ion , a modified two-step differential scheme based on 
Lax - Wendroff - Richtmyer formulation [1, 3] is used to solve the set of equations 
(3 .1 ) in the computational plane of reference. T he formulation applied in the 
current work is described below. 

D uring the first step , the values at t he intermediate t ime level are calculated: 

=+1/ 2 1 (= = = = ) 
(4. 1) u i + l / 2,1 = 4 u i+ l,j + u i,j + u i -l-l / 2,j + l / 2 + u i+l/ 2,j - l / 2 

1 ~t (=n =n ) 1 ~t (='t =1t ) - 2 ~~ F i+ l ,j - F i ,j - 2 ~'T/ G i+ l / 2,j + l / 2 - G i+ l / 2,j- l / 2 · 

New values of the flow var iable vector U are obtained from the final step : 

= + 1 = ~t (=-n+ l / 2 =n+ l / 2 ) ~t ( - n+l / 2 =?t-!-1/ 2 ) 
(4.2) U i,j = U i ,j - ~~ F i+ l ,j - F i- l / 2,j - ~'T/ G i,j+l/ 2- G i,j - 1/ 2 · 

The flux vector F based on middle nodes is calculated as follows (the flux vector 
G is calculated similarly): 

(4 .3) 
(
= = =n -n ) =n - u i+l,j + u i+ l ,j + l + u i,j + l + u i ,j 

F i + l / 2,j+ l / 2 = F 4 , 

=n+ l / 2 - (=+ 1/ 2 ) 
F i+ l / 2,j = F U i+l / 2,j · 

T he descr ibed algorithm differs from t he Ritchmyer 's version [1, 3] Its main 
advantage is that averaging of flow variables , necessary to calculate the flux 
vectors at points located between nodes (see ( 4.1)) , takes place only on the basic 
time level. Value obtained from t he intermediate step ( 4.1 ) having no physical 
meaning, serve only for fur ther calculations. 

T he described integra tion method is of second-order accuracy in space and 
t ime. As it is an explicit method, the maximal t ime step is limited by the stability 
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criteria (CFL number). In the present work the size of time step is obtained from 
the condition 

!::.. t :::; min ( t:.. l j J2 · ( J u2 + v2 + a)) . 
The method chosen, applied to transonic flow problems, requires artificial 

damping in order to minimise oscillations produced around the captured shocks. 
T he effect of artificial viscosity has been introduced by adding the third , smooth
ing step in which the solution obtained from the Lax - Wendroff final step ( 4.2) 
is corrected propor tionally to the second spatial derivative, separately for ~ and 
T) directions. 

5. The physical plane of reference 

Because of the symmetry of the steady-state flow, the physical plane of ref
erence can consist only of one half of a real channel. The shape of t his area 
is shown in Fig 2. It contains two subregions: the first one, corresponding to a 
converging nozzle and the second, corresponding to the part of t he channel of 
constant cross-section. These two subregions are connected at the nozzle outlet. 

~0.50 ] } 
0.00 +---.----~--,----,,---,---,---,, --.--,-, --,----,-, --,---,-,- -'---, 

-1 0 2 3 4 5 
x/H 

F I G. 2. P hysical plane of reference. 

6. Numerical implementation of boundary conditions 

At the inlet boundary, a quasi-one-dimensional boundary condition is ap
plied. Stagnation pressure p0 and temperature To are imposed. These values are 
assumed to be constant over the channel wid th at the inlet. The energy equation 
and the Riemann invariant R- (calculated from the interior of the flow field) 
are used to find static parameters at the nozzle inlet. The value of R - is found 
with the method of characteristics , assuming linear interpolat ion of flow variables 
between nodes. 

At the outlet boundary similar treatment is made. Subsonic and supersonic 
cases are considered separately. At the subsonic outlet, the only variable to be 
imposed is static pressure. 

In the supersonic outflow, no information from outside is coming upstream. In 
this case both Riemann invariants along suitable characteristics , combined with 
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the value of entropy along the streamline, are used to calculate flow variables at 
the channel out let . 

Rigid walls are modelled by superimposing the layer of fictitious nodes placed 
behind the walls. 

At the near axis boundary the symmetry condit ion is applied. 
At the nozzle exit, the exchange of information between two computational 

subdomains is assured . 

7. Sample calculation of the flow field 

The calculated steady-state flow field in the wide part of t he channel is shown 
in Fig. 3. T he gas flows from t he left to the right . T he figure presents pressure 
contours obta ined for cp = 0.3 L j H = 5.33 (L = 160 mm ) and Pout/Po = 0.132. 

0 2 3 4 5 

x/H 

FI G. 3. Calculated steady-state solution (pressure contours). 

Figure 4 shows the interferogram obtained from flow visualisation for identical 
condit ions. Results of SZUMOWSKJ and MEIER work [4] have been used. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
x/H 

Frc. 4. Intc rferogram showing transonic channel fl ow. 

As seen in Fig. 3 and F ig. 4, oblique shocks appearing in the flow are cap t ured 
m the calculation accurately. T he calculated structure of the flow agrees well 
with that observed in the real flow. The effect of a "double" wave seen in the 
iuterferogram , where the firs t shock is reflected from the wall, is a result of shock 
boundary layer interaction. Hence, it cannot be obtained from the inviscid model. 
The first shock seen in the interferogram, is relatively strong and produces a small 
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separa tion "bubble". The shock is reflected from the boundary of the separation 
area rather than from the wall . 

a) 

03 

0 2 

0 
Q_ 

"-.... 
Q_ 

0.1 

J 
oo 

I 
I 

2.0 
x/H 

0 
Q_ 

"-.... 
Q_ 

b) 

4 0 6 .0 

c) 

0 3 ,-------.-------.-------. 

0 2 

00 
00 

~ 

7.0 • .o 6.0 
x/H 

x/H 

F IG . 5. a . Calculated pressure along the wall (solid line) and the axis (dashed line) . 
b. P ressure along t he channel wall : calculated (solid line) and measured (dashed line). 
c. Pressure a long t he channel axis: calculated (solid line) and measured (dashed line). 

F igures 5 a, b, c show pressure distributions (non-dimensionalized with the 
inlet stagnation pressure) along the wall and the channel axis. Calculated values 
(Fig. 5 a) are compared with the measured ones for the wall (Fig. 5 b) and the 
axis (Fig. 5 c) . Experimental data for the chosen case is provided by S ZUMOWSKl 

and M EtER [4]. 
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The calculated pressure d istributions confirm the tendency of the shocks to 
become weaker along the channel. The decrease of shock amplitude is related 
to the increase of the entropy along the channel length. T he largest differences 
between t he calculated and measured pressures are seen for the wall distribu tion 
in the region where the supersonic stream hi ts the wall for the first time. 

8. Conclusions 

The presented numerical results are in good agreement with experiment. The 
calculated steady-state flow fie ld properly reflects the presence and positions of 
oblique shocks occurring in the flow as well as their ampli tudes. It is noticed that 
satisfactory results a re obta ined with relatively simple modelling of boundary 
conditions. It can be concluded that the selected numerical method based on 
two-step Lax - Wendroff algorithm can be effectively used for pred icting transonic 
inviscid channel flows. 
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The velocity of the fluid due to the many-sphere 
Oseen hydrodynamic interactions 

I. PIENKOWSKA {WARSZAWA) 

WE CONSIDER the velocity field, generated in the incompressible , viscous fluid due 
to the hydrodynamic interact ions between a fi ni te number of solid spheres. The 
particular properties of the velocity fi eld, due to the convective inertia of the fluid , 
are examined. The inertia effects are taken into account up to the contributions of 
the order of O{Re). 

1. Introduction 

Til E PRESE NT PAPER concerns the hydrodynamic interactions of a finite number 
of solid spheres at small , but finit e sphere Reynolds number Re. In the previous 
paper [1] we have investigated the effects of the hydrodynamic interactions on 
the friction relations between the spheres. In this paper the respective velocity 
field of Lhe fluid is studied. In particular , some proper t ies of the velocity field , 
not to be expected on the basis of the Stokes equation, will be analysed. The 
analysis i performed in the framework of the Oseen equation of motion of an 
incompressible fluid. The inertia of the fluid is evaluated up to t he contribut ions 
of the order of O(Re), where Re = a JU J/ v (a - the radius of the sphere, U -
the uniform velocity of the fluid at infinity, U = (U, e, <p) in spherical polar 
coordinates, v the kinematic viscosity) . 

Under Lhe condition of vani hingly small Re, the velocity field , generated by 
the many-sphere hydrodynamic interact ions, has been recently considered by 
D u nLor.s r<Y, 8RADY and Bossrs [12] and by PliiLL!PS [13]. In the paper [12], 
devoted Lo the dynamic simulation of hydrodynamically interacting par t icles, it 
ha::; been shown that the velocity fie ld may be expressed in terms of the propa
gators, acting on t he forces, torques and stresslets, exerted by the particles on 
lhe fluid ((2.13) , (2.14) in [12]) . Tha t representation of the velocity profi le is 
the basis of t he dynamic simulat ion of hydrodynamically interacting spheres in 
a quiescent second-order fluid , deYeloped in the paper [13], to account for the 
non-. 1ewtonian behaviour . 

The influence of the inertia of the fluid on the hydrodynamic interactions of a 
cluster of spheres moving in the fluid at small Re has been recently examined bot h 
theoretically and experimentally by KUMAGA! [2]. The author has extended the 
conventional r :flection method of the descr iption of the interactions, developed 
for the Stokes flow regime, to the case of the Oseen flow regime. His numerical 
res ults, concerning the inertia effects in the free-fall motion of sp heres , show a 
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good agreement with the experimental results. Earlier approaches to the analysis 
of the nonlinear effects have been quoted in [1]. 

In the present paper, we use the multiple scattering approach [3] to the analy
sis of the hydrodynamic interactions and the velocity field. Start ing from the 
integral formulation for the Oseen flow, the interactions and the velocity field 
are expressed in terms of the following parameters: 

(i) a = a/ R , describing the dependence of the interactions on the radial 
distribution of the spheres (R is a typical distance between the cent res of two 
spheres), 

( ii) "' = a/ Pk, giving the dependence of the velocity field on the radial distance 
between the cent re of the k-th sphere and the point r in t he fluid, 

( iii) RU / v , Pk U / v - charact erizing the regime of the interactions (the role of 
the convective inert ia effects) . 

Here we consider the regime specified by the following condit ions: 

a< 1, "'< 1, RU /v < 1, 

It means, we regard the intermediate sphere spacing and the velocity field in 
the region near to the assemblage of the spheres. The spheres are held fixed. 
No lubrication behaviour is included . The hydrodynamic int eractions and the 
velocity profile are regarded up to a given order with respect to a and "'· The 
O(Re) convective inertia effects are taken into account. 

2. Governing equations 

The presence of the spheres in the fluid is accounted through t he induced 
forces f1, j = 1, ... , N, distributed on the surfaces of t he spheres. In an external 
Cartesian coordinate system, the cent res and the surfaces of the spheres are 
given, respectively, by R~ , and Rj. The fluid velocity v(r) and pressure p(r ) 
satisfy the Oseen [8] and continuity equa tions: 

(2.1) 

N 

gU·'ilv - J.Ltw + V p = L/ dst1o[r - R1(n1)] f1(n1), 
j=l 

\i' ·V = 0, 

where g and J.L are the density and the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, o[r - Rj ( f21 )] 
indicate t he positions of the surfaces of the spheres, Rj = R~ + r j. In t he local 
spherical polar coordinates r1 = (a, f21) = (a,81 ,<pj) . Inside the volumes of the 
spheres, the respective stress tensors P (r j) satisfy 

(2 .2) V ·P(r j) = 0, 
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On the surfaces of the spheres , we impose the no-slip boundary conditions: 

(2.3) 

where Rj ( J?j ) denotes the velocity of the j-th sphere. 
The velocity field in the considered system can be presented in the following 

form of the convolution integral: 

N 

(2.4) v (r) = U +I dr'T(r - r') · L I dJ?jJ [r'- Rj(J?j)] fj (J?j) , 
J = l 

where T(r- r' ) is the free-space Green tensor. 
Its space-Fourier transform reads [ 4]: 

(2.5) T(r) =I d
3
k exp(ik ·r )(l - kk) 

(21r) 3 J1. (k2 + iv-1 U ·k) ' 

where k = k/lk i, k (k, x, 77) in spherical polar coordinates. 
The second term on the r .h .s. of (2.4) describes the disturbance of the uniform 

fluid velocity U due to the hydrodynamic interactions of the spheres. To perform 
the integrations over the surfaces of the spheres , appearing in this term, we ex
pand the induced forces fj , exp(ik ·P k) and exp(ik ·r1) in terms of the normalized 
surface spherical harmonics Yim [5]: 

(2.6) l 2 0, lm l :S l , 

(2. 7) lm 

exp (ik ·r j) = 47f L i1 j 1(ak)Yim(ej , </>j)1{-m(x, ry) , 
lm 

where j1 is the spherical Bessel function, Pk = R~- r = (Pk , Xk , 7Jk ) in spherical 
polar coordinates. Finally, we arrive at the following representation 

N 

(2.8) v(r ) = u + L L C12
m 2(P k) ·fkhm2) 

k= l l2m2 

giving the velocity field in terms of the (12m 2 ) components of the induced forces 
f~,;. The second order tensors C12m 2 (P k) are called the velocity field tensor. They 
are introduced to examine the disturbance of the velocity field U due to t he 
hydrodynamic interactions of the k-th sphere in the presence of the N - 1 other 
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spheres. For further consideration, the tensors are written down in the following 
form: 

(2.9) C12
m

2 (P k) = 2.: c:~:~ ( Pk) }[:3 (Xk, 17k), 
13m3 

where 

(2.10) 

We note that the properties of the velocity field tensors fo llow the properties 
of the Green tensor T(r). In the description of the velocity profile, the role 
of t he velocity tensors is similar to the role of the propagators, introduced by 
D URLOFSKY, BRADY and Bossrs [12]. In what follows, the dependence of the 
tensors on the parameters r;, and Re will be discussed. 

3. Properties of tensors c:!:! (Pk) 

It is shown in the Appendix that the tensors c:!:~ (Pk) can be presented in 
the following form (A.7): 

1 

·Id~ [~<5m4,ms - /¥1 L 6m7 +m4 ,m5 Km6 R(2, ffi6, ffi7 )d'{'7 p~n7 
(()] 

0 m5,m7 

· P{;4 (0P1~ms (0fz( Pk cx0K e(Pkcx0, 

where the signs{±} refer to the cases l2 + l3 = 2n, l2 + l3 = 2n+1, respectively, the 
quantity /3111 (12, l3), depending on Pk , is given by the fo rmula (A .3), the quanti t ies 
R(li , mi, mj) describe the rotation of the coordinate system, the functions ~m 
are written clown in the form: 

I:., J([J are the modified Bessel functions , ex= U / v , z = max(l2 + 2m+ 1/ 2, l3 + 1/ 2), 
f! = min(l2 + 2m + 1/ 2, l3 + 1/ 2). 

We note the appearance of the parameter PkUf r; (in the arguments of the 
modified Bessel fun ctions), characterizing the regime of the distu rbances of the 
velocity field U. The above formula is valid for arbitrary value of that parameter. 
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In what fo llows we are going to discuss the properties of the above tensors in the 
range PkU j v < 1, referring to the weak inert ia effects in the velocity profile. In 
this range, t he products of the modified Bessel functions behave as follows: 

(3.2) 

From (3.2) it follows that for the case considered we have two kinds of the velocity 
field tensors: 

( i) the Stokes velocity field tensors (disregarding the role of the inertia of the 
fluid); 

(ii ) the O(Re) Oseen velocity field tensors (taking into account the weak iner tia 
effects) . 

We see that the leading order contributions to the velocity tensors, which do 
not depend on Re, are equal to 

00 

(3 .3 ) c:~:~ = ±4n :L f3m(l2, l3) :L R (l2, m2, m4)R(l3, - m 3, - m 5)dh4 dGms 
m = O m4,m5 

The integrals over the associated Legendre functions a re different from zero for 
the following sets of the indices li [6]: 

(3.4) and 

Hence the leading order contributions to the considered tensors are characterized 
by the fo llowing parameters: 

(3.5) 
(i) 

( ii) 

m= 0, 

m= 1, 

12 = l3; 

l2 = l3 - 2. 

The tensors exhibi t the characteristic dependence on the inverse powers of the 
distances Pk: 

(
a )l2+l 

(i) they are of the leading order of - ; 
( ) 

pk 
3.6 l + 3 

(ii ) the tensors with m=1 contain the contributions of the order of (;J 2 

. 
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For example, t he velocity tensors of low indices assume the following form: 

(i) diagonal with respect to li (m= 0): 

(3.7) 00 1 
C00 (Pk) = 

3
/1f p I ; 

1f/-L k 

( ii ) off-diagonal with respect to li (m = 1): 

(3 .8) 

The leading order cont ribut ions to the velocity tensors, given by (3.3), will be 
used to describe the velocity fie ld past N spheres, provided the inertial effects 
are negligible. 

In the considered range PkU j v < 1 the second group of the velocity tensors, 
being of our interest , are t he tensors of the order of O(Re) . It follows from (3.2) 
t ha t they are equal to 

00 

(3.9) c:~:~ = ±47ri 'L: .6m(l2, l3) 'L: R(l2, m2 , m4)R(l3 , - m3, - ms)d7;4 dGm5 

m = O m4 ,m 5 

Taking again into account the properties of the integrals over ~ we deduce that 
the tensors, belonging in that group, are characterized by the following sets of 
their indices: 

(3.10) 

( i) 

( ii ) 

( iii) 

m = 0, 

m = 0, 1, 

m = 1, 2, 

l3 = l2 - 1, 

l3 = l2 + 1, 

l3 = l2 + 3. 

It follows from (3.9) that the above tensors are built up of the contributions of 
the following orders with respect to ( aj Pk): 

et 2m2 
l2- lm3 ( ~ y 2 

pk 

(3 .11) c l 2m2 
l2+ lm3 ( ~ y 2 

pk 
( ~ y 2+2 

pk 

ct2m2 
l2+3m3 ( ~ y 2 

pk 
( ~ y 2+2 

pk 
( ~ y2+4 

pk 
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Here we list, for example, a few low indices O(Re) tensors , for the particular case 

of U(O , 0, 1): 

(i) l3 = l2 - 1, m = 0 , 

(3 .12) c lm2(P .) = _ Re ( - 1)(m2-lm2 I)/2{ J 
oo k gV3n p,Pk m2 ,o 

3 ~ J ( )(m6-lm6 l)/2 ( 
2 1 1

) K }· - 2 ~5 L...t m2 +m6 ,0 - 1 m m O m5 ' 
V V m6 =-2 6 2 

(ii) l3 = l2 + 1, m = 0, 1, 

( 3.13) c oo (P .) = R e (- 1)(- m3 -lm31)/2 { _ J 
1m3 k 6V3n ap, m3,0 

+ _ 9_ ~ J (-1)(m6- lm61)/2 ( 2 1 1) K } + 0 ((~)2). 
8 's L...t m3 ,m6 m - m O m5 P ' 

V Vm6 =-2 6 3 k 

(iii) l3 = l2 + 3, m= 1, 2, 

(3.14) 

where t he W1gner 3-J symbols are giVen by the formula (3 .7.11) . . ( h 12 13 ) . 
m1 m2 m 3 

from [6]. 
In view of the prop erties of the Bessel functions ! 1; 2 and K 1; 2 , the contri

b ut ions linear in Re appear also in the series expansion of the tensor egg with 
respect to PkU/ v. It follows from (A.8) that the tensor cgg (Pk ) can be presented 
in the following form: 

(3.15) 

where Ck denote the Stokes contributions (3.7) , Cl a re the O(R e) contributions, 
equal t o: 

(3.16) 
R 2 

cl = ~ L R(2, m6 , O)Km6' 
16 ap, m6=-2 

and the quantity R (2, m 6 , 0) is defined by (A.4). 
We note t hat t he leading order contributions to C~~3 (Pk), C~~13 (Pk) and Cl 

a re indep endent of Pk. In the paper [7] we have discussed an an alogous lack 
of IRjk l in the leading order contrib u t ions to the mutual interaction tensors 
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T~ ~ ;~~(Rjk) (Rjk = R2 - RJ, the formula (4.20) in [7]). The above contributions 
to the velocity tensors, acting on the component fk ,oo of the induced forces, give 
rise to the ?~.:- independent terms in the expression (2.8) for the velocity fi eld . 

That type of the independence has been repor ted , for example, in the pap er by 
PROUDMAN and PEARSO [14], concerning the flow past one sphere. The a uthors 
have considered the velocity field in the fra mework of the avier - Stokes equa
tions, applying the method of the matched asymptotic expansions. T he above 
co ntributions to t he velocity field, being proportional to Re, vanish at t he Stokes 
condit ions. 

4. The components fj.L2m2 of the induced forces 

The hydrodynamic interactions between the spheres are treated as the multi
p le scattering events, describing the scattering of the disturbances of the velocity 
field due to the presence of the spheres. The approach leads to the following for
mula, prov iding the representation for t he components fj.l2m2 in terms of the 
relative velocity of the fluid with respect to the spheres V j,lm: 

(4.1) fj,ltm1 = L T:~:~(Oj)· [Vj ,1 2m2 -L LT:~:~(Rjk ) · T:;:;(oJ.:) -Vk ,l4m4 
l2m2 ki:j I, m, 

+ L L LTi~:~(RjJ.:) ·T:;:;(OJ.:) · T:::!(RkkJ · T:~:~(Ok 1 ) · Vk 1 ,1 6m6- · · ·] • 
ki:j k i:k 1 I, m, 

where i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

(4.2) { 
- U 

v j,lm = 0,, 

T:~:~(01 ) a nd T:~:~(R1 J.:) are respect ively the inverse self- and mutual interac
tion tensors; their properties have been analysed in the a uthor 's previous paper 
[1], under the assumption RjkU j v < 1. For example, we list b elow a few hydro
dynamic interac tion tensors with the lowest indices, including the contributions 
up to O(Re): 

(i) self-interaction tensors: 

T~~ (Oj) = T j + TJ + ... , 

where 

T = -
1

- 1 1 61fJ.La ' 
TJ = -

1
- [- ~Re (31 - uu)]; 

61fJ.La 16 

( ii ) inverse self-interaction tensors : 

(4.3) 
-oo - -1 
T 00 ( 0 i) = T i + T i + . . . , 
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where 

( iii) mutual-interactions tensors: 

where 

The first cont ribut ions to t he above tensors describe the Stokes interactions, 
the second terms, respectively, the O(Re) Oseen interactions. Taking into account 
the properties of the tensors T:~:~, the formula ( 4.1 ) yields the series expansion 
of the fj,l1m 1 with respect to a and Re. For example, the components fj,OO are 
equal to: 

(i) for the case of the flow past one sphere: 

(4.4) 

where fj denotes the Stokes drag force, f} - the O(Re) Oseen force ; 

(ii ) for the case of the flow past N spheres: 

- oo { ~ [ oo -oo ~ lm -oo ] (4.5) fj,oo = - T00 (0 j) l - L-. T 00 (R jk) ·T00 (0 k) + L.- T00 (Rjk) ·T tm( Ok) 
k # J m 

+ 2: 2:T~~(R1d >r~~(o k) ·T~~(Rkl) · T~~(ol) 
k # jlfk 

- L L LT~~(Rjk) ·T~~(Ok) · T~~(Rkt) · T~~(O t) · T~~(Rln) ·T~~(On) } · U 
k # j l fk n # l 

~ ~ -lm oo -oo + L- L- T00 (Oj)· T 1m(R jk)· T 00 (0 k) ·U + .. 
k # j m 

where, taking into account (4.3), the Stokes fj and t he O(Re) f} contributions 
can be separated. The above expression is written down up to the terms of the 
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order of 0( a 2
) in inverse sphere spacing. In that approximation, the four body 

effects enter the formula (4.5). Hence, to analyse t hat range of the interactions, 
a pairwise additivity assumption cannot be used. The more detailed discussion 
of the properties of f j ,Lm can be found in the paper [1]. 

5. The velocity field in the range Re < 1, (Re/ K;) < 1 

It fo llows from (2.8) that the velocity field can be presented as the sum of the 
contributions, generated by each sphere in the presence of (N- 1) other spheres. In 
view of the properties of the velocity tensors, the contributions exhibit different 
features in the regions near to and far from the assemblage of the spheres. The 
velocity of the fluid in t he region , characterized by P~.; U / v < 1, assumes the form 
of the sum of the Stokes (linear in U) and the Oseen (quadratic wit h respect to 
U) terms. 

Within t he considered approximation (i.e. including the contributions up to 
0 ( ~~:2 )), the Stokes terms can be expressed by means of the four Stokes velocity 
tensors (egg , cg~3 , ci:~ , cj:~ ), whereas the description of the O(Re) terms 

· · dd' · h t coo coo clm2 clm2 d cl m2 B 1 reqmres, m a 1t10n, t e ensors lm
3

, 3m
3

, 00 , 2m
3 

an 4m
3

. e ow we 
continue the list of the relevant tensors (comp . (3.7) , (3.8), (3 .12) , (3. 13) , (3.14)): 

(i) the Stokes velocity tensors : 

(5. 1) 

(5.2) 

(ii) the O(Re) velocity tensors (for the case of U(O, 0, 1)): 

(5.3 ) 
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(5.4) clmz(P.) = V7Re (!!:__) (- l )(mz-ma -lmzl-lma l)/ 2" 0 4ma k 60 f6= p L_.- m6 +mz ,ma 
vorr~ k ~ 

. ( - l) (m6-lm6l)/ 2 ( 3 1 4 ) K m6 + 0 ((!!:__) 3). 
m 6 m2 - m3 Pk 

The Stokes and the O(Re) contributions to the velocity fie ld are expressed in 
terms of the listed velocity tensors, acting on the respective components of the 
induced forces. The components are t he results of the many-sphere hydrody
namic, non-additive interactions. Up to the contributions of the order of O(a2 ) , 

t he non-additive interactions of three and four spheres enter the description of 
t he velocity of the flu id. In Table 1 we have written down the admissible (from 

Table 1. The velocity field (v(r ) - U, cf. (2.8)) near to N spheres (PkU j v < 1), 
including terms up to 0( !1;2 ) and O(cr2 ) , j = 1, ... ,N. 

Stokes contributions Oseen contributions 

L C}Yoo. ri 
j 

1\;0 - I: 2: c oo y;m3 .r. 
1m3 1 J 

j m3 

LLcoo ym3. f 
3m3 3 J 

j m3 

L CiYoo. ri Lciyoo· f} 
j j 

1\;1 LLcoo y m3. f 2m3 2 J 
I: I: c oo ym3 .r1 

2m3 2 J 

j m 3 j 1113 

L L Cb;;"2 Y0° · fj ,1m 2 
j m, 

2: 2: c1m,ym3 f 
2m3 2 . j ,lm, 

j m2 ,1n3 

2: 2: c tm,ym3 f 
4m3 4 · j,1m2 

j ffi2 , ffiJ 

2: I: c 1m, y m3 f 
1m3 1 • j ,l m 2 I: I: c oo y m3 . r 1m3 1 J 

j m2 ,m3 j m3 

1\;2 I: I: ctm, y m3 . f . 
3m3 3 J ,1m, LLcoo y m3 . f 3m3 3 J 

j ffi2 , ffiJ j m3 

2: 2: cl m 2y m3 f 
t m 3 1 · j , l m2 

j ffi 2 , ffiJ 

I: 2: c1m, y m3 f 
3m3 3 · j ,lm2 

j ffi2 , ffi 3 
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the point of view of t he proper ties of the velocity tensors and of the components 
fj,lm) sequences of the hydrodynamic interactions. 

We note the following quali tative proper t ies of the velocity profile, due to the 
inert ia of t he fluid: 

(i) the velocity exhibits the stronger , than under the Stokes condit ions, de
pendence on the non-additivity of t he interact ions (at t he Stokes regime the 
non-additive interactions of t hree spheres enter ); 

(ii) the comp onents fj,OO genera te the cont ributions to the velocity field star t
ing from the terms of the order of 0 (~~;0 ) (at the Stokes regime, respect ively, from 
the terms of 0 ( ~~; 1 )); 

(ii i) the components fj,lm genera te the analogous contribut ions, starting from 
the terms of the order of 0 ( ~~;1 ) (at the Stokes conditions, respectively, from the 
terms of 0( ~~;2 )); 

(iv) there appear the contributions, expressed in terms of the functions Yt 1 

and Y3m, which describe the lack of the fore-aft symmetry. 

We note that for the particular case of one sphere, the tensor Cj and cg~3 , 
acting on the component f1 = - 6nJ..LaU , give the classical Stokes velocity profile. 
To our knowledge, the descrip t ion of the velocity field past N spheres, involv
ing the Oseen hydrodynamic interact ions between more than two spheres , is at 
present not availab le in the literature. Summing up, in t he present paper it has 
been investigated to what extent the weak convective inertia of the fluid increases 
the role of the hydrodynamic interac tions and modifies the symmetry proper t ies 
of the generated velocity field. 

Appendix. Series expansion of the tensors c:~:~ with respect to PkU jv 

The tensors C12m2 (P k) describe the effect of the component fk.L2m2 of the 
force, induced on t he sur face of t he k-th sphere, on the velocity field of the fl uid . 
T he tensors c:~:~ (Pi.:) concern the respective radial proper ties . To examine these 
properties, we star t wit h the integration over \k\ in the expression (2.10). To this 
end we use the propert ies of the Bessel functions J1+1; 2 , expressed by the formu la 
(7) on the page 45, and by the formul a (7) on the page 99 of [9], and we apply 
the expansion of 1 - kk in terms of Y2m [5] : 

(A .1) 

where 

Ko = ~ (-ex ex - ey ey + 2ezCz) , 

K±l = CxCz + CzCx =f 'ieyez =f i ezey, 

K±2 = exex - eyey =f i exey =f i eyex . 
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As a result, we obtain the following expression: 

(A.2) 

where 

(A.3) 

F4 is the hypergeometric series, 

(; = u;u, ~ = cos ( (; ,k) ' 
To perform t he k integrat ion, we apply a rotation of the coordinate system by 
the linear transformation , k = A ·y , letting the new axis 3 coincide with U. Then , 
taking into account the properties of the functions 1Lm: 

(A.4) YLq(k ) = L R (l,q,n)Yt(y) , 
lni:S l 

and using the formula (6 .577) from [10], we obtain: 

(A.5) c~~;~~ = ± L f3m(12, 13) I df2y{ .. } i ll2+2m- l31]z(Pka0K u(Pko:0 
m=O ( > O 

+ f f3m( 12, l3) I d.Qy{ .. }i 1 1 2+2m-L3 1 J.~(Pkai~ I) Ku(Pko: l~ l) , 
m = O (:SO 

where ( +) refers to the cases 12 + 13 = 2n, and (-) - to the cases l2 + l3 = 2n + 1, 
fz and J(t? denote the modified Bessel functions, z = max(12+ 1/ 2+ 2m, 13+ 1/ 2), 
Q = min(12 + 1/ 2 + 2m, 13 + 1/ 2), and the expression in the parentheses reads : 

(A.6) { ... } = L R(l2,m2,m4)R(I3 ,-m3,-m5) [~I 
m4 ,ms 

-ifs L Km6 R (2, m5 , m7) · y;n7 (y)l 11:n4 (Y) YL~ms (y) . 
mo ,1n7 
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Carrying out t he integrations over the meridional angle, we arrive at: 

m 

1 

· I d~ [ ~Om4 ,ms - If{ L Om7+m4 ,m5 Km6 R(2,m6 , m7) d~7P;n7 (0] 
0 ffi6,ffi7 

· Pt:4 (0Pl~ms (0fz (Pka.0K~(Pka.0 , 

where the coefficients dj read: 

dl = (-1)(m-lml)/2 (2l + 1)(l - m)! 

47r(l +m)' 

P1m(0 are the associated Legendre functions [cf. [6], formulae (2.5.17) and 
(2.5. 18)]. 

Taking into account the proper t ies of Pt(O, we can accomplish the integra
t ion with the help of the formula 1.11.3.2 from [11]: 

1 

(A .8) I d~ e I z( Pk a.OKQ(Pk a.O 
0 

1r [ (Pka./2) i -~ 
- 2sin fj7f (A+ z- fj + 1)F (z + 1)F (- fj + 1) 

[
A+ z- fj + 1 z- fj + 1 z- fj + 2 

. 3F4 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 

A+ z- Q + 3 2] z + 1' - Q + 1' z - Q + 1' 2 ; ( pk a.) 

(Pka./2 )i+~ 

(A+ z + fj + l )F (z + 1)T (fj + 1) 

[
A+ z + fj + 1 z + fj + 1 z + fj + 2 

. 3F4 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 

_ _ _ _ A + z + Q + 3 2]] 
z + 1, e + 1, z + e + 1, 

2 
; ( Pk a.) , 

where the parameter A depends on the P1m(0 involved, and the following cond i
t ion should be fulfi lled : 

A +z+fj> - 1. 
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The last integration leads to the representation of the velocity field tensors in 
terms of the linear combinations of the 3F4 functions. That representation is valid 
for the arbit rary values of Re. We are going to examine t he particular regime of 
the hydrodynamic interactions, which is described by the velocity tensors , having 
arguments Pko: < 1. 
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Transverse Stokes flow through a square array of cylinders 

A . ZACHARA (WARSZAWA) 

THE WORK PRESENTS resu lts of calculat ions of the t ransverse Stokes flow through 
a square array of cyl inders. The new fu nctional basis has been derived and t he 
solution is sought in the form of series expansions in this basis, t he terms of which are 
given exp licitly as fu nctions of t he volume fraction <p. The presented method enabled 
us to evaluate t he expression for the d rag force of high accuracy using symbolic 
computations. 

1. Introduction 

SLOW FLOW of a viscous fluid through an array of cylinders is observed in 
many technical applications such as heat exchangers, fibre filters and b undles 
of man-made fibres in spinning processes . In this paper we shall study the flow 
through a square array of cylinders in a direction transverse to the cylinder axes . 
This problem was first studied in 1959 by H APPEL who calculated the Stokes 
flow, taking into account t he periodic structure of the array with the aid of a 
so-called free surface model [1- 2]. As a result , he got an expression for the drag 
force F' exerted by the fluid on a unit length of a cylinder. The drag force was 
a function of the volume fraction c.p of cylinders for a given mean velocity U of 
the fl uid. The volume fract ion c.p is defined as 

7fa'2 

c.p = A, ( 1.1) 

where a' is the cylinder radius and A is the cross-sectional area of the array per 
single cylinder . In the case of a square area it takes t he form 

(1.2) A = l2
, 

l being Lhe distance between the cylinder axes. 
The expression for the drag force F' may be presented in the following general 

form which involves approximations of various order 

( 1.3) 
F' 1 

= 
,.~,u K (c.p) ' 

where 

( 1.4) K (c.p) S~ [tn(1 / c.p) + T(n)(c.p)], 
n 

(1.5) T (n) ( c.p) 2:_ Ti c.pi , 
i = O 

and f..L is the dynamic viscosity of t he fluid . 
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The approximation of H APPEL [1- 2] was rather rough and the results obtained 
were of a reasonable accuracy merely for very dilute arrays ( cp « 1). At the same 
time, an alternative approach to the investigation of a viscous fluid flow through 
periodic arrays of particles was proposed by HASlMOTO [3]. Using Fourier series 
expansions , he obtained spatially periodic fundamental solutions of the Stokes 
flow for arrays of spheres as well as of cylinders. Lattice sums which appeared 
in this method were calculated using rapidly converging Evald 's technique. He 
introduced then two functions sl and 52 with the aid of which it was possible 
to construct the infinite system of algebraic equations, in which one of unknown 
quantities was the drag force. After truncation the system was solved and the 
expression for K (cp) (1.4) has been obtained with the accuracy of O(cp). The 
method of Hasimoto was t hen developed by SANGANI and ACRlVOS [4] who 
obtained the expression for K (cp) to O(cp3 ). It is also worth to mention the 
paper of DRUMMOND and TAHIR [5]. T hey calculated K (cp) using the method 
of singularities, matching a solution outside a cylinder to a sum of solut ions 
inside each cylinder in an infinite array. The obtained expression for K(cp) was 
determined with the accuracy up to O(cp4

). 

SANGANI and AcRIVOS [6] made also numerical calculations of a Stokes flow 
past a periodic array of cylinders and evaluated the drag force F' in a wide 
range 0.05 < cp < 0. 75. The results [6] may then be treated as reference data for 
analytical approximations. 

The expressions derived for the drag force may be used to calculate filtration 
flow through t he array of cylindrical rods, treated as a porous medium [7]. It can 
be shown that the force F' is related to the mean pressure gradient exerted on 
the fluid in the array of cylinders [1-2] 

(1.6) 
F' dp' 

= 
A dx 

Inserting (1.6) to (1.3) we obtain the relat ion 

(1. 7) 
A dp' 

U = --K (cp)-, 
J..L dx 

which has the form of a linear Darcy equation, where K (cp) (1.4) plays the role 
of a permeability coefficient [7]. 

These results, together with the results for the parallel case [1- 2] , were applied 
by SZANIAWSI<I and ZACHARA [8, 9] for calculation of filtration flow through a 
bundle of man-made fibers in a formation processes. It allowed them to obtain 
velocity and pressure distribution inside the bundle of fibers . 

In the present paper , the approach of Hasimoto as well as of Sangani and 
Acrivos has been modified . A new functional basis has been der ived. It allowed 
to der ive explicit expressions for matrix components of the infinite system of 
equations and its solution could be obtained using symbolic computations [10]. 
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T he system was truncated and as an example, t he coefficient K (<p) was calculated 
with t he accuracy of O (<p5 ) . This procedure can be easily extended to solutions 
of higher accuracy. 

2. Governing equations 

We consider t he slow flow of a viscous fluid through a square array of cylin
ders, each of t hem of rad ius al They are infinitely long, so the problem may be 
treated as two-dimensional. W ith respect to the periodicity of t he array, we shall 
limit ourselves to a unit cell which is repeated throughout t he system (F ig. 1) . 
T he dimension of a uni t cell is l . To describe the problem , we shall use both 
the Cartesian ( x~, x2) and cylindrical ( T 1

, B) coordinate systems. Position of the 
cylinder axes in t he plane x~ x2 are given by the vector 

(2. 1) n 1, n 2 = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... , 

where a(l) and a(2) are basic unit vectors in x~ and x2 direction , respectively. We 
assume that the fluid flows in x~ direction with the mean velocity U. According 
to t he assumption tha t t he R eynolds number is very small , the flow m ay b e 
described by the Stokes equations which are given below in a non-dimensional 
form 

(2 .2) 
82

ui 8p 
8xk8Xk a xi 

) 

(2.3) 
auk = 0, 
axk 

r 

F rc . 1. Unit cell of a square a rray of cylinders. 
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where Ui is the velocity component of the fluid and Pi is the pressure. The co
ordinates have been non-dimesionalized with land velocity components with U. 
The non-dimensional pressure p is determined as 

p'·l 
p=U · p,· 

The velocity field must satisfy the periodicity conditions and the no-slip bound
ary condit ion at the cylinder surface 

(2.4) 
u(r + n ) = u(r ), 

u (a, B) = 0. 

Following the approach of H ASIMOTO [3] and SANG ANI and ACRIVOS [4], we first 
consider the Stokes flow through the periodic system where cylindrical particles 
have been replaced wi th singular multipole force distributions located at their 
axes. In this case, the Stokes equations may be presented in the following form: 

(2.5) 

where o(r - n) is Dirac's delta function, while V j and q are velocity component 
and pressure, respectively. The components Fi are F1 = F , F2 = 0. 

The non-d imensional drag force F acting on a unit length of the cylinder is 
determined by 

F' 
F =- . 

Up, 

T he symbol {n} at the sign I: in (2.5) 1 denotes summation in the directions x , 
and x2 to infinity, 

00 00 00 

2:: = 2:: L· 

HASIMOTO [3] found the periodic fundamental solution of Eq. (2.5) in the form 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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T he funct ions 51 and 52 which are periodic throughout the lattice are as fol
lows [11]: 

5 = ~ "'"''exp[-2ni (n ·r)] 
1 L I 12 ) 

71" {n} n 
(2.8) 

(2. 9) 52
= __ 1_. "'"'' exp[-2ni(n ·r )] 

4n3 L lnl4 ' 
{n} 

where i is an imaginary uni t and the prime (' ) over the summation symbol 
indicates that the term 1nl = 0 is excluded. 

They are solutions of the equations 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

what may be proved by the finite Fourier t ransforms. 
Now we choose the unit cell of the array, indicated by the point n = 0 at its 

centre. T he funct ions 51 and 52 (2.8)- (2. 9) arc here calcula ted using the Evald 
summation [3] and expanded in planar harmonics near r = 0. The corresponding 
expressions are as follows 

(2.12) 

(2. 13) 

where 

00 

51 = -2 ln r- Go+ nr2 + 2 L A mrm cos me ) 
m = 4 

r = (xi + x~ ) I /2 ' 

e = tan- 1(x2/ xl) . 

Both the fun ct ions (2.12)- (2.13 ) fulfi l Eqs. (2.10), (2.11) in the unit cell n = 0 
where the Dirac 's delta 6(0) corresponds to the propert ies of ln r and its deriva
t ives ai T = 0. The function 51 i simply related to the Wigner potential and 
the first non-vanishing coefficients A m are evaluated in [12] . With respect to the 
sym metry of the square array, the coeffi cients Am and B m are different from zero 
only for m which are multiples of 4. The method of evaluation and numerical 
values of Am , B m and Co are given in the Appendix 1. 
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The importance of these results exceeds the frames of the fluid dynamics 
since 5 1 is equivalent to the electrostatic potent ial in a periodic system of charge 
par t icles embedded in a neutralizing uniform background [12]. It is worth to note 
that this background corresponds to the mean pressure gradient which is able to 
balance the drag of the cylinders in the flow. The approach of Hasimoto was also 
successfully applied to the calculation of the effective conductivity of composite 
materials of a regular structure [13- 16]. 

The fundamental solution (2.6) is a star ting point to construct a general 
solution of Eqs. (2.2)-(2.3) where velocity components u1 and u2 defined for 
r 2: a satisfy the no-slip boundary condition on the cylinder surface r = a with 
the required accuracy. To this end, fo llowing [3] and [4], we add to the solution 
(2.6) the even derivatives of Vi and 5 1 mult iplied by unknown coefficients. T his 
operation satisfi es the symmetry condit ions of the periodic flow through the array 
and leads to the following expressions for the velocity components u 1 and u2: 

(2. 14) 

(2.15) 

where G and H are different ial operators 

(2. 16) 

and 

(2.17) Uo = 1 + Qo. 

We perform differentiation of 51 (r, B) and S2(r, B) , Eqs. (2. 12)- (2. 13), with re
spect to x1 and x 2 in (2.14)- (2. 16) using operators 

a a sine a 
- = cosB-- ---axl ar T ae ' 
a a cos e a -a = sin e -a + -- ae. 
X2 T r 

(2.18) 

To calculate the coefficients Pn and Qn we make use of the no-slip boundary 
condition on the surface of the cylinder (2 .4)2. Thus we have 

(2.19) u1(a,B)=O , 
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Hence Eqs. (2 .14)- (2. 19) lead to the system of algebraic equations for the coef
ficients Pn and Qn . If we compare (2.6 ), (2.14) and (2.16)1 we can see t hat t he 
force F exerted by the fl. uid on the cylinder is equal to the coefficient Po, 

(2.20) F = Po , 

and from (1. 3) we have 

(2.21) K ( ifJ) = 1/ Po . 

3. The basis functions 

It is useful to define and derive the basis functions which may help to carry 
out calcula tions of the coefficients Pn and Qn in an efficient and t ractable way. 
These functions, which appear in (2.14) and (2.15) are 

(3.1) ul - s - 82s2 u2 = 82S1 
- 1 8 2 ) 7)2• xl xl 

(3 .2) vl = 82s2 v 2 = 
82S1 

8xl 8X2 ) 8x l8X2 
) 

where S1 and S2 are determined by (2 .12) and (2.13) . Performing diffe rentiation 
of sl and s2 with t he use of operators (2 .18)) we get expressions for the function 
(3. 1) and (3.2) given below 

1 [ ] 1rr
2 

1 2 (3.3) U 1(r,e) = 2" ln1/ r 2 -Co +T+4"(2-7rr)cos 2e 

00 00 

+ ~ AmEm(r, e)- ~ (m+ 2) Dmo(r)Em(r, e), 
m = O m = O 

(3.4) 2 2 cos 2e . 00 (m + 2) I 
U (r, e) = 21r + .2 + 2 ~ Am+2 

1 
Em(r, e) , 

7 m = O m. 

1 00 

V1 (r, e) = - 4(2 - 1rr2) sin 2e - ~ (m+ 2)Dmo(r)Fm(r, e), 
m = l 

(3.5) 

(3. 6) 2 2sin 2e 00 (m+ 2)' 
V (r,e) = 2 -2 ~ Am+2 

1 
Fm(r, e ). 

r m = l m . 

T he auxiliary functions which appear in (3 .3) - (3.6) are defined as follows: 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

1 2 
Dmn(1' ) = 2 A m+2n+2r + (m+ 1)Bm+2n+2, 

Em(r , e) = rm cos m e , 

Fm(r, e) = rm sin me. 
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T he even derivat ives of the basis fu nct ions which appear in the operators (2.16) 
are denoted by the following symbols 

82nu1 
u2 

82nu2 

u~ = 7J'i'1, = fJ x2n l n 
(3.10) 

x i 1 

82nv 1 82nv2 
v 1 ___ v;~ fJx2n l n - fJx2n ' 

1 1 

where n = 1, 2, 3, ... . 
After differentiation of the basis funct ions (3.3) - (3.6), we obtain the expres

sions for their derivatives (3. 10) which are 

(3.11) 

while 

(3.12) 

(3. 13) 

(3.14) 

1f 1 
U~ = - 8111 + -

2 
[(2n)1 cos 2(n + 1)8 - 2(n - 1)(2n - 1)! cos 2n8] 

2 2r n 
00 (m + 2n + 2) I -f o (m + 1)1 Dmn(r)Em(r, 8) 

~ (m + 2n )1 
- (n - 1) ~ Am+2n Em(r, 8), 

m = O m ! 

r r 1 - u 1 v o - , 

2 2(2n + 1)! 
Un = 2nono + r 2(n + 1) cos 2(n + 1)8 

00 (m+ 2n + 2)1 
+ 2 L Amt 2n t-2 

1 
Em(r, 8) 

m = O m . 

for n ~ 1, 

for n ~ 0, 

1 (2n)! . . Loo (m + 2n)! 
vn = - 2- [sm 2n8 - sm 2(n + 1)8] - n Am+2n I Fm(r, 8) 

~n m. 
m = 1 

- ~ (m + 2n + 2)
1
D (1·) F (r 8' for n >_ 1, 

~1 (m + 1)! mn m , J 

2 2(2n + 1)1 . 
V,1 = 2n+2 sm 2( n + 1 )8 

r 
00 (m + 2n + 2) 1 

- 2 2: Am+ 2n + 2 
1 

Fm(r , 8) 
1 

m . 
m = 

for n ~ 0. 
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4. Calculation of the drag force 

The drag force F (2.20) can b e calculated from the system of Eqs. (2.19) 
where the velocity components u 1 a nd u 2 are determined by (2. 14) and (2 .15) . 
The different ia l op erators G and H (2.16 ) act on t he functions (3.3)- (3 .6) . The 
system of equations (2.19) may thus be wri tten 

(4.1 ) 

( 4.2) 

GU1 + HU2 
= 411"Uo , 

G V 1
- HV2 = 0. 

Using (2. 16) - (2.1 ) we present Eqs. (4.1)- (4.2) in the form 

00 

(4.3) L [PiU/ + Qi ( U2
i- 4m5i0)] = 411", 

i=O 
00 

( 4.4) "L [Pi1/i1 - Qiv?] = o. 
i=O 

The basis functions (3 .3) - (3.6) and their derivatives (3.11) - (3.14) may be pre
sented in a form of cos 2iB and sin 2iB expansions whose coeffi cients are elements 
of a matrix Zlm · Thus we have t he following expa nsions of U,~ and Vnk, 

00 

U~(a, B) = L (411"bio<>no<>k2 + z2i+l ,2n+k ) cos 2iB ) 

(4 .5) 
i=O 

00 

v;(a, B) = -( - 1)k L z2i,2n+k sin 2iB ) 
i= l 

where /,; = 1 and 2, n = 0 , 1, 2, 3 ... . 
Now we inser t the basis function expansions ( 4.5) to Eqs. ( 4.3) - ( 4.4) and 

collect terms of Eq. ( 4.3) containing cos 2iB and terms of Eq. ( 4.4) conta ining 
sin2iB. Then, a fter som e rearrangement we preseut Eqs . (4.3) (4.4) in the fol
lowing form: 

00 00 

( 4.6) LL (Z2i+ t,jXj)cos2iB = 411", 
i=Oj= l 

00 00 

(4.7) LL (Z2i,j X j)sin 2iB = 0. 
i=lj - 1 

Here X j a re unknown quantities related to Pi and Qi 

( 4. ) 

while the coeffi cie nts Zij a re known elemen ts of t he matrix evaluated from the 
bas is functions (3 .3) - (3. 6) and their derivatives (3.11) - (3.14). The details are 
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given in the Appendix 2. Thus we can t ransform Eqs. (4.6), (4.7) to the infinite 
system of algebraic equations where X j are unknown components of the vector 
X and Z i j are known elements of the matrix Z, 
( 4.9) zx = 47rl ' 

where I is a column vector whose first component is 1 and all other components 
are equal to zero. 

We can see from ( 4.8) and (2.20) that the drag force F is equal to X 1 . For 
calculat ion of X 1 it is useful to separate from the matrix Zij the logarithmic 
term included in U1 (a , e) (3.3), which we denote by Ko 

(4.10) Ko = ln1/ a2 - C0 . 

Thus we can present the elements of the matrix Z in the form 

1 
(4.11) Zij = 

2
Kobwhj + W ij , 

while the elements of the matrix W are given in the Appendix 2. 
The unknown X 1 can be written formally as 

(4.12) X - 47r jZsl 
1- IZI , 

where the superscript S denotes a submatrix of the original matrix , correspond
ing to its first element (1,1). 

It follows from ( 4.11) that 

- 1 - s -
(4. 13) - IZI = 2 Ko !Z I+ IWI, 
and 

(4.14) .zs = Ws 

Inserting ( 4.13)- ( 4.14) to ( 4.12) we get 

( 4.15) 
87r 

X1 = Ko + /3 ' 

where 

(4.16) /3 = 2/ Y1, 

while Y1 is the first component of the vector Y which is t he solut ion of t he 
equation 

( 4. 17) WY = l. 

According to (2.21), (4.8) and (4. 15) we have 

1 1 
(4. 18) K(~.p ) = x

1 
= 

8
7r (Ko + /3) . 
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5. Results 

T he infinite system of equations ( 4.17) was truncated to five equations and 
solved with matrix elements W i j taken from the Appendix 2. The solution Y1 , 

which is the subject of our interest , has been obtained with the accuracy of 
O(a 10 ). Inserting Y1 to (4.16) we get the following expression 

(5.1 ) {3 2 c 2 c 4 c 6 c 8 c 10 = y
1 

= 1a + 2a + 3a + 4a + 5a , 

where the coefficients Cn have the following numerical values: 

(5.2) 

c1 = 2n , 

c 2 = - ( ~
2 

+ 1152 B~) , 
C3 = - 1536 A4 B4 , 

C4 = 576n A4B4 - 520A~ , 

C5 = 384nA~ . 

Numerical values of Go , A4 and B4 are given in the Appendix 1. 
The expressions (5.2)1 _3 are completely equivalent to t hose used by SANGANI 

and ACRIVOS [4] who calculated {3 to O(a6 ) . T he expression (5 .2)4 cannot be 
directly compared with the corresponding one of D RUMMOND and TAHIR [5] 
since they used a different calcula tion method than ours, and these expressions 
are of a qui te different form. We shall come back to this question la ter and 
compare the numerical values of the coefficients with the literature data. 

It is however more convenient to express the force F as a function of the 
volume fraction <p ( 1. 1) which is rela ted to t he non-dimensional radius a as 

(5.3) 

Inserting (5.3) into (5.1) and then combining (5.1) , (4. 10) and (4.18), we obtain 
the expression for K (<p ) presented in Sec. 1 (1.4), where T (n)(<p) is a power func
tion expansion in <p (1.5) . The drag force is related t o K (<p ) according to (1.3) 

(5.4) 
1 

F = K (<p ) . 

The ini t ial coefficient of the expansion T (n) is 

(5 .5) To= lnn - Go = - 1.47633597. 

The other coefficients are related to the coefficients Ci of (5.1) using expres
sion (5.3 ) 

(5.6) 
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Table 1. 

i T, 

0 - 1.4 763359-7 
1 2.00000000 
2 - 1.77428264 
3 4.07770444 
4 - 4.84227403 

5 2.44662267 

The numerical values of a ll t hese coefficients To - T5 are collected in Table 1. 
We can now compare the numerical values of the coefficients from Table 1 

with the values obtained by the previous authors [4] and [5] . The coefficients of 
SANGANI and AcRrvos [4], calculated up to four decimal places in frames of the 
approximation to O(cp3 ), i .e. fori = 3, are equivalent to the corresponding values 
from Table 1. The coeffi cients of DRUMMOND and TAHIR [5] (i = 4) are equal 
to t hose from Table 1 up to nine decimal places, although they were evaluated 
by different procedures, as it was previously indicated. It seems to confirm the 
conclusion that both the procedures are equivalent , and calcula tions in [5] and 
in the present paper were carried out correctly. The coefficient T5 is a new value 

F 

1 

4 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.-1 0.5 0.6 

Frc. 2. T he non-dimensional drag force F vs. the volume fraction cp. Comparison of 
t he numerical reference data of SANGANI and ACRIVOS [6], (line 1) wit h various 
approximations. Line 2 - Sangani a nd Acrivos to O(cp3 ) [4], line 3 - Drummond 

a nd Tahir to O(cp4
) [5], line 4 - the present results to O(cp5

) . 
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obtained in the frames of the present approximation corresponding to 0 ( <p5 ) . The 
results of [4] and [5] were collected and presented in the monograph of P . A DLER 
[7]. T he li terature data concerning approximations of higher order than that of 
DRUMMOND and T AHIR, of O(<p4

) , are not known to t he author. 
We calculated the drag force F (<p) from (5.4) for approximations of various 

order using coefficients from Table 1. The resul ts are presented in Fig. 2. The 
results of SANG ANI and ACRIVOS [6] are here included as the reference data. They 
were obtained by numerical integration of the Stokes equations in a range of <p 
from 0.05 up to 0.75. It is almost the full range of <p since the maximum value of <p, 

which corresponds the case of touching cylinders, is <f/max = 1r / 4 = 0. 785398 ... 
We can see how the accuracy of calculations increases with the order of approxi
mation. The expression (5 .4) with the series expansion T(3)(<p) estimates the drag 
force within the error of about 2% at <p = 0.2. This error is kept with T(4)(<p) at 
<p = 0.3 and with T(5)(<p) at <p = 0.4. For <p > 0.4 all these expressions d iverge 
and a new formula of better accuracy is needed. 

6. Conclusions 

A new functional basis derived in this paper enabled us to obtain expressions 
for matrix elements W ij (see Appendix 2). The matrix is involved in Eq. ( 4.17) 
which is subj ected to truncation of a chosen order , and its solution enters t he 
formula ( 4.15) for a drag force. The explicit form of the expressions W ij makes 
the calculations very tractable and allows to derive the solution using symbolic 
computations of Mathematica [10]. This procedure was here applied to the system 
of five equat ions and the results obtained to O(<p5

) were of higher accuracy than 
the results of the previous authors. Extension of these calculations for larger 
systems of equations is straightforward. 

Appendix 1 

We present below numerical values of the first non-vanishing coefficients Am 
and Em as well as the constant C0 , which appear in (2.12) and (2 .13). The 
coefficients were evalua ted from the expressions derived in [4] and adopted here 
for t he square array. 

(A1. 1) A _ a(2n)m [ (1f ) m - Cl' - (m+l) L{n} Em(lnl,e)<Pm- 1 ~lnl2 
2m(m)' '-' 

+ L Em (1nl, e) <Po (nlnl 2a ) ] , 
{n} 
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(A1.2) Bm ~ ~~:~;~7 [a - (m+l) t?m( In I, B) <~'m- 2 ( •I: I') 
+ L Em(lnl, B) Po(rr ln l2a)] , 

{n} 

(A1.3) Go="(+ ln(rr/a) +a- L P_l(rrln l2 f a)- a L Po (rrlnl 2 a) . 
{n} {n} 

We used here the following notation: 

00 

Pv(x) =I e- xttv dt 

1 

is the incomplete gamma function. In particular we have 

oo n 

P- l(x) = -Ei( -x) = -"(- lnx + L ~( - 1)n+I, 
n = l nn. 

where"'= 0.5772156649 .. . is the Euler constant . The funct ions Pv(x) of higher 
rank can be obtained from the recurrence formula 

Arguments of the functions can be calculated by taking 1nl 
modulus of the vector n = n' j l , (2.1), 

The parameter a which appears in (A1.1) - (Al.3) is a moderate constant 
involved in Evald's summation method, and is of a very small influence on the 
final result of calculations. 

The constants evaluated from (Al.1) - (A1.3 ) are as follows: 

A4 = 0.7878030005, 

A12 = 0.3282374177, 

B4 = - 1.044856181 10- 1
, 

B12 = - 1.469973805 10- 2 , 

Go = 2.6210658523. 

A8 = 0.5319716294, 

A16 = 0.2509809396, 

Bs = - 4.031710210 10- 2 , 

B16 = - 8.399042320 10- 3 , 

The coefficients Am are related to the Rayleigh sums Sm 

A 
_ Sm 

m - ' m 
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which were evaluated up to five decimal places and presented in [16]. umerical 
values of the coefficients E m, as far as it is known to the present author , were 
not presented in litera ture except the coefficient B 4 [4], the value of which given 
t here is however not correct . 

Appendix 2 

In Lhis section the expressions are presented which enable us to calculate 
elements Wij of the matrix W. They have been derived from E qs. (4. 11), (4.5), 
and (3. 11) - (3. 14) . The expressions W ij are different for odd and even subscrip ts 
j corresponding to t he matrix columns. To simplify the form of expression for 
odd j , we exclude here elements of the first column (j = 1). 

Matrix elements Wij for j = 1: 

(A2.1) na2 1 2 i 1 
Wi1 = 2oi1 + 4(2- na )(oi3 - oi2) + A i- 1a -

( . 1) [ 1 A 2 .B] i- 1 - t + 2 i+l a + t i+l a 

- (i + 2) [~Ai+2a2 + (i + 1)Bi+2] ai. 

Matrix elements W ij for other odd subscripts j = 3, 5, 7, ... : 

(A2.2) 
1f (j - 1)! 

Wij = 2o;1o13 + 
2

a1_ 1 (oi,J+2 - oi,j+1 + o; ,1- d 
(j - 3)(j - 2)! (j- 3)(i + j- 2)! i- 1 

- 2a1 - 1 Oij- 2(i- 1)! Ai+j - 2a 

(j - 1)(i + j - 1)1 i (i + j)! [1 2 . ] i- 1 
-'-'-------'---'-.

1
----'--Ai-! j - la - .

1 
-
2

Ai+ja + tBi+j a 
2t. t. 

(i + j + 1)1 [1 2 . ] i 
- (i + 1)! 2 Ai+j+1a + (t + 1)Bi+J+1 a . 

Matrix elements W;j for even subscripts j = 2, 4, 6, ... : 

(A2.3) 
2(j - 1)! 

W · · - - 2n'·1o ·2 + (o · ·+1 - o· ·) tJ - ut 1 al t ,J tJ 

2(i + j - 1)! i- 1' 2(i + j)! i 
+ C _ 1) ' A i+j - l a + .1 Ai+ja . 

t . t . 
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A yield-vertex modification of two-surface models 
of metal plasticity 

H. PETRYK (WARSZAWA) and K. THERMA N (DORTM UND) 

A PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL of elastoplastic behaviour of metal polycrystals is 
proposed which combines the features of micromechanical models with the classical 
flow t.heory of plasticity. T he standard equation of a smooth loading surface describes 
here an outer limit surface which is never reached. The actual inner yield surface 
possesses a vertex at t he current loading point, interpreted as the point of intersection 
of active y ield surfaces for plastic flow mechanisms at a micro-level. T he incremental 
response of the material at the vertex is defined in terms of the position of t he cu rrent 
stress relative to the outer sur face. In the computational version of the model, the 
effects of partial unloading and of physical and constraint hardening are represented 
by separate constitutive fun ctions. 

1. Introduction 

TllE CLASSICAL FLOW THEORY of time-independent plasticity is based on the 
assumption of a smooth yield surface and of a flow rule that prescribes the direc
tion of the plast ic part of strain-rate in the current state. On the contrary, micro
mechanical models of elastoplastic polycrys tals invariably predict (cf. [1- 4]) the 
format ion of a vertex on the yield surface at the current loading point , as well 
as the existence of a whole range of admissible plastic strain-ra te directions, the 
actual one being dependent on the current stress-rate. 

Accordingly, two separate classes of t ime- independent phenomenological con
st it utive models for polycrystalline metals in the plas tic range have been pro
posed: of the classica l type and of the corner (or vertex) type. T he former have 
a simpler structure in the incremental form and can in principle be constructed 
using the accumulated knowledge of experimental yield surfaces, while the latter 
are closer to micromechanical predictions and are expected to simulate better 
the material response after an abrupt change of t he direction of straining. In cal
culations, the h corner theory of plast icity formulated in [5] was most frequently 
used among relat ively few phenomenological corner models proposed so far for 
metal polycrystals [6 - 14]. 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a phenomenological model of elasto
plastic behaviour of metal polycrysta ls which combines the features of the above 
two classes of constitutive description. A given model of the class ical type is 
modified in order to improve the consistency wit h general conclusions d rawn 
from a micromechanical analysis [3]. Accordingly, the class ical smooth yield sur
face plays here the role of an outer extremal (limit or target) surface which is 
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never reached, while the related inner yield surface (a boundary of the actual 
elastic domain) possesses a vertex at the current loading point. The extremal 
surface may be interpreted as a locus of asym ptotic stress states approached 
when physical hardening is imagined to be suspended [3]. A considerable simpli
fication in the proposed computational model, and also the difference in relat ion 
to the previous corner theories , is that the incremental response of the material 
is defined in terms of the position of the current stress point with respect to 
the extremal surface, independently of evolution of the latter , e.g. according to 
an isotropic/ kinematic hardening law. In turn, the fundamental distinction from 
plasticity models with two or more loading surfaces [15 - 18] is that the inner 
surface is here no longer smooth. The derivation of the incremental law at the 
vertex of the inner yield surface also appears to be novel. In the first approxi
mation , the simplest assumption of mut ually independent internal mechanisms 
of plastic deformation at a micro-level has been explored. 

2. Two-surface model of plasticity with a vertex 
on the inner yield surface 

T he small-strain formulation is given first; an extension to a geometrically 
exact description at fini te st rain will be given in Sec. 4. The standard yield con
dition of the Hub er - Mises type: 

(2. 1) f = k , 

is adopted here as an equation of the extremal surface in the sense of HILL [3]. a 
denotes the Cauchy stress(l ) , er' its devia tor , a. denotes the devia toric backstress 
and k is the yield shear stress. a. and k can vary with the plastic deformation 
according to prescribed rules which are left arbi t rary here. (2.1) can be replaced 
by a more general equation of a smooth surface without changing the remaining 
part of this section. However , the specifications in the next section are only given 
for the form (2.1). 

Contrary to classical elastoplas ticity, t he surface (2.1 ) is not allowed to be 
reached , and plastic deformation can take place when the current stress lies 
inside the surface (2.1). During plastic flow, the current stress point er constit ut es 
a ver tex on the inner yield surface which is a boundary of t he current elastic 
domain (Fig. 1 a) . The ver tex is interpreted as an intersection point of individual 
smooth yield surfaces (transformed to the m acroscopic stress space) for a large 
or infin ite number of internal plast ic deformation mechanisms a t a micro-level, 

(') In the standard sy mbolic notation employed , bold-face letters denote second- or 
fourth -order tensors, a dot between two tensor symbols denotes full contract ion, a tensor prod
uct is denoted by ®, a nd 1<1 1 = ( <1 • <1 ) 1/

2 denotes a norm of t he st ress-rate. T hro ughout the 
paper, only symmetric second-order tensors are used . 
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cf. [3]. Such a mechanism can be identified , for instance, with crystallographic 
slipping on some system in some grain in a p olycrystalline aggregate. We restrict 
ourselves to examining the case when the matrix of hardening moduli , which 
represents mutual interactions between the mechanisms either within t he same 
grain or in different grains, is symmetric and positive definite. A well known 
consequence is t hat the four t h-order tensor of macroscopic plas tic compliances , 
denoted below by MP, is diagonally symmetric and at least positive semi-definite. 

a) extremal surface b) 

subspace S 

elastic 
unloading 

cro 

F IG. 1. (a) Two-surface model of plast icity where t he inner yield surface has a vertex 
at the current loading point and the outer extremal surface is smooth. (b) Overall 

structure of t he incremental plastic constitut ive law at t he yield-vertex, within 
a two-dimensional subspace S. 

As long as unloading is absent or partial so that the elastic domain is not 
penet rated , a phenomenological constitu t ive relationship at the ver tex may be 
defined without specifying the entire form of the elastic domain but merely t he 
directions tangent to the corner of the elastic domain at cr'. In a given state of the 
material , a macroscopic plastic strain-rate €P is assumed to be a single-valued , 
positively homogeneous of degree one , continuous and (except at c1 = 0) at least 
piecewise-continuously diffe rentiable function of a macroscopic stress-rate cr . It is 
emphasized that a dot over a symbol denotes t he forward rate. We will examine 
that function restricted to a two-dimensional subspace S of t he Euclidean space 
of symmetric second-order tensors, and denote by £~ the orthogonal projection 
P s · £ P of £ P on S(2). By the Euler theorem, the homogeneous incremental plas t ic 
law can be writ ten down as 

£p = MP ( cr ) · cr , MP 
f)£P 

(2.2) a& , 
·P Es = M~(cr ) ·cr , M~= P s MPP s , if cr E S. 

The diagonal symmetry of MP implies that M~ is a diagonally symmetr ic 
operator within S. From the spectral decomposit ion theorem for fourt h-order 

C) If( a ,b ) with a · b = 0, lal = lb l = 1 is an ort honormal basis inS then P s = a @a + b @b . 
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diagonally symmetric tensors (cf. [19]), we obtain that M~ , henceforth assumed 
to be positive definite, has the following representation 

(2.3) 

with principal directions a 1 , a11 and positive pr incipal compliances M 1 , M 11 . 

Let 6- o -=f. 0 define a distinctive d irection within S, and {3 denote an angle of 
inclination of a nonzero 6- to 6-o, 

(2.4) 
CJ' · ao 

cos{J = ~ , 
O'Q 

ao = I<Yol . 

T he considerat ions below are limited to 6- E S lying on one side of 6-o where 
{3 E [0 , ?T]; the other side can be examined analogously. 

Each quant ity in (2.3) depends in general on {3. An admissible function M~({3), 
if discontinuous, must ensure the continuity of £~ (& ), and at every differentia
bility point it must satisfy the additional condition 

(2.5) 
dM~ . 
--·0' = 0 
d{J 

obtained by differentiation of (2 .2). On substit ut ing (2.3) , the condition (2.5) is 
easily transformed to 

(2.6) 

dM1 {3 
d{J COS I 

dM 
d{Jil sin !3r 

( dJ - 1) ( M1 - Mn ) sin {31 , 

( dJ - 1) ( M1 - M, 1 ) cos !31 , 

where {31 is an angle between 6- and a1 with 

(2.7) 
CJ' ·a 

cos {31 = lcii ) 
From (2.3) we al. o find that {31 is connected with an angle a 1 between £~ and a, 
through 

(2.8) 

It can be seen that if one scalar function from the t riple {M 1({3),M11 ({3),{3, ({3 )} 
defining M~ ({3) is prescribed then the two other have to satisfy two d ifferential 
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equations (2.6), with appropria te boundary conditions. T hat restrict ion is related 
to the ex istence of a stress-rate potent ial tPP (cr ), 

(2.9) 
. P f)ijtP 

e = 8cr ' 
,r, p 1 . p . 
'¥ = - €. · (j 

2 
and 

p 1 . p . . 
IV =-a · M 5 -a if a E S , 

2 

which is a consequence of the diagonal symmetry of M P If more than one scalar 
constitut ive function in a subspace S is assumed , as in [12, 14], then the p oten
tia lity proper ty is generally lost. 

Further considerations are restricted to the case 0 < {31 < 1r / 2 illust rated 
in Fig. 1 b . Moreover , we will assume that M1_ 11 = M

1 
- M

11 
> 0 and that 

0 < df31/ df3 ~ 1. Then (2.6) holds if and only if either 

(2. 10) dfJI = 1 
dfJ ) 

dMI = 0 
dfJ ) 

or 

(2. 11) 

In the former case M~(fJ) = const . In t he second case, the following different ial 
equat ion for !v/

1
_

11 
is obtained : 

(2. 12) 

This defines a class of constitutive relationships corresponding to different func
tions r(f31 ). A particular solution 

(2.13) 

is obtained for r independent of {31 , with M > 0 being a posit ive integration 
constant. 

Suppose that there exists a stress-rate era codirectional with the pr incipal 
d irect ion of MP( era) associated wit h the m aximum principal plastic compliance; 
in particular , er a is t hen codirectional with €P(cra). To cover all directions in t he 
stress- rate space, it suffices to consider the two-dimensional subspaces S that 
contain er a as the common distinct ive stress-rate used to determine the angle fJ 
from (2 .4). If M~ varies continuously wit h fJ then from (2.10) and (2.11) it follows 
that the principal plastic compliances M1 (fJ) , M 11 (fJ) are non-increasing funct ions 
which at tain maximum values at fJ = {31 = 0. If (2.10) holds fo r fJ < fJa, say, then 
that interval of fJ can be ident ified wi th the angular range of fu lly ac tive loading 
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in the current state, while an interval of validity of (2. 11), f3o < (3 < f3c say, 
can be identified with the transitory range of partial unloading, cf. [3]. We shall 
assume that ( - ci-o) lies within the current elastic unloading cone corresponding 
to f3c < (3::; rr, cf. Fig. 1 b. 

To derive a constitutive function in the transitory range rather than to de
fine it arbitrarily, we propose the following simplifying procedure. The effect of 
physical hardening within the grains in a polycrystalline aggregate is included 
into a hardening rule for the extremal surface, e.g. into an evolution rule for 
a and k in (2.1) . The interact ion (in the stress-space formulation) between 
micro-mechanisms of plastic deformation in different grains is imagined to be 
represented, at least partially, by variations of M inside the extremal surface (see 
below) . Finally, a phenomenological relationship between the plastic strain-rate 
and stress-rate at the vertex on the inner yield surface, which includes the effect 
of partial unloading, is constructed as for mutually independent mechanisms of 
plastic deformation. For comparison, in the well-known theories of BATDORF 
and B UDIANSKY [1] or KOITER [6], the effects of interaction between t he plas
tic deformation mechanisms were fully neglected, while here they are taken into 
account in an indirect manner. 

Under that assumption , the range of fully active loading becomes a prolon
gation of the elastic unloading range, so that (30 = 1r- f3c· Both ranges suffer a 
right-hand discontinuous change in time if cr, the current right-hand rate of stress, 
induces partia l unloading. Then , eT constitutes one limiting ray of the new angu
lar range of fully active loadinge), while the second limiting ray of that range is 
regarded as varying continuously in time. The key simplifying assumption is tha t 
a1 ((3) corresponding to any direction of loading (total or partial) within S a lways 
bisects the right-hand limit (in time) of the angular range of elastic unloading. 
It follows that in the range of partial unloading, a 1 rotates continuously with 
increasing (3 so that (cf. (2.13)) 

(2. 14) r = 1, 

with a parameter M independent of (31 • It may be noted that (2.14) gives d(M1 + 
M 11 )j d(31 = - 4M. To obtain a smooth transition to elastic unloading, we assume 
that M 1 tends to zero as (3 ~ f3c· On using the condition of continuity of i ~(cr ), 
we obtain the following solut ion to (2.11) in the transition range: 

f3c = 7r - f3o , 
1 1 

f3I = 2 ( 7r - f3c + f3) = 2 (f3o + f3 ), 

M
11 

= ( 1r - 2(31 - sin 2(31 )M 
(2. 15) 

C) Fully active loading means that each plastic deformation mechan ism that is potentia lly 
active (i.e. stressed to its yield point in the current state) is actually active. After partial un
loading, some of previously potent ially active mechanisms become inactive, so that the angular 
range of fu lly active loading increases discontinuously. For infinitely many mechanisms, u cor
responding to part ial unloading wi ll generally induce neutral loading for some mechanism (s), 
i.e. will constit ute the limiting ray as stated above; cf. also [20]. 
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and in the range of fully active loading: 

(2 .16) 
/3 E [0, /3o], 

M 1 = (n- 2/3o + sin2/3o)M , 

/31 = /3 , 

M 11 = ( 1r - 2/3o -sin 2{30 )M. 

For convenience, the basic relationship between M, , M 11 and {30 or {3, for fully 
or partially active loading, respectively, is visualized in F ig. 2. 

0.6 r---.---,----r---.----, 

05 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

Mr1 
-
Mr 

-- ~ 

' ' 
M11 

/ s!VI 

' 
' ' ' ' ' ' 0.0 '---'----'----=-=---==----..:>J 

40° 

/3o or !3I 
FIG. 2. Principal plastic compliance ratio , Mu / MJl as a fun ction of {30 for fully active 

loading or of {3, after partial unloading. Broken lines show the respective variations 
of t he principal plastic compliances scaled down by 5M. 

F1:om elementary geometry it follows that € ~ makes an angle ( 1r - /31 - a 1 ) 

or ( 1r - /3o - a 1 ) in the range of partially or fully active loading, respect ively, 
with the limiting ray of the elast ic unloading range in the respective subspace 
S , cf Fig. 1 b. It can be checked by using (2.8), (2.15) and (2.16) that this angle 
decreases monotonically from f3c to 1r / 2 as /3 increases from zero to f3c · Hence, 
€~ lies within the range generated by the outward normals to the limi ting rays 
of the elas tic unloading range in S, in agreement with the generalized normality 
rule at a yield-surface vertex. 

Once the elastic unloading cone in cr-space has been specified in the current 
state, then t he elastic unloading range within each S is known along with its 
internal angle 2{30 , external angle 2/3c and outward bisector ao. Finally, the con
stitutive relationship between €p and cr is fully determined, after substituting 
(2.15) and (2.16) into (2.3) and next into (2 .9) , by the geometry of the current 
elast ic unloading cone and by the scalar pararneter M dependent on the material 
stat e and on S. Of course, when performing the partial differentiation in (2 .9) , 
the dependence of the parameters M and /3o on the subspace S must be taken 
into account in general. That dependence is absent from th e simplest version of 
the model discussed in the next section . 
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3. A simple computational version of the model 

Suppose first that the current state of the material has been reached by 
proportional loading from a virgin unstressed state with a = 0; this condi
tion will later be relaxed. Under the usual assumption of an incompressible and 
pressure-insensit ive plastic flow , the following specifications (cf. F ig. 3) are made 
in the incremental constit ut ive law from Sec. 2: 

(i) The deviatoric stress-rate space and its two-dimensional subspace S' are 
subst ituted in place of &-space and S. 

(ii) The elastic unloading cone has a symmetry axis codirectional with (CT' 
a ), and (3 is defined by (2 .4) with 

(3. 1) 
CT

1
- a 

ao = .,---------,. 
/CT' - a / · 

(iii) The parameters (30 and M are independent of S' and depend on t he 
placement of CT

1 relative to the extremal surface. 
extremal surface 

FIG. 3. Construction of the elastic unloading cone in the computationa l vers ion 
of the two-surface model. 

The relationship between the plastic strain-rate and stress-rate at the vertex 
CT

1 on the inner yield surface becomes fully defined by two state-dependent scalar 
parameters (30 and M being functions of the current values of a , k and cr'. In 
the potential form , t he incremental plastic constitutive law is given by 

(3.2) 
. P f)!J!P 

e: = - .-, 
OCT 

(3.3) F((J) = M 

{ 

n - 2(30 + sin 2(30 cos 2(3 for 0 ::; (3 ::; (30 (total loading) , 

. n - ((3 + (30 ) + ~ sin 2((3 + (30 ) for (30 ::; (3 ::; n - (30 (partial unloading) , 

0 for 1r - (30 ::; (3 ::; 1r (total unloading). 
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In an explicit form, it reads(4 ) 

(3.4) 

eP = M(A(,6)[ci-' [ao + B ({3) ci- '), 

A ({3) = 2 cos {3 sin 2{3. o , } 
for {3 ::; f3o , 

B = n - 2f3o - sm 2f3o 

A({3) = sin2 ({3 + f3o) l sin {J, } 
. . . for f3o ::; {3 < n - f3o , 

B ({3 ) = n - ({3 + f3o) - sm f3o sm({3 + f3o) I sm {3 -

A = 0, } 
B = 0 for 7f - f3o ::; {3 ::; 7f . 

This can be complemented by the standard equation for the elastic par t of 
strain-rate , viz. 

(3.5) · · e ·P e: = e: + e: ) 

with Me being the compliance tensor of the linear theory of isotropic elasticity. 
Finally, specification of the parameters {30 and NI and of evolution equations 

for k and ex. completes the set of constitutive equations of the model. T he evo
lution rule for the extremal surface is left arbi t rary here since the equations are 
proposed as a refinement of a given model of the classical type. {30 and M a re 
assumed to depend on the rela tive distance of the current deviatoric stress cr' 
from t he extremal surface. For instance, they can be expressed in terms of the 
ratio f I f..; as 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

k sin {Jmax 
f3o = arcsin _ c 

T 

f ( · max ) k E sm f3c , 1 , 

-- 1 2 
M(f3o) = E 1 - x(f3o) l x(n- f3;!'ax)' 

{Jmax = cons t E ( ~ n) c 2 ) ) 

({3 ) 
= n - 2f3o - s in 2f3o 

X o . {3 , sm o 

where {3rz'ax is a material constant and E is the elastic Young modulus. In 
com parison with the standard elastoplas tic model, that specification of the yield
vertex modification requires only one addit ional material constant {J;:'ax . Formula 
(3.6) means that generators of the elastic unloading cone are tangent to a sphere 
with centre ex. and rad ius k J2 sin {J;:'ax in cr'-space, cf. Fig. 3. During proportional 
loading in the range fl k ::; sin {3~11aX, we substi tute M = 0 with {30 undefined. On 
the other hand , the inner sphere shown in Fig. 3 by a broken line is only used to 

(
4

) A closer inspection of Eq. (3 .4) shows a resemblance to the equation obtained in [9] in a 
different way and without considering its potential form. T he present equation is more general 
since M is a function of s tate rather than a constant. The distinction is essential since constant 
M would be inconsistent wit h t he existence of a fixed unattainable ext remal surface when 
physical hardening within the grains is suspended. To have consist ency, 1/ M must tend to zero 
when a fi xed ex tremal surface is approached. 
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define the current elast ic unloading cone at cr' and need not be ident ified wit h 
t he boundary of t he current elastic domain. 

The function (3. 7) has been chosen to fit approximately the tensile stress/ 
plastic strain curves calculated for micromechanical models of a p olycrys tal [4]; 
the approximat ion will fur ther be discussed in the next section. Of course, one 
could also take another function M in place of (3 . 7) to obtain a better fi t of 
micromechanical results. T he .present choice was influenced by the convenient 
possibility of determining analytically the plast ic strain under proport ional load
ing from the uns tressed virgin state if the extremal surface is fixed. From (3.6) 
with fixed k and from (2.16) we obtain the interesting formula 

(3.8) M1 d - = d (M11 
- ) - T - T. 

M M 

On using (3 .6) and t he definition of x in (3.7), the plast ic strain under propor
tional load ing is thus given by 

f X 

(3 .9) eP = ao J2 j M 1 df = aokJ2sin {3;:'ax j M dx. 

0 0 

This motivates the use of M expressed in terms of x. The form (3.7)1 is one of 
the simplest which ensure M -+ oo as f approaches a fixed k; after integration 
it yields 

(3 .10) p _ 2k .J'i ( {3max · 2{3max) 1 1 
£ - ao -- 2 c - 7r + sm c n ({3 ) / ( {3 ) E 1 - X o X 7r - ~nax 

with f3o determined from (3.6) for a fixed extremal surface. 
In turn , from (3.9), (3.6) and the definition of X we obtain 

(3. 11) eP =M cr' 
11 

if M = const . 

T his is precisely t he formula of the classical deformation t heory of plast icity 
where the proport iona lity factor between the plastic strain and stress deviators, 

, f 

being a function of lcr'l, serves as the principal plastic compliance for cr or-
thogonal to cr'- In view of a fixed relationship between M 11 and lcr'l implied by 
(2. 16) and (2.6), the variant of the deformation theory obtained here for fully 
active loading at constant M is very special and, moreover , inconsistent wit h 
the assumption of a fixed extremal surface. The possibili ty to satisfy Eq. (3.11) 
approximately for the extremal surface subject to a power hardening law will be 
discussed in Sec. 5. 

The assumption (ii ) above, and hence the fi nal specification of the incremental 
plastic const itut ive law, cannot be regarded as appropriate for all stress-rates in 
all states, e.g. in the current state just after partial unloading. For t unately, to 
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calculate the material response along some loading path, it usually suffices to 
know the function ep(c1 ) only in the vicinity of the actual stress-rate direction. 
For a class of non-proportional loading paths, the actual plastic strain-rate and 
plas tic compliances can be calculated from (3.3) , or directly from (3 .4) and (2 .15) 
or (2.16), respectively, still by using the specifications (i) - (iii) in the following 
cases: 

(A) for every stress-rate in any state PA reached from a virgin state cr' = 0, 
a = 0 along a plastic straining path without unloading (i.e. with {3 ~ {30 in the 
range 1-/k > sin {J~nax , except in the current state PA itself) ; 

(B) along any path starting from a state PA and such t hat cr' and a are being 
contained in a fixed two-dimensional deviatoric subspace and {3 is preserving its 
sense, nondecreasing (but possibly discontinuous) in time and satisfying {3 < f3c; 

(C) a long any straight path in the deviatoric stress space starting from PA 
and satisfying {3 < f3c ; 

(D) along any smooth path of a sufficiently small curvature in the deviatoric 
stress space, starting from PA and satisfying {3 < f3c . 

This can be inferred from the assumptions under which the equations of the 
computational model have been derived . The common condition in the above 
list is that no elast ic unloading takes place so that the current stress does not 
leave the ver tex on the inner yield surface. This condition could be weakened 
by allowing for elastic unloading not followed by reloading, and also for certain 
cases of reloading. The restriction on the path curvature in point (D) is impre
cise since it is difficul t to specify the circumstances in which the influence of 
par tial unloading on the actual tangent compliances along a curved path may 
still be neglected. A curvature of the order 1/ k may perhaps be regarded as being 
"sufficiently small" in this respect. 

4. Extension to finite strain 

The extension of the constitutive equations from the preceding sections to 
plastic strain of arbitrary magnitude can be done in the following way, regarded 
nowadays as standard. With the volume changes assumed to be purely elas
tic and small , cr is replaced by the Kirchhoff stress T = Jcr where J is the 

current-to-reference volume ratio, while the stress-rate c1 is replaced by f. , the 
Zaremba J aumann flux (corotational with the material spin ) of T . An exact 
elastic constitutive law can be defined as an isotropic linear relationship be
tween the back-rotated Kirchhoff stress and logarithmic elastic strain relat ive 
to an unstressed state. Accordingly, the elastic compliances of the linear theory 
of isotropic elasticity undergo a si ight modificat ion , cf. [21]. e is identified with 
Lhc Eulerian strain-rate D while iLs p lastic part DP is defined by (3.5) and deter
mined from (3.2) or (3.4) after making the substitutions indicated. A finite strain 
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problem can be analysed in the usual step-by-step manner if, in every traversed 

state, D as an invertible function of Yr is specified at least in the vicinity of the 
actual incremental solution. 

Questions resulting from the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation 
gradient and concerning the effect of plastic rotations on the kinematic hardening 
law need not be addressed here since they do not affec t the proposed modification 
of a given classical plasticity model. 

5. Illustrative examples 

Figures 4 - 7 illustrate the model behaviour during proport ional loading from 
an unstressed virgin state, by the representat ive example of uniaxial tension. 
The tensile stress a is scaled down by a0 = ko J3, the initial tensile yield stress 
in the absence of the yield-vertex modification, i.e. for the classical model. The 
tensile plastic strain c:P is normalized by t he elastic critical strain ao/ E. Fig
ure 4 shows how the stress varies with the plastic strain for the classical model 
(the horizontal line) and for (J~nax = 105° , 120°, 130° and 139.2° when the ex
tremal surface is kept fixed. This case corresponds to perfect plasticity within 
the grains of a polycrystal, where the increase of the macroscopic stress is due 
to "constraint ha rdening". The curves can be compared with the results given 
in [4] for micromechanical models of a polycrystal. The lowest curve in Fig. 4 for 
sin f321ax = sin 139.2° ::::::: 1/ 1.53 corresponds to an upper bound of the constra int 
hardening effect (cf. [3, 4]) and , after suitable rescaling, fits approximately the 
resul ts obtained from the Kroner - Budiansky - Wu self-consistent model. Fitting 
the results obtained in [4] for Hill 's self-consistent model, regarded as more accu
rate, would require a somewhat smaller value of (J~ax . Identification of an optimal 

1.1 ..-------,.----,.----.,.-----, 

a 

1 2 3 

c:" E/ ao 
F IG. 4. Non-dimensional stress vs. plasti c strain in uniaxial tension for a fixed 

extremal surface a nd for different values of (3~"ax. 
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value of {3~'ax is not straightforward since the y ield-surface corner angle in a p he
nomenological model should be interpreted as an effective angle obtained when 
a n unspecified plast ic strain due to some internal mechanisms is neglected. For 
otherwise, the assumption of the existence of a fin ite elastic domain at advanced 
p la tic deformation could be questioned ; cf. the remark in [4], p. 271. 

a) 1.5 

1.0 
\ 

T 

To 

0.5 

0.00 

b) 1.5 

1.0 
T 

To 

0.5 

classical law 

\\ {3;nax = 139.2o 

120° 

5 10 

eE/To 

1 classical law 

5 10 

eE /To 

15 20 

15 20 

FIG . 5. Uniaxial Kirchhoff stress T as a function of logarithmic strain e for the 
extremal surface subject to an isotropic, (a) linear T = k../3 = To+ 0.02EeP, or 

(b) power hardening law T = To ( 1 + eP E /To )0 ·1 , for different values of /3~'ax. 

T he results in Fig. 5 correspond to the extremal surface being not fixed but 
subject to an isotropic linear or power hardening law. The finite strain version 
described in Sec . 4 has been employed , with To as the uniaxial Kirchhoff stress on 
the initial extremal surface and T = ( e - eP)E It can be seen that the uniaxial 
stress-strain curve for the classical law is closely approximated by the curves 
for the present model when the plastic strain becomes only a few times greater 
than the elas tic strain. However , the difference is no longer fu lly negligible even 
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for larger strains, especially for linear hardening with a constant modulus h 
(equal to 0.02E in Fig. 5 a). The reason is that an asymptotic value (30 of f3o 
is now somewhat greater than (n - (3~ax). It can be found from the condit ion 
df3o I deP = 0 which leads to the relationship 

(5.1 ) 
2 

sin {300 
- - hM ({300

) sin (3max = 0 
0 3 I 0 C · 

While the yield-vertex modification of a stress-strain curve for proportional 
loading at advanced plastic strain may be regarded as insignificant, the corre
sponding difference in the incremental constitutive law is substantial. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 6 where plots of the effective tangent shear modulus vs. load
ing angle after tensile prestrain are presented for different values of (3~ax The 
plots correspond to a fixed extremal surface in the small strain formulation, and 
the amount of plastic prestrain for each value of (3~ax corresponds to t he same 
relative distance to the extremal surface, defined by ( 1 - f I k) I ( 1 - sin (3~ax) = 
(1 - 1.311.53)1(1 - 111.53) to allow comparison with the similar Fig. 6 in [4]. 
The calculated effective tangent shear modulus in the total loading range tends 
at (3~ax -+ 1r 12 to the elastic shear modulus G, i.e. to the value obtained for the 
flow theory of plasticity. 

1.2 

1.0 
classical flow theory 

0.8 

Ge 
O.G -

G 
0.4 

0.2 

0.0 oo 30° 60° 90° 120° 150° 180° 

f3 = arcLan( v'3l&12l I &u) 
FIG. 6. Effective tangent shear modulus Ge = c'! 12/2i: 12 as a function of the 
incremental loading angle (3 after tensile prestrain corresponding to a given 
relat ive distance (see the text) to a fixed extremal surface. G = E / 2(1 + v) 

is the elastic shear modulus with v = 0.3. 

The difference between the incremental characteristics for the present and 
class ical models is also illustrated in Fig. 7. Plots of the principal plastic com
pliance ratio M

11 
/ M

1 
vs. strain in uniaxial tension are shown for f3~ax = 120° 

and 135° while for the classical plasticity law the ratio is identically zero. Solid 
lines correspond to a linear isotropic, broken lines to a power-type isotropic, and 
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dotted lines to a linear kinematic hardening law for the extremal surface. T he 
mater ial parameters for the isotropic hardening correspond to Figs . 5 a and 5 b , 
and the kinemat ic hardening law is specified by 6:. = (2/ 3) (0.01E)DP. It can be 
seen that t he value of MII /M1 is only slightly influenced by the type of hard
ening, and also by t he amount of strain beyond a certain init ial stage. On the 
other hand , t he ra tio depends strongly on the value of f321ax. This is , of course, 
not surprising since t his ratio depends only on f3o as illustrated in Fig 2. Figure 
7 may thus be treated as another illustration of the conclusion that during pro
pOl·tional loading at advanced plastic deformation , when the current hardening 
modulus is much smaller than E , the value of f3c = 1r - f3o is close to f3~ax and 
hence almost constant. 

0. 25 r----,----,-----r-----r---, 

0.20 

NI [] OJ G 

Mr 0.10 

0.05 

10 20 30 40 50 

eE/To 
Fie. 7. Variation of principa l plastic compliance rat io M11 / M, with logarithmic st rain 

in un iaxia l tension for t he extremal surface subject to a linear isotropic __ _ 
power-type isotropic ___ and linear kinem at ic .... ... hardening law for two values 

of {3~1"x. Isotropic ha rdening parameters as in Fig. 5, kinematic ha rdening law 
0. = (2/3)(0.01E) DP 

A stabilized value of the ratio of the principal plastic compliances resemble 
the well-known proper ty of the deformation theory of plas ticity obeying a power 
hardening law. In the small-strain formulation wi th the elast ic strain neglected, 
M

11
/ lvf

1 
under proportiona l loading becomes then equal to the tangent-to-secant 

modulus ratio, and hence to t he constant power exponent . T he present model 
can appmximate such behaviour provided f321 ax is appropriately selected , with 
the help of the rela tionship visualized in F ig. 2, to give the required value of the 
compliance rat io . The power hardening exponent corresponding to f3~ax equal 
to 120° or 135° can be directly read off as a stabilized ordinate in F ig. 7. 

It is beyond t he scope of this paper to simulate t he material response for 
various paths of non-proportional loading, which is expected to be strongly in
fluenced by t he choice of an isotropic/kinematic hardening rule for the extremal 
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surface. We recall tha t the proposed yield-vertex modification does not restrict 
the freedom in selecting such a hardening rule that fi ts experimental data for a 
specified material. 

6. Concluding r emarks 

A modificat ion of the family of classical models for plastically deforming 
metals has been obtained with the help of general conclusions drawn from mi
cromechanical analysis of an elastic-plastic polycrystal. In comparison with the 
standard equations of the flow theory of plasticity, the proposed model in its 
simplest computational version involves only one additional material const ant 
which defines the maximal sharpness of the corner at the current loading point 
on the inner yield surface . A smooth loading surface of the standard form has 
been used as an outer "extremal" surface [3], not attainable d uring plas tic flow. 
With the yield-ver tex effect included , the high (elastic) stiffness of the classical 
clast ic-plastic model against an abrupt change of the straining direction has been 
relaxed . This offers a perspective of more adequate modell ing of the material be
haviour under non-proport ional loading, and of arriving at more realistic results 
in bifurcation and instability studies, still using a typical isot ropic/kinematic 
hardening law for the outer loading surface. 
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Symmetrization of systems of conservation equations 
and the converse to the condition of Friedrichs and Lax 

W. LARECKI (WARSZAWA ) 

THE RESULT OF FRIEDRICHS AND LAX [Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 68, 8, 1686-1688, 
1971] concluding t hat if the system of conservation equat ions implies t he additional 
conservation equat ion (balance of entropy) then it can be symmetrized by premulti
plication by the Hessian matrix of the entropy, is well known. Basic ingred ients of t he 
proof of the converse to this result can be found in t he paper by B OILLAT [C.R. A cad. 
Sci. Paris, 278 A, 909- 914 1974], however t his converse has not been explicitly for
mulated there and, as a consequence, it seems to be overlooked. Therefore, an explicit 
formulation and the detailed proof of the converse to the condit ion of Friedrichs and 
Lax is given in t his paper. Due to t his result , t he restrictions imposed on t he system 
of conservation equations by consistency with the additional conservation equations 
can be a lternatively derived from requirement t hat it admits Hessian matrix as a 
symmetrizer whi le the corresponding entropies can be determined by direct integra
tion of t h e admissible Hessian symmetrizers. As an illustrative example, t he system of 
conservation equations given in [DOMANSKI, JABLONSKI and KOSINS KI , Arch. Mech. , 
48, 541- 550, 1996] is analysed . It is shown that this system can be brought into 
equivalent symmetric hyperbolic form without appealing to the existence of the ad
ditional conser vation equation and t he whole family of symmetric symmetrizers is 
determined . Then, t he condit ion t hat the system admits t he additional conservation 
equation reduces to the requirement t hat t he family of symmetric symmetrizers con
tains at least one Hessian matr ix. T his requirement is, in t urn, equivalent to the 
integrability condition for the overdetermined system of second order partial differ
ential equations for the scalar entropy function. Finally, the family of entropies is 
obtained as a result of integration of t his system . 

1. Introduction 

I N [1], FRfEDRfCHS AND L AX have shown that if the system of N conservation 
equations implies the additional conservation equation (usually called balance of 
"entropy"), then premultiplication (left multiplication) of t his system by Hes
sian matrix of "entropy" (matrix of second-order partial derivatives) makes it 
symmetric. 

In the paper [2] by DOMANSKI, J ABLONSKI and Kosn~SKI , this result has 
been explicitly quoted as a means for symmetrization of considered particular 
system of conservation equations, but the employed procedure of symmetrization 
and interpretation of t he results should be rather referred to the converse to the 
result of FRIEDRICHS and L AX [1]. Clearly, in [2], it has been required from the 
system of conserva tion equat ions to be symmetrizable (by premultiplication) by 
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prescribed Hessian matrix. As a result of this requirement , the algebraic relation 
between the entries of the prescribed Hessian matrix and the entries of the ma
t rices corresponding to the considered system of conservation equations (writ ten 
in a matrix form) has been obtained. This relation has been called "symmetriz
ability condition" for the considered system of conservation equations. Since the 
system of conservat ion equations treated in [2] implies the additional conserva
tion (balance of entropy) and prescribed Hessian matrix corresponds precisely to 
one of the entropies admitted by this system, the "symmetrizability condition" , 
of course, corresponds to "the model compatibility condition which, on the other 
hand, can be obtained from the second law of thermodynamics", as it has been 
concluded in [2]. 

Apparently, the procedure performed in [2] in nothing else but checking t hat 
the converse to the well known result of FRIEDRICHS and LAX [1] is true for the 
particular system of conservation equations. Unfortunately, this aspect of the 
performed calculat ions has not been noticed in [2]. 

The converse to the result of FRIEDRICHS and L AX [1], of course, holds for 
the general case of the system of conserva tion equations and its proof can be 
easily deduced from the paper by BOILLAT [3]. Since this result has not been 
explicitly formulated in [3] as a separate "theorem" , contrary to the condition of 
Friedrichs and Lax, it seems to be overlooked (for example, [2, 6]). 

The objective of this note is to formulate explicitly this converse and to 
demonstrate its complete detailed proof, mostly for pedagogical reasons, as well 
as to show how this result can be directly applied in practice for derivation of the 
condition that the system of conservation equations implies the additional con
servation equation, and then to determine the "entropies" that can be assigned 
to this system. It should be emphasised that the crucial points of the reasoning 
employed in the proof presented here have been found in [3] and, therefore, t he 
converse to the condi tion of Friedrichs and Lax should be attri buted to Boillat. 
The original method proposed here, consisting in application of this converse for 
derivation of the restrictions on systems of conservation equations imposed by 
consistency with the addi t ional conservation equation (balance of "entropy"), 
can be considered as an alternative to the method of Lagrange - Liu mult ipliers 
[5] developed in the framework of extended thermodynamics. In this alterna
tive approach , the restrictions on the system of conservation equations as well 
as the "entropies" a re obtained directly, without use of the auxiliary fields of 
Lagrange - Liu mult ipliers. 

In Sec. 2, we demonstrate that if the system of N conservation equations has a 
symmetrizer which is the Hessian m atrix of a certain function of the unknowns 
then this system of conservation equations implies the additional conservation 
equation, in which this function of the unknowns is a "density ". The result of 
FRIEDRICHS and LAX [1] together with the converse leads to the following nec
essary and sufficient condition for the system of N conservation equations to be 
symmetrizable (by premultiplication) by a Hessian matrix: The system of N con-
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servation equations is symmetrizable {by premttltiplication) by a Hessian m atrix 
iff i t implies the additional conservation eqttation. 

Therefore , the condi t ions imposed on the system of N conservation equa
tions by t he requirement that it implies the addit ional conservation equation 
(for example, thermodynamic restrictions implied by consistency wi th th e bal
ance of entropy) can be obtained by requiring that the system admits symmetric 
symmetrizer which is a Hessian matrix. The respective procedure can be ac
complished in the following five steps: 1) to rewri te the system of conservation 
equations in a matrix form, 2) to derive the condition on t he ent r ies of the respec
tive matrices (necessary and sufficient) , that t hose matrices have common left 
symmetric symmetrizers , 3) to determine t he family of common left symmetric 
symmetr izers (t he ent ries of such family of matrices are related to the entries of 
the ma trices corresponding to the considered system of conservat ion equations), 
4) to derive the condition on this family of symmetrizers that it contains at least 
one Hessian mat rix (this condition corresponds to the condit ion tha t the system 
of (1/ 2)N(N + 1) second-order par t ial differential equat ions for entropy function 
is integrable), 5) finally, to calculate the entropies admit ted by the considered 
system of (1/ 2)N (N + 1) equations for entropy. 

In Sec. 3, the example of application of this complex procedure is presented. 
In this example , we use the system of conservat ion equat ions considered in [2] 
because of its part icular simplicity. Since this system is consistent with the ad
ditional conservation equation (balance of entropy) without any restrictions on 
t he functions of dependent var iables involved in it , the respective matrices admit 
common left symmetric symmetrizers without any addit ional relations between 
their entries . T he family of the respective symmetrizers is der ived and the step 
2) of the ab ove procedure is not needed in this case. To this end, we note that 
the equivalence result (existence of ent ropy and symmetrizability by Hessian 
matrices) together with the described procedure of application enables one to 
employ the methods of matrix analysis in studying the proper ties of systems of 
conservation equa tions endowed with ent ropies. 

2. Converse to the condition of Friedrichs and Lax 

We consider a quasilinear system of N conservation equa t ions for N unknowns 
in normal (Cauchy) for m 

(2.1) i = 1, 2, ... ,m 

wit h the corresponding ma t rix form 

(2.2) 
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where 

(2.3) 

i= 1, 2, ... ,n, K , L ,M= 1, 2, ... ,N, 

and 

The usual summation convent ion over repeated upper and lower indices is un
derstood and ( · )T denotes a transpose . 

For the system (2.1), (2.2) , (2.3) , we consider the following additional conser
vation equation 

(2.4) 

For the clarity and completeness, we recall the well-known results of FRIEDRICHS 
and LAX [1]. In [1], FRIEDRICHS and LAX formulated the statement which can 
be expressed in the following way: 

The conservation equation (2.4) "follows from " (is implied by or is a conse
quence of, in other words) the system of N conservation equations (2. 1) if and 
only if 

(2.5) i=1,2, .. . ,m, 

(2.6) J,M,R = 1, 2, ... ,n. 

The term "follows from" (is implied by or is a consequence of, in other words) , 
used in this statement , is understood in a sense that there are N funct ions 
l ;(uM), not all identically zero, such that conservation equation (2.4) is a com
bination of N equations of (2.1) multiplied by respective lJ (uM); namely, the 
equality 

holds for all functions uM (t , xi) (in the domain of such functions). With this 
interpretation, the fo llowing "proof ' just ifies this statement. 
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Assume that (2.4) "fo llows from" (2. 1). T hen, the following identity is implied 
by (2.7): 

which holds for all functions uM (t, xi ). Since in (2.8) the values of uM (t , xi), 
o1uJ (t, xi) and OiuR(t, xi) can be taken arbitrar ily at each point (t, xi), the terms 
in square brackets must vanish and , as a consequence, we obtain the following 
system of identit ies: 

(2 .9) 

(2 .10) 

(2.11) 

Substituting (2.9) into (2.10) and (2.11) we obtain (2 .5), (2.6). Conversely, as
sume that (2 .5) , (2.6) hold. Multiplying both sides of (2.1) by row vector com
posed of oh0 (uM)jouJ we obtain the following conservation equation 

(2 .12) 
ohO(uM) J ohD(uM ) ofiJ(uM ) R ohO(uM ) J R 

ouJ OtU + ouJ ouR O;U = ouJ b (u ) 

which, in view of (2.5), (2.6), corresponds to (2.4). 
Therefore, the equality (2.7) is satisfied for 

T hen, the fo llowing condition was proved in [1]: 

If the system (2.1) implies the additional conservation equation (2.4) then 
the system (2.2) premultiplied {left-multiplied) by the Hessian matrix of h0 (u ) is 
symmetric. 

It was also mentioned in [1] t hat this symmetric system is equivalent to (2.1) 
if the Hessian matrix of h0 ( u ) is non-singular , and it is symmetric hyperbolic if 
h0 (u) is convex (Hessian of h0 (u) is posit ive definite). 

The proof of this condition given in [1] is based on different iation of (2 .10) 
with respect to t he components of u , which yields 

(2 .13) 
oho(uM) o2 f iJ (uM) 

OUJ ouPouR 

02hO(uM ) 02 f iJ (uM) 
ouPouJ ouR 
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The left-hand side of (2.13) is symmetric in the indices P , R, so is the right-hand 
side. It therefore follows from (2.3)4 that Hessian matrix of h0 (u) is the left 
symmetrizer of the matrices Ai(u). 

The converse to this condition can be formulated as the following implication: 

If the system of N conservation equations (2. 1) has a left symmetrizer which 
is a Hessian matrix of a certain function h0(u ) then the system (2. 1) implies the 
additional conservation eqtLation (2.4) with hi(u ) and a (u ) given by (2 .5), (2.6). 

Pr oof. Assume that t here exists function h0 (u), such that Hessian matrix 
of h0 (u) is the left symmetrizer of the matrices Ai(u) given by (2.3)4. Then , 

(2 .14) 
cJ2h0 (uM) ofiQ(uM) 
ouPouQ ouR 

o2hO(uM) ors(uM) 
ouRou5 ouP 

Let us denote 

(2.15) 

For each i, functions h~ ( uM) can be interpreted as components of the row vector 
hiT(u) which, according to (2.3)4 , (2.15), is given by the equation 

(2. 16) i = 1, 2, ... ,n, 

where lT(uM) is a row vector with components [oh0(uM)Jiou8 

Differentiation of (2.15) with respect to uQ yields 

ohi (uM) 02hO(uM) ofiS(uM) ohO(uM) 02 rs(uM) 
R = + -~-----'- ----''----,-_;___..,....:.. 
~Q ~Q~S ~R ~5 ~Q~R 

(2.17) 

and it follows from (2.14) , (2. 15), (2. 17) that 

(2 .18) 
oh~(uM) _ ohQ(uM) 

OUQ ouR 
i = 1,2, ... ,m, 

what means that the matrix representing gradient of hi (with respect to u ) is 
symmetric. 

Equalities (2. 18) are necessary and sufficient for the following 1 - forms to be 
closed 

(2.19) 

and , for u from an open convex domain (without loss of generali ty, it can be 
assumed that in (2.1) the domain of u is an open convex set in RN), it is exact 
(see, for example [4]). Hence, there exist functions hi(uM) such that 

(2.20) !ti = dhi 
) 
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and therefore 

(2.21) 
i M 

hi ( M) = 8h ( U ) 
R U 8uR . 

Substituting (2.21) into (2. 15) we obtain (2.5). Then, mul tiplying both sides 
of the system (2 .1 ) by the row vector composed of 8h0 (uM) / 8uJ and taking 
into account (2.5) (implied by (2.21), (2 .15)), we finally obtain the following 
conservation equation 

(2.22) 

Hence, the system (2. 1) implies the additional conservation equat ion wit h the 
right-hand side term 

a(uM) = 8h;~~M) bJ(uM). 

The following observation given in [3] is a direct consequence of the condition 
of Friedrichs and Lax and its converse: 

The system (2 .1 ), (2.2) of N conservation equations implies the additional 
conservation equation (2 .4) (wi th hi (u) and a(u) given by (2.5), (2.6) , respect
ively) iff there exists a function h0 (u) such that its Hessian matrix is the common 
left symmetrizer of the matrices (2 .3 )4 . 

The necessary and sufficient condition corresponding to this observation but 
expressed in the framework of geometrical (coordinate-free) description of the 
systems of conserva tion equations (affin e transformations of independent vari
ables and dependent variables interpreted as local coordinate system on the 
manifold) is given by PrEI<ARSI<T [6]. 

3. Example of application of the converse to the condition 
of Friedrichs and Lax 

In the Introduction, we have briefly described the details of the general pro
cedure of determination of the conditions that the system of conservation equa
tions is consistent with the additional conservation equation, based on the conse
quences of the converse to the result of Friedrichs and Lax. In order to illustrate 
this procedure , we have chosen here, as an example, the system of conservation 
equations from [2] because of its extreme structural simplicity and because, in 
[2], the respective calculations related to verification of the converse to the re
sult of Friedrichs and Lax are given in explicit form. Moreover , this system of 
conservation equations is consistent with the balance of entropy and therefore 
it admits symmetric symmetrizers. Hence, the procedure considerably simplifies 
clue to those facts and reduces to determination of the family of symmetric left 
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symmetrizers of t he system, to exploitation of the condition that this family 
contains Hessian matrices and, finally, to integration of the respective system of 
second-order partial differential equations in order to obtain the entropies. 

3.1. System of conservation equations considered in [2] 

In [2], the following particular case of N = 5 conservation equations (2.2) in 
i = 3 spatial dimensions has been considered 

o:' (e)q1 o:(e) 0 0 0 

!{ (e) 0 0 0 0 

A 1(u) = 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

o:' (e)q2 0 o:(e) 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

(3.2) A 2(u) = f{ (e) 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

o:'(e) q3 0 0 o:(e) 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

A 3 (u) = 0 0 0 0 0 

f{(e) 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

, ( ) _ do:( e) 
o: e - de ' 

!' ( ) = dh(e) 
1 e de , 

The system of conservation equations (2.2), (3. 1), (3.2), (3.3) corresponds to the 
phenomenological model of a rigid conductor of heat with internal state variable 
{3 (called "semi-empirical temperature"). In this model, e is the internal energy 
density, Qi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the components of gradient of ( - {3) , er is the heat 
source density and o:(e), h(e) are constitut ive functions. 

In [2], the condit ion 

(3 .4) i = 1, 2, ... , n , 
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has been imposed on the matrices (3.2) for prescribed postulated matrix H(u) 

(3 .5) 
H(u ) = diag [17~ (e), c1, c1 , c1, c2), 

c1, c2 - const, 

which , in fact , is a Hessian matrix of the following function h0 of the arguments 
e, ql , /3, 

(3.6) 

As a consequence of this condition, the relat ion between a(e) , ft (e) and 1Je (e) 
has been obtained 

(3 .7) 

and called "symmetrizability condition" for the system (2.2) , (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) . 
In view of the observation given in Sec. 2, the "symmetrizability condition" 

(3.7) is nothing else but the condition that the system (2.1), (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) 
implies the balance of entropy (2.4) for the entropy (3 .6). 

In the following , we show how the condition (3. 7) and the family of entropies 
containing, as a special case, the function (3 .6 ) can be obtained from the require
ment that t he family of common symmetric left symmetrizers of the matrices 
(3.2) admits Hessian matrices, in other words, by selecting Hessians from this 
family. 

3.2. Family of the symmetric left symmetrizers of the matrices (3.2) 

The term "symmetrizability condition" used in [2] to denote the condition 
(3. 7) (which , in fact, is the condition of consistency with the entropy balance 
(2.4) for entropy (3.6)) seems to be particularly inadequate in view of the fact 
that the matrices (3.2) have a family of common left symmetric symmetrizers 
(for arbitrary a(e), ft( e)) 

(3.8) . [ a(e) a(e) a(e) ] 
S(u)= d1ag x, X f{(e)' Xf{(e)' X f{ (e)' .A 

parametrized by two arbitrary functions x(e, qi, /3), >..(e ,qi ,/3). 
To see this, one can simply verify by inspection that 

(3.9) i= l ,2,3, 

holds for Ai(u) given by (3 .2) and S(u) given by (3.8). The family of ma trices 
(3.8) represents all symmetric solut ions S(u) (S(u) = s r(u )) of the system of 
three matrix equations (3 .9) with the matrices Ai(u ) given by (3.2). 
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The fact t hat the matrices (3 .2) have common symmetric left symmetrizers 
and the family of those symmetrizers takes the form (3.8), is a consequence of 
a very specific structure of the set of matrices (3 .2 ); namely, except the first 
entry on the main diagonal, they can be obtained one from the other simply by 
permut ing the respective rows and columns (similarity t ransformations by the 
respective permutation matrices). 

Thus, the system (2.2), (3 .1 ), (3.2), (3.3) considered in [2] can be symmetrizecl 
without appealing to the fact that it admits the additional conservation equation 
and, as it follows from (3.8), it admits a more genera l class of symmetrizers than 
that obtained in [2]. By choosing x( e, qi, {3) > 0 and >..( e, qi , {3) > 0 for all e, qi, 
{3 (from the respective domain), positive definite symmetrizers can be obtained 
from the family (3.8) provided that either a(e) > 0 and f{ (e) > 0 or a(e) < 0 and 
f{ (e) < 0. Hence, the only conditions on a(e) and h(e) that ensure symmetric 
hyperbolicity of symmetric systems obtained by premultiplication of (2.2) , (3.2) 
by S(u) from (3 .1) with x > 0, )., > 0 is either a(e) < 0, f{ (e) < 0 or a(e) > 0, 
f{(e ) > 0. 

3.3. Condition of consistency with balan ce of entropy and the family of entropies 

The condition that the system (2.2), (3.1) , (3.2), (3.3) is symmetrizable by 
Hessian matrix of a certain entropy function h0 (e, qi, {3) is equivalent to the con
clition that at least one of t he matr ices S(u) of the family (3 .8) is the Hessian of 
h0 ( e, qi , {3) . This condition is , therefore, the integrability condition of the follow
ing system of 15 second-order partial differential equations for h0 ( e, qi, {3) . 

(3.10) 

()2h0 . 
EJe2 = x( e, q', {3) ) 

02h0 
--. = 0, 
oeoq' 

02h0 
8e8{3 = O, 

i= 1, 2, 3, 

fJ2hO - i a(e) 
8(qi)2 - x(e, q '{3) !{( e) ' 

02h0 
--,---....,- = 0, 
oqi oqi 

fJ2hO 

oqi a f3 = 0, 

i,j = 1,2,3, 

i = 1, 2, 3, 

i = 1, 2, 3, 

i f. j , 
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It can be easily verified t hat the system (3.10) is integrable iff 

(3.11 ) 

x(e, qi , (3) = x (e), 

>.. (e, qi , (3) = ~(e) , 

_ a(e) 
x(e) !{ (e) = c, c = const . 

875 

With the conditions (3.11 ), the system (3 .10) can be integrated and its solutions 
(entropies) take the following form: 

(3.12) 

where 

_( ) = d2 h~(e) = ho" ( ) = f{ (e) 
X e de2 e e c a (e) , 

d2h0 (e) 
~( ) = f3 = ho " ( ) e d(32 f3 e , 

(3.13) 

and h~ (e) , h~((J) are arbit rary C2 (R) functions, and c is an arbitrary real con

stant. Ident ifying h~(e) with 7Je(e) and c with c1 and taking into account (3.13)1 , 
we recognize the condit ion (3.7) in integrability condit ions (3.11)1,3 and notice 
that the function ( 3. 6) corresponding to prescribed symmetrizer ( 3. 5) is a par
ticular entropy (3.12) corresp onding to h~((J) = (1/ 2)c2 (32 

It follows from Sec. 2 of [2] that the original system of field equations corre
sponding to the considered model of a rigid conductor of heat is the system of 
two par tial d ifferential equa tions of the first order with respect to the temper
ature G , and of the second order wi th respect to (3, and tha t the second law 
of thermodynam ics (entropy inequali ty) implies the entropy associated to this 
system of the form [2. Eq. (2 .5)] 

(3.14) c - const . 

It is assumed in [2] that internal energy e is the inevitable fun ction of G, so the 
original system of field equa tions can be equivalently expressed as the system 
of two par tial differential equat ions for e and (3 (first order with respect to e 
and second order with resp ect to (3) , and , according to (3.14) , t he corresponding 
ent ropy must be of the form 

(3. 15) 

The system of five conservation equations (2.2), (3. 1), (3.2), (3.3) has been ob
tained in [2] from the original system of two field equat ions expressed in terms 
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of e, {3, supplemented by the additional three equations obtained through spa
t ial differentiation of one sui tably chosen member of this original system. For 
such system of five equations , the variable q has been introduced through the 
substitution 

(3.16) q = -'Jf3 . 

With the substitution (3.16) , the entropy (3.15) corresponding to the original 
system of field equations expressed in terms of e, {3 (implied by the entropy 
inequality) takes the form 

(3.17) 
1 2 

ry (e, q) = 1"/e (e)- 2clql , 

while the system (2.2), (3.1), (3.2) , (3.3) admits the family of entropies (3 .12) 
implied by the balance of entropy (entropy inequality replaced by the corre
sponding balance law). The entropy (3.17) is a particular member of the family 
(3.12) corresponding to h~ ([3) = 0. 

Hence, the entropy (3.17) obtained from thermodynamic restrictions imposed 
on the original second order system of field equations cannot be employed for 
symmetrization of the corresponding first order system of conservation equations 
(2.2), (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) since, when treated as a function of e, qi , {3, it will lead 
to the singular Hessian matrix. 
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Asymptotic analysis of propagation of a signal 
with finite rise time in a dispersive, lossy medium 

A. CIARKOWSKI (WARSZAWA} 

PROPAGATION of an electromagnetic high frequency modulated signal with a finite 
rise time t hrough a dispersive medium described by the Lorentz model is considered. 
Asymptotic approximations, based on uniform asymptotic methods, are found for 
t he Sommerfeld and Brillouin precursors, and for t he st eady state contribut ion to 
the propagated field. 

1. Introduction 

THIS PAPER is concerned with the analysis of propagation of a plane electromag
netic wave in a linear dispersive medium with absorption. The medium occupying 
the ha lf-space z > 0 is described by the Lorentz (single resonance) model, other
wise it is homogeneous and isotropic. The wave propagating in the z direction 
has a finite r ise time on t he medium interface z = 0. Fundamental works on an 
electromagnetic signal evolution as it propagates through a dispersive medium 
are due to SOMMERFELD [1] and BRILLOUIN [2, 3]. On the grounds of asymp
totic considerations, the authors showed that the main change in the form of 
an electromagnetic signal propaga ting in a dispersive medium takes place at the 
initial stage of propagation, at higher penetration depths the pulse form being 
almost unchanged. They revealed that two different precursors contribute to the 
signal. The precursors took t heir names from the names of the aforementioned 
authors. Those early results are not, however , fully satisfactory. They were ob
tained with classical (non-uniform) asymptotics and as such , they break down 
at some space-t ime points in the field. 

R ecently, significant research in t his area has been clone by O UGHSTUN and 
S IIERMAN, see [4 - 10], based on the use of modern (uniform) asymptotic tech
niques. In those works the classical results have been reexamined and enriched 
by removing the obstacles characteristic of non-uniform asymptot ic methods, 
and by providing deeper insight into the dynamics of propagation of waves of 
various forms. The works by Oughstun and Sherman gave mot ivation for this 
paper which depends strongly on basic results obtained in those works. 

In the analysis of a signal evolut ion in dispersive media, asymptotic techniques 
arc particularly appealing for their ability to generate results readily interpreted 
in physical terms. It is wor th ment ioning, however , that alternative approach 
may here be used. It consists in the examination of interaction of various spec
tral components of the incident signal with the medium, and then summing up 
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t he results. Such an approach was successfully used by B LASHAT< and FRA NZEN 
in [12]. The authors studied pulse propagation in dispersive med ia described by 
both the Lorentz a nd Debye models. By assuming oblique incidence of the in
coming signal on the media interface they were able, among others, to determine 
propagation directions of both precursors. 

In this paper we examine, using uniform asymptotic appara tus, the propa
gation of an electromagnetic signal with finite rise time in a dispersive lossy 
medium described by the Lorentz model. The signal is zero for t < 0 and is 
hyp erbolic tangent modulated for t 2: 0. Here and throughout t stands for time. 
In [8] the hyperbolic ta ngent was used as the signal envelope for time ranging 
from minus to plus infinity, i.e. t he signal was switched on at t ---+ - . As a 
consequence, the wave studied here differs in form from that used in [8] a nd is 
more realistic as a model for possible applications. 

The problem studied here is of much interest from both the applications 
and scientific point of view. The renewed interest in dispersion phenomena was 
recently stimulated by investigation concerning interaction of electromagnetic 
fields with organ t issue. Dispersion is a lso important in many instances of prop
agation of electromagnetic high-frequency fields through dielectric media, since 
all dielectrics are less or more dispersive. On the other hand , thorough inves
t igat ion of the problem on asymptotic grounds requires application of modern 
asymptot ic techniques, which can be employed to evaluate contour integrals w ith 
such sp ecial cases as coalescent saddle points, saddle points tending to infini ty 
or interacting saddle points with p oles in the integrands. 

2. Plane wave description in the dispersive medium 

Consider the problem of an electromagnetic plane wave propagation in a 
linear , homogeneous and isotropic med iu m whose dispersive properties are de
scribed by the Lorentz m odel of resonance polarization. The complex index of 
refract ion in t he medium is given by the following, frequency-dependent function 

(2.1) ( 
b2 )1/

2 

n(w ) = 1 - w2- w5 + 2ibw ' 

where b2 4nNe2 / m , N , e and M s tanding, respectively, for the number of 
electrons per uni t volume, electron charge and its mass, b is a clamping constant 
and w0 is a characteristic frequency. It is assumed that t he medium occup ies 
the half-space :; 2: 0 and that the wave propagates perpendicula rly to the p lane 
z = 0 in the direction of increasing z . Arbitrary component of the wave itself or 
of a corresponding Hertz vector can be represented in t he medium by the scalar 
function 

(2.2) A(z , t ) = 2~ I f(w) exp [~<t> (w, e)] dw. 
c 
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Here, the complex phase function </J(w, e) is given by 

(2.3) <P(w, e) = i; [k(w)z- wt] = iw[n(w)- e], 

where 

(2.4) 

is a d imensionless parameter that characterizes a space-t ime point (z, t ) in t he 
fie ld. T he function f(w) is a temporal Fourier spectrum of the initial pulse f (t) = 
A(O, t) at the plane z = 0. The contour C is the line w = w' +ia, a being a constant 
greater than the abscissa of absolute convergence ([13]) for f (t) and w' ranges 
from negative to positive infinity. 

If the incident signal is a sine wave of fixed real frequency We with its envelope 
described by a real function u( t ) that vanishes for t < 0, i.e. 

(2.5) f (t ) = 
{

0 
u(t) sin(wct) 

t < 0, 

t 2: 0, 

then (2. 2) can be represented in the alternat ive form 

where u(w) is the Laplace transform of u(t). 
It can be proved that if A(O, t) is zero for t < 0 and if the model of the 

material dispersion is casual, t hen t he fi eld A(z,t) vanishes for all e = ct /z < 1, 
with z 2: 0. T herefore, wit h these conditions fulfilled one can restrict the study 
to the case e 2: 1. 

In this paper we specify the envelope of the incident pulse to be a product of 
a unit step function and a hyperbolic tangent function , i.e. 

(2.7) 
{

0 
u (t) = 

f3 tanh (3t 
t < 0, 

t 2: 0, 

where Lhc parameter (3 2: 0 determines the rapidity of t he pulse growth. 
In order to find its Laplace t ransform we Lake advantage of ([16]) 

(2.8) Joo_e- _Px dx = ~ B (12) 
1 + e-qx · q q ' 

0 

Re p > 0, q > 0, 
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where B( ·) is the beta function. The lat ter function is defined by the psi func
t ion as 

(2.9) B(x) = ~ [~ (x; 1) -~ (~)] 

and alt ernatively can be expressed in terms of the series 

(2.10) B(x) = f (-1)k . 
k = O X+ k 

It follows that the Laplace t ransform of u(t ) is 

(2.11) _ 1 ( iw ) i 
u13(w ) = /3 8 - 2/3 -:;, Im w > 0, {3 > 0, 

or , by (2. 10), 

(2.12) - ( ) i · ( 1 1 ) UtJ w = - - 2z .
13 

- .
13 

+ . . . . 
w w + 2z w + 4z 

One can see from this formula that in the limit as {3 ---7 oo the function 
tends to i jw, which is t he Laplace transform of the Heaviside unit step function, 
corresponding to the pulse with zero rise time. 

With (2.11) used in (2.6) A(z , t ) specifies to 

(2.13) 
{ 

ia +oo } 1 1 i(w -we) i z 

A(z, t ) = - Re i j [-8 (- ) ---] ec:<l>(w,e) dw . 
2n /3 2{3 w - We 

ia- oo 

T his integral formula describes the dynamics of propagation of the initial signal 
wit h envelope given by (2. 7), oscilla ting wit h angular frequency We· 

3. Asymptotic analysis 

As een from (2.13), construction of an asymptotic approximation to A(z, t) 
in the mature dispersion regime, i.e. as z ---7 oo, is closely related to asymptotic 
evaluation of the integral describing the field. In general, asymptotic behavior of 
an integral depends strongly on analytic properties of its integrand [14]. T here
fore our first step is to establish all the critical points of the integral in (2 .13) in 
the complex w plane which contribute to the asymptot ic expansion of A(z , t) . T he 
crit ical points associated with the phase function cp(w, B) are the saddle points. 
T he first derivat ive (and possibly higher deriva t ives) of the phase function with 
respect to the variable of integration vanishes at those points . In the present case 
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the phase cp(w, e) is an analytic function in the complex w plane except along 
the branch cuts w~w- and w+w~, where 

(3.1) 
w~ = ±(wi - 82

)
112

- i8' 

w± = ±(w5 - 82
)

112 
- i8 

are the branch points of n(w) and wr = w5 + b2 The requirement cp~ (w, e) = 0 
leads to the equation 

(3.2) n(w) + wn'(w)- e = 0, 

or 

(3.3) 
[ 

2 2 2 .d b2w(w + i8) ]2 
w - w1 + z w + 2 2 . 

w - w0 + 2zdw 

= e2 (w2
- wi + 2idw)(w2

- w5 + 2idw). 

This equation determines exact locations of the relevant saddle-points. It 
does not seem possible to solve (3.3) exactly. However , from numeric investiga
tion of cp(w , e) it follows that there are two kinds of saddle-points: the distant 
and the near saddle-points. Each kind contains at most two points. The distant 
saddle-points, to be denoted by SP'J , are located symmetrically about the ima
ginary axis in the lower w half-plane. As e varies from 1 to oo they move in the 
region lwl > w1 , and take the limiting values ±oo - 2i8 for e = 1 and w± for 
e-+ oo. The near saddle-points, denoted by SP"t, vary in the region w < lwol· 
As e increases from 1 to e1 , they approach each other along the imaginary w-axis 
and meet at e = e1 to produce one saddle-point of the second order. Next, as e 
varies from e1 to oo , there are two first-order saddle points which detach from the 
imaginary axis and tend symmetrically about this axis tow= W± (see Fig. 1). 

Equation (3.3) was being solved approximately to find analytic description of 
the location of the saddle-points. Apparently the best approxima tion obtained 
so far is due to O UGHSTUN and SHERMAN (see [4]). According to their results, 
the distant saddle-point locations are given by 

(3.4) w 5 p :i ~±~(e)- i8[1 + 17(e)], 
D 

where 

(3.5) 
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Imw 

w' 

w_ 

F IG. l. Trajectories followed by the saddle-points SPj) and SP/j in the complex 
w-plane as e varies from 1 to 00 . 

T he locations of near saddle-points are described by 

(3.6) 

where 

(3.7) 

wsp± ~ 
N 

i [±11/l(B)I - ~o((B)], 
.20 

-t-
3o' 

2 
±1/J(B) - i3'o((B), 
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The special values of f) are 

(3. ) 
Bo = n(O) = (1 + b2 /w6) 112

, 

2J2b2 
f) l ~ Bo + {) 2 (3 2 >2) . oow0 aw0 - 4u 

As seen from (2.12), the ampli tude factor under integral sign in (2.13) 
rneromorphic function with infini te number of simple poles at 

(3. 9) w = -i2k{3 + We , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 

883 

is a 

Adjacent poles are equally separated by the quantity i2{3. If {3 --+ oo, only the 
pole at w = We is of importance. 

Having established the critical points of the integral in (2.6), one can set 
about the asymptotic evaluation of A(z, t). The first step is to change the original 
contour of integrat ion to a new one, to be denoted by P(fJ), wh ich is chosen such 
that iL passes through the saddle points along a path consisting of paths of 
descent between adjacent saddle points (see Fig. 2 a, b) . It was shown in [4] that 
such a change is possible (in the case of 1 ~ f) < fJ1 the lower saddle point is not 
included because of t he branch cut w+w~ that makes the contour deformat ion 
to tl1c contour through that point forbidden ). By using this procedure, together 
with the Cauchy theorem, it follows that A(z, t ) can be represented as 

(3.10) 

where 

(3. 1 1) 

A(z,t) = I (z,fJ)- Re[2in!l(fJ )], 

!l (fJ) = L Res { _i:._up(w- we)e~<f>(w,O) } 
w=wp 2n 

p 

is the sum of the residues at the poles that were intercepted in the course of 
contour deformation, and 

I (z,fJ) = 2~Re { i I up(w-we)exp [~<t>(w,e) ] dw} . 
P(O) 

(3.12) 

The problem thus reduces to the asymptotic evaluation of the integral!(::, fJ) as 
::: Lends to infinity. 

Results obtained with classical asymptotic methods, often referred to as 
non-uniform, fail for some special configurat ions of the critica l points in the 
complex w-plane (comp. [5]). In the present context these configurations are: 
(i) the pair of the d istant saddle points tend to infinity, (ii) the near simple 
saddle points coalesce into one saddle point of the second order , and, (iii) the 
contour P(fJ) crosses a pole of up(w- we) as f) evolves. T he first and the second 
case occur when f) is close, respectively, to 1 and to f) ~ fJ1 . In order to obtain 
asymptotic representation of A(z, t) which remains valid for all e 2: 1 including 
all th ree cases, uniform asymptotic techniques will here be used . 
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a) 

Im w 

c 
a 

-o 

b) 

Im w 

c 
a 

Re w 

Frc. 2. a . The original contour of integration C and t he deformed contour P(B) in the 
case of l < e S 01 . b. The original contour of in tegration C and the deform ed contour 

P (B) in t he case of e > 01 . 

[884] 
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3.1. Asymptotic r epresentation of the Sommerfeld precursor 

First , consider the contribution to the asymptotic expansion of A(z, t) which 
is due to the pair of the distant saddle points SP'5. These points are dominant(l) 
over the near saddle points in the interval 1 :S e < e 5 B < el, where e 5 B is given 
by (see [4]) 

For e close to 1 the distant saddle points tend symmetrically about the imaginary 
axis to ± and transform in the limit as e = 1 into a saddle point of infinite 
order. Classical asymptotic methods fail to describe such a situat ion; instead, 
a uniform asymptotic approach is here required. P rocedure appropriate for this 
case was proposed by B LEISTEI N and HANDELSMAN [14]. It was adapted by 
OUGHSTUN and SHERMAN to integrals of the form of (3.12) to yield [5] 

~(e) { b2/ 2 }1/2 
(3.14) A5(z, t)"' 2b e- 1 + ~2 (e) + <F[1 _ ry(e)]2 

( 
z { (1/ 2)b2 [1- ry(e)] }) 

X exp -<5 ~ [1 + ry(e)](e - 1) + e(e) + <52[1 - ry(e)]2 

x Re { exp ( -i%v) [(u(w5 P;t - wc ){~(e) + (3/ 2)<5i[1 - ry(e)]} 

+ ( - 1)t+vu(w5 p - - wc){~ (e) - (3/ 2)<5i[1 - ry(e)]}) 
D 

x lv (~~(e) { e - 1 + e(e) + ;:(12- ry(e)J2 }) 

+ exp ( - i%) ( u(w5 P;j - wc){~(e) + (3/ 2)<5i[1 - ry(e)]} 

- ( - 1) l+vu(w5 p0 - wc){~(e) - (3/ 2)<5i[1 - TJ (e)]}) 

x Jv+l (~~(e) { e - 1 + e(e) + ~:(12- TJ(e)J2 })]} 
(' ) A crit ical point is dominant over other critical points if Re [tf>(w , 11)) at this point attains 

ils maximum value, thus making the point least attenuated. 
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as z --+ oo, where ] 11 is a Bessel function of the first kind. The parameter v 
determines the behavior of the amplitude function at infinity ( u behaves like 
w-(l+v) as lwl --+ oo) . 

In the Bleistein and Handelsman method it is assumed that the ampli tude 
factor in the integrand has a convergent Laurent series expansion in some neigh
borhood of infini ty. In the case considered here this condition is not satisfied as 
the fun ction u(w - We) has poles along the line w = - i 2k{3 +We· Those poles, 
however , do not affect the procedure of asymptotic expansion construction. It 
is so because the ampli tude funct ion is regular in the region which is the in
tersection of the region lwl > R for some positive R , and a domain where all 
deformed integration contours appear . Apart from the line where u(w - We) has 
pole singularities, this function behaves like 

(3.15) 

so that v = 1. As a result , the asymptotic expansion of As(z, t) , as z--+ oo, for 
the signal envelope given by (2 . 7), becomes 

~(B ) { b2 /2 }1/2 
(3.16) As(z, t ) '"'" 2b e- 1 + e(e) + <F[1 -1](B)J2 

where 

(3. 17) 

( 
z { (1/ 2)b

2
[1 -1](8)] }) 

X exp -6~ [1 + 'I'J (B)](e - 1) + e(e) + J2[1 - 7](e)]2 

u13(w5 p± -we) 
D 

x Im [(u13(wsPJ- we){~ (e) + (3/ 2)Ji[1 - 'I'J (e)]} 

+ u13 (w5 p - - we){~ ( e)- (3/ 2)Ji[1 - 'I'J (e)]} ) 
D 

X Jl (~~(e) { e - 1 + e(e) + :~ (12- 'I'J(e)F } ) 

-i (u13 (w5 pz- we){~(e) + (3/ 2)Ji[1 - 17 (e)]} 

- u13 (w5 p
0 

- we){~ (e ) - (3/ 2)Ji[1 - 'I'J(e)]}) 

X h (~~(e) { e- 1 + e(e) + :~ (12- 'I'J(e)F }) l > 

,..__ 1 ( ±~(e)-we-6i[1 +77(e )] ) i 
= ~B 2if3 - ±~(e)- we- Ji[1 + 'I'J (e)] 

This expansion is uniform with respect to e ~ 1. It represents the Sommerfeld 
precursor, for it is related to the pair of distant saddle points which are dominant 
for small e) and hence for small t. 
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3.2 . Asymptot ic r epresentation of the Brillouin precm sor 

We now consider the contribution to the asymptotic expansion of A(z, t) due 
to the near saddle points S P~ . Their contribution is descriptive of the Brillouin 
precursor and dominates over the Sommerfeld precursor as () > ()SE· If () ap
proaches ()1 then the near saddle points coalesce and produce one saddle point 
of the second order . Since classical asymptotic methods fail to describe the field 
A(z, t) in this case, a uniform approach should then be used. Such an approach 
was first proposed by CHESTER, FRIEDMAN and URSELL [17]. It is also derivable 
by using B LEISTEIN and HANDELSMAN theory [14], and was adapted by 0 UGH
STUN and SHERMAN [5] to integrals of the form of (3.12). Here, we employ the 
latter result. 

Since there are two d ifferent descript ions of the locations of the near saddle 
points, depending on whether 1 ~ () < ()1 or() > ()1 , ( comp. (3.6) ), the asymptotic 
procedure is to be carried out for each of these cases separately. F irst, consider 
the case 1 ~ () < ()1 . Using the Oughstun and Sherman result one obtains 

( 3 .18) Aa(z , t ) '""'exp [~ao(e)J ( ~ (~) 
113 

Re {i[u.B(wsp 1 - wc)lht (())j 

as z , where 

(3.19) 

+ u13(wsp2 - wc) Jh2 (())1]} Ai [l a t(())j (~) 
213

] 

- 2 1a1 (~)11 12 (~r
13 

Re{i [u13 (wsp 1 - wc)lht(e) J 

- u13 (wsp2 - wc)lh2(e) J]} Ai(l) [1a1 (e) J ( ~r
13

]) 
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and Ai is the Airy function. The plus sign in (3.19)3 corresp onds to t he index 1 
and the minus sign corresponds to the index 2. The functions u13 (w5 p ± -we) are 

N 
given by 

(3.20) Uf3(WSPu -We) 

~ ~B ( ±11/l(e )j- ~6( (e ) + iwe ) _ ; 

{3 2f3 ±j1ji(B) j- "36((8) + iwe 

Since the argument of the Airy function and its derivative is real and nonnegative 
for B :::; 81, the Brillouin precursor is described by nonoscillating function in this 
domain. 

In the case of B > 81 the asymptotic description of the Brillouin precursor 
takes on the form 

(3.21) As(z, t) "'exp [~a0 (e )J ( ~ (~) 
113 

Re {i[u13(w5Pt - we)Jh+ (e ) j 

as z -+ oo, where 

(3.22) 

+ u13(w5 PN - we) Jh- (e)j]} Ai [ - ja1(B)j ( ~) 
213

] 

+ 2 j al(~) j l /2 ( ~) 2/3 Re [uf3 (wsPt- we)J h+ (e )j 

- u13(w5 pN - wc)j h- (B)j]Ai(l) [ -ja1(B)j ( ~r/
3

] ) 
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Here, 

(3.23) 

1 

Since the argument of the Airy funct ion and its derivative is real and nonpositive 
for e 2:: 81 , the Brillouin precursor is oscillating in this domain. 

It can be shown that the formulas (3.18) and (3.21) represent a continuous 
function of e. Moreover , these formulas provide a smooth transition in algebraic 
order of z, as the argument of t he Airy function and its derivative tends to zero. 
Indeed , the algebraic order of z- 113 Ai[-lo1 (8) l(z/c)213] and z- 213 APl[-lol (8)1 
· (z/ c)213] is z-112 , while the order of both Ai(O) and Ai(1)(0) is 0(1). Hence, the 
resultant field is of t he order of z- 112 when t he near saddle points are separated , 
and of the order of z - 1/ 3 if they coalesce into one saddle point of the second 
order. T his agrees with known results obtainable with non-uniform asymptotic 
approach. 

The Brillouin precursor is insignificant fore close to 1, but becomes of impor
tance ate > esB , when it b egins to dominate over the Sommerfeld precursor. In 
particular, at e = Bo it suffers no exponential attenuation. 

3.3. Interaction of pole singularity with the saddle point 

As e increases from 1 to oo, singular points associated with the spectral func
tion u13 (w5 p ± - we) are intercepted while the contour P(e) evolves and their 

N 

contribution is represented by the function A(B), as defined by (3.11). This con-
tribution introduces a clearly d iscontinuous term on the rhs of (3. 10), while the 
lhs is a continuous function of e. Thus the problem at hand is to find asymptotic 
evaluation of I (z, e) such, that the rhs of (3.10) is also continuous a nd equal 
asymptot ically to A(z , t). 

A suitable tool, appropriate for this task, is that proposed by Bleistein and 
Handelsman . Their method allows for asymptotic evaluation of a contour integral 
with simple saddle p oint coalescing on an algebraic singularity of the integrand , 
[14]. In case the singularity is a simple pole, their procedure is equivalent to 
the VAN DER W AERD EN method, [18] . General results for this case have been 
adopted to integrals considered here by O uGHSTUN and SHERMAN [5] and will 
be employed in this paper. 

Here, it is assumed that f3 is large enough so that only one pole, equal to 
w = We, is crossed by the contour P ( e). Additionally, the carrier frequency We 

is assumed to lie above t he dielectric absorption band, i.e. we > (w? - o2
)

112
, 

but otherwise is finite. Under these assumptions the pole at w = We interacts 
with the distant saddle point SY}J. According to the results obtained in [5], 
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t he asymptotic approximation to A(z, t) depends on the value of .6. (8) , which is 
defined as 

(3.24) 

As B increases from 1 to oo, the saddle point SPfj moves leftwards in the complex 
() plane, and the path P(B) through tha t p oint crosses the pole a t() = 85 . With 
the help of the Bleistein and Handelsman method and its Oughstun and Sherman 
adaptation , the following asymptotic cont rib ution to A(z , t) is obtained. If 1 ::; 
e < B s, then the distance between t he origin and the intersection of P( B) with 
the real w axis is larger than the distance between the origin and the pole, 
Im[.6. (B)] > 0, and 

(3.25) Ac(z, t )"' 2~ { -irr erfc [ - i .6.(B) (~) 
112

] exp [~<P(wp, e)] 

+ L\~B) (:c) 112 

exp [~<P(w5p~, e )] } 
as z ---+ oo. If() = 85 , i. e. the pa th P (B) crosses the simple pole singulari ty a t 
w =We, then Im[.6. (B)] = 0, L\(B) i= 0, and 

(3.26) Ac(z, t )"' 2~ { -irrerfc [ - i L\ (B) (~r
12

] exp [ ~<P(wp, Bs) ] 

+ L\ (~s) (:c) 112 

exp [ ~<P(w5 p~, Bs)]} + Re { i exp [ ~<P(wp, Bs)]} 

as z ---+ oo. In the remaining case, i.e. when () > 85 , or equivalently, when the 
d ista nce between the origin and the intersection of P( B) with the real w axis is 
smaller than the dis tance between the origin and the pole, one has Im[.6. (B)] < 0, 
and 

(3.27) Ac(z, t )"' 2~ { irr erfc [iL\ (B) ( ~) 
112

] cxp [~<P(wp, e)] 

+ L\~B ) (:c) 112 

exp [~<P(w5P~, e)] } + Re {i exp [ ~<P(wp, e)]} 
as z---+ oo. 

Here, 

(3.28) 2 /
00 

2 erfc (0 = rr l / 2 exp( - y ) dy. 

( 
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In (3.25) through (3.27) we have taken advantage of 

(3.29) lim [(w- we)u(w- we)] = i, 
W ---1W c 

and of (3.12) . The asymptotic expansion of Ae(z , t), as given by (3.25)- (3.27), is 
a cont inuous function of e, and hence yields a uniform asymptotic contribution 
to A(.::, t ) . As noted in [5], if the absolute value of the argument in erfc function 
is large enough, then this function can be replaced in (3.25)- (3 .27) by its asymp
totic representation, thus leading to the non-uniform asymptotic approximation 
to Ae(.::, t ). It then follows that for the pole and the distant saddle point bounded 
away and z large, (3.25) introduces asymptotically no modification to the field ; 
it is important only in the case of moderate values of the erfc argument. On the 
other hand , if the absolute value of this argument in (3 .27) is large, Ae(z , t ) con
tribution to the field is , as expected , due to the residue of u(w - we) at w = We. 

ote, that Ae(z, t) is independent of {3 , and is the same as in the case of unit 
step envelope function [5]. 

To collect the results of the previous sections we note that contributions 
stemming from various critical points of an integral appear in the asymptotic 
expansion of the integral in the form of uncoupled components ( comp. [14, 5, 19]). 
Accordingly, the asymptotic approximation to A(z, t) is the sum consisting of the 
Sommerfelcl and the Brillouin precursors , and the steady state contribution due 
to the pole singularity, i.e. 

(3.30) A(z, t) "' As(z, t) + As(z , t) + Ae(z, t) 

as z--7 

4. Conclusion 

T he propagation of an electromagnetic signal in a dispersive medium de
scribed by the Lorentz model has been considered . The initial signal was chosen 
to be a sine wave of high real frequency modulated with the envelope described 
by the product of hyperbolic tangent and unit step function. A uniform asymp
totic expansion of the propagating pulse in the medium in the mature regime 
was obtained with the help of modern a ymptotic techniques. 

Although the asymptotic representation for the field A(z , t) was obtained 
under the restriction that the carrier frequency lies above the medium absorpt ion 
band, a similar reasoning can be applied if t his frequency occurs below that band. 
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On the description of the consolidation phenomenon 
by means of a two-component continuum 

W . KEMPA (ESSEN) 

THE PURPOSE of the present paper is the consistent formulation of the initial
boundary value problem for the consolidation phenomenon within the frame of a 
new two-component continuum model. The new class of models of two-component 
continua characterized by the balance equation for porosity is presented . The ini
tial-boundary value problem with regard to the physical features of the consolida
tion is formulated. Some additional constitutive relations for the boundary quan
t it ies are proposed. Bearing in mind these constitutive relations , an example of a 
one-dimensional structure is calculated . The results of t he numerical simulation are 
the basis for the parameter study of some constants of the model. 

1. Introduction 

THE HISTORY of development of the mathematical description of the consoli
dation phenomenon goes back to the twenties of this century. At this t ime van 
Terzaghi has derived the consolidation equation under strongly simplifying as
sumptions and presented it in his work [1]. T he most important assumption was 
that the influence of the inertia forces has been neglected in his investigations. 
The consequences of this assumption are that the disturbance propagates in the 
domain with infinite speed what does not agree with the reality. This equation 
is the basis of consolidation calculation within the scope of soil mechanics up to 
the present time. 

The development of the mixture theories and, especially, of the porous media 
theories based on the principles of the continuum mechanics has allowed to de
scribe this phenomenon on the macroscopical level in mathematically exact and 
physically more accurate way. 

The most of the existing macroscopic models of this sort are based on the 
model of multicomponent continuum with the so-called incompressible compo
nents that have been introduced by BowEN [2]. From the point of view of con
tinuum mechanics these models d iffer from each other only in the choice of con
stitutive relations. However , the model of BOWEN and its d ifferent modifications 
cause serious mathematical problems, particularly in their numerical treatment 
because the number of the governing equations and the number of the unknown 
fie lds are not equal. 
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One of the consequences of this fact is that t he consistent formulation of 
the boundary value problem for most models of this type is not possible. The 
existing numerical calculations could be obtained only with additional conditions 
on the boundary. These conditions arc justified neither from the mathematical 
nor from the physical point of view. HUTTER, JOHNK and SvENDSEN show in 
their work [3] an example of such a model yielding results only in one of the 
limit cases namely only then if solely one of the constituting components exists' 
We shall not discuss the problems connected with the construction of the class 
of Bowen-like models, nevertheless it can be easily proved that most of these 
models are mathematically not consistent. 

Moreover, there exist also models proposed in the works [4, 5, 6 and 7] based 
on the concept of t he so-called equilibrated forces. The system of the governing 
equations in such models is closed with an additional equation which is motivated 
by the information won from the microscopic level of observation. However, the 
identification of the microscopic quantities is not obvious and it causes some 
problems. 

A detailed overview of the existing porous media models and the discussion of 
some new tendencies in the theories of porous media can be found in t he paper 
by DE BOER [8] . 

The class of models which is the basis for the formulation of the initial
boundary value problem and for t he numerical calculation in this work is the new 
one. It has been developed by WILMANSKI and presented first in the paper [9]. 

The system of governing equations of this model includes the balance equation 
for porosity. This equation a llows the macroscopical description of the properties 
of t he semimicroscopical level of observation . Due to the fact that the porosity 
is a scalar variable, only one of the properties of the semimicroscopic domain, 
namely the volume contribution of the pores, can be reflected on the macroscopic 
level in this way. The physical motivation fo r this equation and its derivation can 
be taken from t he work [10] of WILMA NSK I. 

The aim of this work is the formulation of the initial-boundary value problem 
for the consolidation phenomenon and the numerical parameter study of some 
model constants appearing in the class of models presented in the paper [9]. In 
the second section, a simplified model constituting the basis for our calculation 
is described. Then, we go over to the main part of t his paper. We formulate the 
initial-boundary value problem for the simplified model in a consistent way. The 
fourth section is devoted to the description of the methods enabling t he calcu
lation of a simple one-dimensional example. Finally, the work is closed with the 
discussion of the numerical results and completed with the concluding remarks. 

2. Basic concepts 

T he thermodynamical behaviour of a two-component continuum constituting 
of materially homogeneous components, a solid and a fluid one, can be descri bed 
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generally in a similar way as the behaviour of a mixture of two immiscible fluids, 
by using the spatial description for the fluid and the material description for the 
solid through the following set of unknown fields 

(2.1) 

The only difference between a two-component porous medium and a mixture 
of two immiscible fluids is the occurence of the variable n standing for the porosity 
which apears in the set (2.1 ). The quantities l?[ and 125 describe the macroscopical 
par tial mass densities of the fluid (current) and of the solid (initial), respectively. 
The motion of the solid component is described by the function Xs and the 
kinematics of the fluid is defined by the Eulerian description by the velocity 
field V F· 

In order to avoid the difficult ies in the formulation of the boundary value 
problem we choose after WILM ANSKI [11] the Lagrangean uniform description 
for both components. In such a case we have for a homogeneous solid without 
mass exchange between components 

(2.2) {.)
5 = const. 

Then, the kinematic behaviour of the fluid is determined by the so-called La
grangean fluid velocity X~ , which has been derived in [11]. 

The set (2.1) of the unknown fields takes now the form 

(2.3) 

where l?F is the mass density of the fluid referred to the reference configuration 
of the solid . 

Due to the Lagrangean uniform descript ion for both components, the func
tions of the set f have the same domain , i.e. they are functions of the materia l 
points X of the skeleton and of the time t. 

The material points X of the skeleton belong to the domain B(X E B) of the 
three-dimensional differentiable manifold. In this work we identify the domain B 
with a chosen configurat ion of the skeleton with the posit ions X of the material 
points X at the instant of t imet= t 0 . Then , the current position of a material 
point X of the solid is defined in the following way 

(2.4) x = Xs(X, t), x E Bt, Bt := X 5 (B, t) C R3
, t E I C R \ 

where Bt is the actual configuration. 
If the set f of mappings is the solution of an appriopriate init ia l-boundary 

value problem for the set of field equations then isothermal processes taking place 
in the above continuum can be defined in the following way 

(2.5) 
x EI3, t ET 

where V 8 is the eight-d imensional vector space of the values of the fie lds. 
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The fields (2.3) should be determined through the system of partial differ
ential equations following from the balance equations. In the case of the linear 
model, considered in t his work , we do not have to distinguish between the ma
terial (Lagrangean) and Eulerian description of motion [11]. We can also use the 
displacement vector Us instead of the function of motion X s. Consequently, the 
set of unknown fields for such a case can be chosen in the following manner 

(2.6) 

where n 0 is the constant equilibrium value of the porosity. 
The corresponding field equations follow from the balance laws. For the elast ic 

skeleton and the ideal fluid , they have the form 

(2. 7) 

OUs 
W := V F- Ot ' 

where the partial stress tensors Ts and T F satisfy the following constit ut ive 
relations 

(2.8) 
T = -pF 1 -pint1 F cl > 

The above relations contain the following material constants depending on the 
equilibrium porosity no 

(2.9) 

As shown in the earlier papers on the subject (e.g. [9, 12]), they can be found 
for many materials by means of dynamical experiments. 

Otherwise, the tensor Es in (2.8) denotes the Green- St. Venant deformation 
tensor for small deformations 

(2.10) Es ~ ~ [grad Us + (grad usf] 

and ofo denotes the reference value of the fluid mass density corresponding to 
the pressure Pb. 
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3. The consistent formulation of the initial-boundary value problem 
for consolidation 

897 

The consolidation phenomenon as a special kind of physical processes is al
ready well known. During such processes, which take place in multicomponent 
continua, one or more components flow out of the domain of the multicomponent 
contin uum due to the action of the external load. Consequently, the concept of 
free surface must be accounted for by the calculation of the consolida tion phe
nomena. In contrast to the one-component materials, in which the free surface 
problems appear only t hen if wave propaga tion, phase changes, plast ic defor
mation and some other problems of the change of material structure are being 
t reated , the free surface in the multicomponent continua appears already if the 
free boundary is permeable. 

If we assume that the boundary surface is material with respect to the solid 
boundary 88 , i.e. we identify t he boundary of the treated cont inuum with t he 
boundary of the skeleton then it is singular as well as non-mat erial for the out
flowing component . This fact is then reflected in the relation 

(3.1) c = vslaB > 

where c is t he velocity of the free boundary. 
Further , we shall assume that the boundary surface is ideal, i.e. it does not 

possess any intrinsic structure. We denote such a boundary surface as S. 
In order to descr ibe t his surface we have to formulate the balance equat ions 

on t he ideal surface S. We do not need to derive these conditions because their 
derivation is standard and it has been found by WILMANSKI in his work [11]. 
If we write the governing equations (2.7) in the integral form and extend them 
to hold in the limit on the singular surfaces t hen we obtain the following local 
dynamic compatibili ty conditions: 

• for the solid component 

(3.2) [Ts] n = 0, 

• for the fluid component 

(3.3) [e[ (vF - vs)] ·n = 0, 

(3 .4) 

• for t he porosity 

(3.5) [No(vF- vs)] ·n = 0, 
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where No is a constant and the square brackets denote the difference of t he limit 
values between the positive and the negative sides of the surface S, i. e. 

(3.6) [ ... ] := ( ... )+ - ( ... )-

and the internal side of the boundary has been chosen as the negative one. It is 
convenient to introduce the following definition 

(3.7) 

The relation (3. 7) represents namely the mass flux of the fluid component through 
the boundary surfaceS per t ime unit and area unit. The physical meaning of the 
flow continuity through the non-material surface for the fluid is that the fluid 
component does not stick to this surface. 

In cont rast to the relation (3.4), the relation (3.2) is identical with the classi
cal Poisson condition. The relation (3.4) shows that the contact force in the fluid 
is not continuous. We will see in t he sequel that this fact has a great influence on 
the formulat ion of the boundary value problem because such an inhomogeneous 
dynamic compatibility condition indicates the existence of t he free surface. T he 
compatibili ty condi t ion (3.5) for the porosity does not influence the formulation 
of the boundary value problem in the simplified case considered in this work. 
Therefore we skip it in our consideration. Finally it should be mentioned that 
the mass conservation law for the skeleton does not appear as a dynamic com
patibility condition because it is identically fulfilled. 

We can now pass over to the formulation of the boundary value problem. Since 
we have to formulate the boundary quantity neither for the mass conservation law 
(2. 7)1 nor for the equation for porosity (2. 7)2, the mathematical structure of the 
governing equations (2. 7) requires only the formulation of two vector quantities 
on the boundary. We can see that in the case of the chosen simplified model, the 
balance equation for porosity transforms to the evolut ion equation (2. 7)2. 

For this reason, we shall treat in the sequel only both the balance equations 
of momentum. F irst , we integrate the relations (2. 7)3 and (2. 7)4 over the do
main B and obtain, after us ing the compatibili ty conditions (3.2), (3 .4) and the 
definition (3.7) , 

I ( 5 8
2
us _ 5 ) I + (! ot2 - 1rw - (! b 5 dv = t 5 da , 

6 86 

( ) I ( F O V p F - F ) 3.8 r!t fit+ r!t grad v pvp + 1rw - r!t bF dv 

6 

=I [tt -mp+ (vt - v;;:) ·nn] da. 

86 
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In this transformation we have employed the following relat ion 

(3.9) 

resulting from the fact that the partial fl uid stress tensor contains only the 
spherical part. 

T he analysis of the relations (3.8) leads to the conclusion that clue to the 
outflow of t he flu id component, two vector and two scalar boundary quantities 
for two-component continua described by similar equa tions as the rela t ions (2. 7) 
must be specified on the boundary. T hese a re in our case 

(3.10) 'T) · - {t+ t+ p+ + } l '<v . - S , F , m , V F • 11 . 

It should also be ment ioned that the treatment of one-component continua 
does not require the formulation of an additional scalar quantity until we have 
to solve a problem with the non-material surface such as, for instance, the wave 
propagation problems. This fact has been illustrated in the paper [13] in the 
discussion of an example of propagation of surface waves. 

Next , we formulate the set of boundary quantities (3.10) in accordance with 
the physics of the consolidation phenomenon. Before we do so, the class of bound
aries which can appear in the consolidation problem must be defined . 

F IG. 1. T he class of boundaries by consolidation - a possibi lity. 

In F ig. 1 we show schematically these possible classes of boundary condit ions 
on the boundary 8B ( = 8B1 + 8B2 + 8B3) of the body B Namely 

• 8B1 - loaded and permeable free boundary, 
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• fJB2 - loaded and impermeable boundary, 
• fJB3 - impermeable fixed boundary. 

By the definition of the boundary quantities the physical features of consoli
dation must be taken into consideration. As we have already mentioned, the 
consolidation process will be characterized through the outfl ow of one or more 
fluid components outside from the domain of the multicomponent continuum clue 
to the act ion of the external load. One of the consequences of the outflow process 
is the existence of the free surface, whose description, as we have shown already, 
requires an additional scalar quantity prescribed on the boundary. Moreover , the 
acting external load cannot be a priori divided into separate parts acting on the 
fluid and on the solid, respectively, because it does not happen in the reality. 

According to this, we add up the partial loads tt and t; in the following 
constitutive way 

(3. 11) 

where the index "ext" indicates the whole external acting load. If we make the 
above assumption we cannot use the set (3 .10) in the formulation of the bound
ary value problem because we are missing one vector quantity. However, this 
additional vector quantity can be defined on the boundary in accordance with 
the physical features of the consolidation phenomenon. 

T he outflow of the fluid component through the boundary of the domain 
of the multicomponent continuum means that the velocity d ifference w on the 
boundary is not equal to zero. So we choose this vector quantity as the missing 
second vector boundary relation. It can be also written in the form 

(3.12) 

where w 1.. has the meaning of the velocity difference, perpedicular to the unit 
outward normal vector n . For all components of the vector w+ we must propose 
constitutive relations. Before we pass over to the formulation of the boundary 
quantities, we want to replace the scalar quantity (v; ·n ) by of+ by means of 
the definition (3. 7) in the following way 

(3.13) 

Wit h (3.13) the right-hand side of the relation (3.8)2 transforms to 

j ( ... )dv = j [tt- (mp+f ( :+-~) n] da. 
l3 813 12t f2t 

(3.14) 

It has been shown in the paper [13] that the second term of the surface 
integral can be neglected in consolidation problems because the value of the 
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acting force normal to the boundary is much greater than the value of the second 
term, the so-called flow force. However , this force must be taken into account 
in cases cha racterized t hrough t he rapid outflow processes such as combustion. 
This problem is nonlinear , even if the operator is linear because the nonlinearity 
results from the nonlinear boundary condition . 

T he above considerations show that the set (3 .10) must be replaced by the 
following one 

(3 .15) R ' ·- {text + p + p+} .- , w , m , (Jt . 

For the last three quantities the constitutive realt ions must be formulated. 
We begin with the vector quantity w+ We assume after WILMANSKI ([11]) that 
the outflowing fluid cannot slip along the boundary. Therefore, we obtain for 
both components which are perpedicular to the normal vector 

(3 .16) +- o w ..L = . 

In the case of an ideal flu id, this result can be obtained indepedent ly as a 
mathemat ical consequence of the material properties. 

The component in the direction of the normal unit vector can be directly 
formula ted from the relation (3 . 7) using the defin ition (2. 7)s 

(3. 17) 
p+ 

m 
W

+ __ _ 
- + er 

We see, tha t t he normal component of one of the two vector boundary quan
tities is determined by t he remaining scalar boundary quantit ies. One can also 
observe that the vector boundary quantity (3.12) is an inhomogeneous one. T his 
is an additional character istic property of the multicomponent continua. For the 
mass flux of the fl uid component we assume the following const itut ive rela tion 

(3.18) 

A similar relation has b een proposed for the consolidation phenomenon by 
R uNESSON in his Ph.D. Thesis [14]. However , relat ions of this form are also well 
known in other fields of physics (e.g. heat transfer t hrough thin walls) . Some 
indications of the difficulties connected with the formulation of the boundary 
value problem can be also found in the papers [20 - 23]. 

We see, that the mass flux of the flu id is determined by the partial pressure of 
the flui d and by one more external quantity, namely the atmospheric pressure pA , 
weighted, according to Dalton's law, with t he porosity. T he coefficient {3 descr ibes 
the physical properties of the boundary and has, due to t his interpretation , t he 
meaning of surface permeabili ty. We shall show in the parameter study in the 
Sec. 5, how great is the influence of the value of this coeffi cient on the value of the 
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mass transpor t through the boundary. For the purpose of this work we assume 
that the properties of the boundary are independent of the time and piecewise 
homogeneous. We obtain then 

(3 .19) 
8{3 
8t = 0, 

8{3 
fJx = 0 :=;. f3 = const . 

We shall assume for the second scalar boundary quantity that the flu id mass 
density on the exterior of t he bound ary is constant, i.e. 

(3.20) 
p + 

f2t = const. 

We see that t he relations (3.11)-:- (3 .12) , (3.16)-:- (3.18) and (3.20) determine 
t he quant ities included in the set R'. Summarizing the above analysis we obtain 
the fo llowing relations for the whole boundary (see Fig. 1): 

• loaded and permeable free boundary 

text ~ 0, 
p+ 

w+ 
m 

= -+-n , 
(3.21) 1\ f2[ 

xE861 m p + = f3 (pr - n- pA), 
p + 

Pt = const, 

• loaded and impermeable boundary 

(3.22) 

• impermeable fixed boundary 

(3.23) 

text -t. 0 -r ) 
mF+ 

w+ = - +-n , 
d 

p+ 0 m = , 
p + 

f2t = const , 

where the boundary quantities can take the forms defined above. 
Let us mention that the conditions (3 .21) and (3.22) are the so-called mixed 

or Robbin's boundary conditions and the conditions (3.23) are the well known 
esse ntial or Dirichlet's boundary conditions. In the case of a fixed boundary we 
can accept another possible defi nition of the boundary quantities since we need 
only two from the three existing kinematic quantit ies. 
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Due to t he choice of the second vector quantity, namely the velocity difference 
w, the system of the governing equations (2 .7) must be transformed in a suitable 
way because the velocity difference w does not belong to the set (2.6 ) of the 
unknown fields. There are two ways of t ransforming the governing equations. 
The first one is the extension of the set of fields and of the equations through 
the relation (2 7)5 . The second one is the variable t ransformation 

(3.24) 

We have decided to go the first way because it is technically easier to handle. 
Let us notice that the boundary value problem for the additional equation does 
not need to be formulated since the relation (2. 7)5 belongs to the class of the 
evolution equations. The set of the unknown fields (2.6) takes now the form 

(3.25) 

Finally, we formulate the initial value problem for the above set of unknown 
fields. We choose 

e[(x, t )lt=o = eb(x), 

n 6 (x t)l = 0 
' t=O ' 

(3.26) u5 (x, t)lt=O = 0, 
xEB 

Vp(X, t )lt=O = 0, 

w(x, t) lt=O = 0, 

where the function Qb (x ) is the one-dimensional static solution of the balance 
law of momentum for fluid. If we introduce the coordinates shown in the Fig. 2 a, 
we obtain then the following distribution of the initial fluid mass density 

(3 .27) 

with g as the value of the gravity acceleration 
With the last assertion we have closed the formulation of the initial-boundary 

value problem and now we pass over to the treatment of the numerical example. 

4. Numerical simulation 

In the present section we proceed to construct the weak formulation with 
respect to the already mentioned physical features of the consolidation. 

The numerical simulation will be carried by the finite element method . We 
sha ll treat a simple one-dimensional example shown below in the Fig. 2 a. In this 
case the set (3 .25) of unknown fields takes the following form 

(4. 1) F l ·- { F 6 5 F } .- Qt,n ,u ,v , w . 
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a) 7 

r =10 N b) 

3 
A 

r2 

2 

r A, 

2 
h = 4.0 m 

z 2 

FIG. 2. a. T he one-dimensional domain. b. Three-nodal continuum element. 

For the purpose of the space discretization we use the finite element method 
and proceed in the following way. We identify a finite number G of points in 
the whole one-dimensional domain D , shown in the Fig. 2 a, and these shall be 
called nodal points. The whole domain will be divided in the standard way 
into E subdomains (finite elements) connected at nodes on their boundaries. 
The functions which form the set F 1 will be approximated locally over each 
finite element by continuous functions, the so-called trial functions, which are 
uniquely defined in terms of the values of the functions (or also their derivatives) 
at the nodal points belonging to each element. Furthermore, we make use of 
isoparametric elements by which the approximation of the element coordinates 
and of the functions appears by applying the same interp olation funct ions. 

In accordance with the chosen one-dimensional domain, we use for the d is
cretization three-nodal elements (see Fig. 2 b) with the well known quadratic 
linearly independent trial functions 

1 1 2 
<p1 = 2 ( 1 - r) - 2 ( 1 - r ) , 

(4.2) 
1 1 2 

2(1 + r) - 2(1 - r ), 
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where the relation r = (2/ l)z - 1 to calcula te the natural coordinates holds true. 
We construct t hen the approximating functions ~ for all unknown fields in the 
following manner 

3 

( 4.3) ~ = I:, ~j'Pj ' 
j = l 

i - { ~F ~ 6 V 5 ~ F ~ } ., = f2t , n , u , v , w . 

The most important property of the above relations is the fact that they fulfi l 
each b oundary condition for the chosen finite element because t he t rial function 
takes the value one on the node it is defined for, and vanishes identically on the 
other nodes of the element . 

It is clear that the approximating functions do not fulfil exactly t he set of the 
governing equations. If we insert the relations (4.3) into the governing equations 
they shall not be satisfied . There remains the error c which is also called the 
residuum. In order to minimize the residuum c, the undetermined parameters ~j 
must be properly chosen. Let us mention that the above form ( 4.3) of the ap
proximating functions is the conventional one in which the parameters ~j depend 
on time and the trial functions ( 4.2) are funct ions of the space variable. 

For the optimization of the approximating functions ( 4.3) the Galerkin method 
has been chosen . In the same way as by the application of other weighted resid
ual methods, the arising errors will be projected one after another on the test 
functions, which are in the case of the GaleTkin method the same as t he tria l 
functions 'Pj . We obtain then for each equation an orthogonality condition of the 
form 

( 4.4) . 1\ (c, <pi) = j c<pi dv = 0. 
t={l,2,3} {3 

Using this procedure, the errors c j will be minimized in the averaging sense 
because the limited number of the trial functions spans only a finite-dimensional 
subspace of the space of exact solutions. 

The use of the GaleTkin method does not allow to define the essent ial bound
ary condit ions. Therefore, we define in the sequel the coefficients which have the 
sense of the arbitrary increments of the prescribed kinematic boundary quan
t ities. These arbitrary increments vanish identically for t he prescribed value of 
the corresponding quantity and are undetermined if the quantity is unknown. 
Due to the relation (3.23), such arbitrary increments must be defined in our 
one-dimensional case for v F and for w . 

If we now apply the orthogonality conditions (4.4) to each of the govern
ing equat ions (2.7) using the definit ion of the scalar product, we obtain in the 
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one-dimensional case the following equations: 

1 

I {8ef 8ef -F -F8i]F } Bt + 8z V + f2t 8z <fJi dT = 0, 
- 1 

/
1{a-6 a-F -6} . ;t + 'YO ;z + nT <fJi dT = 0, 

- 1 

(4.5) 1\ 
i: i=1,2,3 

u -F - -o 
/

1 {a -s } Bt- V + W Wi <fJi dT = 0, 
- 1 

where vt and wf are the arbitrary increments described above, and the fo llowing 
definitions have been used 

(4.6) 

Let us mention that , due to prescribed distribution of the initial partial fluid mass 
density (see (3. 27)) , the influence of the gravity force on the fluid component has 
already been accounted for. In such a case the gravity force does not appear in 
the relation ( 4. 5 )4. 

If we prescribe the natural boundary condi t ion on the boundary rl (see 
F ig. 2 a) and neglect (as mentioned in the Sec. 3) the nonlinear boundary contri
but ions , then, bearing in mind the structure of the unspecified boundary quan
tities, the dynamic compatibility conditions (3.2)-:- (3.4) and the definition (3.7), 
we obtain from the equation ( 4.5)4 

where the relations text I r, - q for the top element and vf6
1 = 0 for t he 
r2 
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bottom element hold. To simplify the notation the following definit ion 

(4.8) 

has been introduced. 
Replacing Eq. (4.5)4 by the relation (4.7) and integrating the system of Eqs . 

(4.5) over the treated one-dimensional domain we obtain a nonlinear system of 
algebra ic equations which can be written in the following matrix form 

( 4.9 ) Du + Ku = R, 

where D is the so-called damping matrix, K the so-called stiffness matrix, u 
and u denote the process vector and its time derivative, respectively, and R 
denotes the load vector. We skip here the presentation of their explicit form. The 
solution of the system of nonlinear equations can be obtained by means of the 
Newton - Raphson method and the time integration by means of the Newmark 
method. Since the Newmark method is an implicit one, the relation ( 4.9) will be 
solved for the t imet+ 6 t. The matrix equation (4.9) takes then the form 

(4.10) 

The linearization of the above relation by means of the Newton - Raphson method 
leads to 

( 4.11 ) 

where the index~ denotes the number of the iteration step, (~-~ ~ F is the internal 

force vector corresp onding to the stresses, and 6 u and 6u denote the increments 
of the process vector and of its t ime derivative, respectively. 

For the approximation of the increment of the time derivative of the process 
vector, the following linearized Newmark ansatz will be used 

(4. 12) t+t:. t 6 u = _o_ t+6t 6 u . 
a 6 t 

Substitut ion of the above relation into Eq. (4.11) yields 

( 4.13) 

with the following definition of the so-called effective stiffness matrix 

(4.14) t+t:. t K ·= _o_ t+t:. t D + t+t:. t K 
(t- 1) · a 6 t (t-1) (t - 1) · 
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Furthermore, we choose for the constants a and 6 the values 0.25 and 0.50, 
respectively. In this case the N ewmark method is identical with the constant 
average acceleration method. 

Wit h the solution of Eq. ( 4.13) the process vector at the time t + fi t and for 
the iteration step L can be determined from the relation 

(4.15) 

If a chosen breaking off criterion is fulfilled , the value t+t\ u is simultaneously 
the initial value of the process vector for the next time step. 

5. Parameter study and concluding remarks 

The purpose of this section is to study the constants of the chosen simplified 
model. We present here the quali tative comparison of t he results obtained in this 
work with the classical results of t he consolidation theory as well as we study 
the influence of variation the material constants on t he quantitative results. The 
values of the following constants: As , J.Ls, N and T have been taken from the 
work [15] of WILMANSKI. He has determined of values for these constants by 
means of the wave analysis using the experimental data quoted in the book [16] 
of BOURBIE, CoussY and ZINSZNER. For the Massillon sandstone with empty 
pores and the porosity no = 0.23 he obtained the following values: 

(5 .1) 

As= 10.766 x 107 Pa, 

J.Ls = 6.144 x 107 P a , 

N = 1.986 x 10- 2 sm- 2
, 

T = 3.699 X 10- 6 s. 

The remaining quantities of the set (2.9) of the model constants are "'F' rr , 'Yo 
and the additional constant {3 . 

Let us treat a two-component material constituted by the solid component 
whose properties are described by the constants (5 .1 ) and which is fu lly saturated 
with water. Simultaneously, we assume the effective compressibili ty of water 

(5 .2) "'F = 0.452 x 10- 9 P a- 1 . 

The permeability coefficient rr has been invest igating of CHAMSAZ in his 
dissertation [17] and it takes t he value 2.602 x 10- 9 Pa m - 2 s for the Massil
lon sandstone. For this order of magnitude of rr CHAMSAZ obtains the value 
w:::::::: 0.14mh- 1 for the velocity difference which is a realistic one in the consoli
dation processes. Using the above value rr , the order of magnitude of t he surface 
permeability f3 has been investigated in the paper [13]. It has been shown that 
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we can assume its value to be ;::::; 1.0 x 10- 8 sm- 1. Both coefficients if and f3 will 
be varied in the following parameter study. 

Finally let us assume for the last constant 

(5.3) T'o =no = 0.23 . 

This assumption can be motivated by the analysis of the limits of the present 
model. We shall skip these considerations in this paper. We assume the remaining 
constants to be 

(5.4) 

r/ = 1000.0kgm-3 , 

ero = 230.0kgm- 3 , 

g = 10.0 ms-2 , 

PA = 100 000.0 N 

and define the integration constant as follows 

(5.5) pg := n 0 pA = 23 000.0 N. 

The above values of constants reflect the order of magnitude of the real 
constants which should be obtained by the proper averaging procedure. Such 
procedures are being presently investigatede). We shall not discuss this very 
important problem here. 

As we have already mentioned, the character of the numerical simulation 
will be characterized by the parameter study. The parameters which have been 
chosen to be variable are: 

• the number of elements: 10 or 30, 
• the value of the permeability coefficient if= 2.602x 108 -:-2.602 x 1010 Pa m - 2s, 
• the value of the surface permeability f3 = 10- 6 -:- 10- 11 kg- 1m2s. 
For the numerical simulation we have developed the finite element program 

LFEP which has been written using the macro-language of the program system 
\IIAPLE V2. Although the capacity of this program is limited , it is large enough 
for our purposes. 

We begin with the variation of the permeability coefficient if. Figure 3 shows 
how the permeabili ty coeffi cient influences the growth and the relaxation of the 
partial fluid pressure. Due to the well known fact that t he whole load will be 
carried at the beginning of the consolidation process only through the fluid com
ponent, the partial pressure pF increases quickly and then in the second step 
relaxes from the fluid component to the solid one. This fact shall be illustrated 
later. The speed of this process depends also on the value of the source of momen
tum p which is proportional to the d ifference velocity w through the coefficient if. 

(') One of such procedures can be found for example by SHAFIRO and KACHANOV [18]. 
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The Fig. 3 shows the relaxation behaviour of the partial fluid pressure for three 
different values of if for a chosen depth and for a chosen value of (3. It is easy to 
see the characteristic excess of the partial pressure of the fluid component which 
has also been observed in experiments, and which is called the Mandel - Cryer 
effect . The different maximum values can be attributed to the inertia effects 
which have been neglected in the classical consolidation theory. 

8e+006 TI = 2.602 X 10
10 

' 

6e+006 
' 

pF[Nm-2) 
I 

4e+006 
11 

I I TI= 2.602 X 109 

I I .. 
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\ ··· .. 

2e+006 I 
\ 

····· .... ..... 
·····-... 
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' 
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I [s) 

FIG. 3. Partial fluid pressure pF vs. time: 10 elements, (3 = 10- 6 , z = 1.80 m. 

In the next figure it is shown how the value of the permeability coefficient 
influences the values of the partial fluid pressure as a function of the depth of 
the chosen structure. 

Let us remind that the variable z is measured from the bottom of the struc
ture, i.e., for instance , the point z = 4.0 m in Fig. 4 corresponds to the loaded 
boundary. 

We see that for the chosen time step t = 100 s the highest value of the pressure 
pF appears at the bottom of the structure for the smallest coefficient rr, i.e. then , 
if the permeability is high. In such a case the fr iction force acting as the source 
of momentum between the components is the lowest one, and the external load 
will be quickly distributed through the whole structure down to its bottom. 

Figure 5 illustrates the relaxation behaviour of the partial fluid pressure pF as 
a function of depth and chosen time steps for the fixed values of rr = 2.602 x 109 

and (3 = 10- 6 . As we can see, the partial fluid pressure decreases for increasing 
time. This relaxation behaviour has been also observed in the Fig. 3. We return 
to this property in the sequel, where it shall be shown how the acting external 
load relaxes from the fluid to the solid component. 
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F IG. 4. P artia l fluid pressure pF vs. depth ; 10 elements, (3 = 10- 6 , t = lOO s. 
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In the Fig. 6 we can observe a similar behaviour as that in t he Fig. 3, however, 
for another parameter of the funct ion, namely the depth. The surface permeabil
ity has been chosen to be {3 = 10- 6 . We see that for the bottom of the structure 
(z = 0.00 m) the partial fluid pressure reaches its maximum. The same value of 
the pressure can be taken from the figures for t equal 20 s. Due to the velocity 
of the propagating waves, the exact course of the function pF ( t ) can be reached 
only for very small time steps. This unfortunately exceeds the capacity of our 
program. 
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FIG. 6. Parti al fluid pressure pF vs. t ime for chosen depths; 10 elements, 
7f = 2.602 X 109 , (3 = lQ- 6 . 

Figure 7 illustrates the relaxation behaviour discussed above for different 
values of the permeabili ty ff. The value of the fluid pressure increases and reaches 
ist maximum after a short time. We have explained this behaviour by the analysis 
of Fig. 3. It is clear that at the beginning of the consolidation process nearly the 
whole external load shall be carried through the fluid component. In contrast 
to the classical simple theory of von Terzaghi, a part of the load is also carried 
through the solid component. As we have already mentioned, the difference in 
the results between these models is caused by the fact that von Terzaghi has 
neglected the acceleration terms, i.e. the influence of the inertial forces in his 
model. Nevertheless, the courses of the figure coincide very well with the results 
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obtained in experiments, where the fluid pressure relaxes to its initial value and 
finally, at the end of the consolidation process the solid component carries t he 
whole external load. 
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FIG. 7. T ime relaxation between the fluid and t he solid pressure fo r z = l.80 m; 
10 elements, 7r = 2.602 x 109 , {3 = 10-6 . 

In the next figure we present the courses of t he functions of the hydraulic 
gradient i = 8pF / az for the chosen points of the structure having in this case 
the depth of h = 12 m. The graphs of the Fig. 8 correspond qualitatively to the 
curves appearing in the li terature [17, 19] in the range of short t imes. Neither 
the quantitative comparison nor the asymptotic behaviour fo r large time could 
be carried through, due to the limited efficiency of the present numerical code. It 
should be also borne in mind that the classical curves for the hydraulic gradient 
have been obtained for the semi-infinite medium and not for the layer of the 
finite thickness which is the subject of this work. It means that we can expect 
considerable deviations in the boundary regions. These deviations are also due to 
the novel formulation of the inhomogeneous outflow condition. For this reason we 
present in Fig. 8 the results for the middle region of the layer . This point shall b e 
discussed again in the forthcom ing paper on the two-dimensional consolidation 
problem. 
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We pass over to the last two figures. T he former shows the courses of the 
t ime-dependent outflow of the fluid component through the free boundary as 
the function of the surface permeability {3 . It is clear that for low values of t his 
coefficient , the mass transport of the fluid through the boundary is very low. This 
fact confirms the physical meaning of the coefficient {3 as the surface permeability. 
It has been anticipated earlier in this work. We can also see that for the range 
10- 6 -:- 10- 8 of the values of the surface permeability the courses of the function 
mF(t) are approximately the same. It seems that these values determine a kind 
of the asymptote for the magnitude of the surface permeability, of the treated 
simplified model. Moreover, we see in this figure, due to the relation (5.18), the 
same effect of the excess of the mF(t)-function which we have observed in the 
Fig. 3 for the partial fluid pressure. 

The latter figure shows the time-depedence of the solid displacement for two 
chosen points of the structure presented in the Fig. 2 a. Both courses of these 
functions reproduce the assumption of the linear behaviour of the solid compo
nent. In other words, in the case of z = 3.80 m the maximum strain amounts 
approximately to four per cent, what should be expected in the linear case. 
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F rc. 9. Mass transport mF of the flu id through the boundary vs. time; 10 elements, 
7i' = 2.602 X 109 . 

The numerical results presented in this section show that the new class of 
models developed by WILMANSKI, in particular the chosen simplified model de
scribed in Sec. 2, agree not only with the well known results obtained by ap
plication of the classical model of van Terzaghi but also with the phenomena 
observed in experiments. By means of this model one can simulate the phenom
ena taking place in the two-component continua. However, we have only focused 
on the qualitative comparison of the results. The adaptation of the constants of 
this model as well as their calculation from the point of view of their effective 
values was not the topic of this paper . Nevertheless the presented results make 
it clear that it is worthwhile to develop an efficient fini te element program to 
calculate two-dimensional structures with nonlinearities. This is the subject of 
the current research. 

Another important issue of this work was the consistent formulation of the 
initial-boundary value problem for the consolidation phenomenon. The most im
portant part of this topic was the analysis of the boundary value problem on 
the free boundary and the formulation of t he inhomogeneous b oundary cond i
tion on it , as well as the formulation of additional boundary quantities for the 
free surface. We shall present an overview of the existing and possible types of 
boundaries in two-component continua in a forthcoming paper. 
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Large scale motion and temperature distributions 
in land-based ice shields; 
the Greenland Ice Sheet in response 
to various climatic scenarios 

R. CALOV and K. BUTTER (DARMSTADT) 

D edicated to Prof. Franz Ziegler 
on the occasion of his 60- th birthday 

A REVIEW IS GIVEN of the theory of cold ice sheets in the so-called shallow ice approxi
mation, and a literature survey is performed of its application in ice sheet modell ing 
of t he large ice sh ields, such as Green land, Antarctica and other, historical, ice sheets. 
As model applications, steady state and time-dependent computations are performed 
for the Green land Ice Sheet using an ice sheet model on the basis of the 3-D shal
low ice equations of a viscous, heat-conducting incompressible fluid. The interaction 
with the solid earth is through a heat-conducting homogeneous isotropic rigid solid 
subjected to geothermal heat . The climate driving is effected th rough a prescribed 
atmospheric surface temperature and accumulation rate funct ion. Computations are 
performed for t he ice-thickness d istribution to steady driving conditions when exter
nal and inLernal parameters are varied. It is shown that the sliding coefficient and the 
a mplitude of the annual temperature variation are part icularly critical. Finally, the 
evolution of the basal temperature distribution at Dye 3, Summit. and Camp Century 
through idealized scenarios of the ice age(s) is compuLed; these computat ions show 
that the basal temperature regime depends criLically on the thermal inertia of Lhe 
bedrock and the magnitude of the ice fluidity. Our computations with various climate 
sLaLe scenarios demonstrate how well the model reproduces the measured flow data 
in Greenla nd and indicates how it must be extended to accomodate the polythermal 
structure of the ice and to include longitudinal streLching effecLs. 

1. Introduction 

FIRST AD-HOC DESCRIPTIONS of the distributions of velocity, temperature and 
evolution of the geometry of ice sheets are largely due to NYE [138- 151, 153], 
GLEN [48, 65], LLIBOUTRY [107 - 116], WEERTMAN [178 - 187] and others; how
ever , wh ile these works contain the essential ingredients of the theoretical formu
lation and systematic development of a mathematical boundary value problem, 
rational deduction of the latter had to await the works of FOWLER [37 - 40, 
41-46], BUTTER [66 - 72, 78, 79, 61 - 63] and MORLAND [131 - 137]. 
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Computa tional res ults are presented here on the flow , temperature and ge
ometry of the Greenland Ice Sheet in response to various climate scenarios using 
an ice sheet model that is based on the Shallow Ice Approximation [25 , 26]. The 
growth and retreat of inland ice masses is governed by the snowfa ll onto the sur
face, the melting and calving of the ice close to and at the outer ice boundaries. 
Owing to its own weight , the ice deforms wit h velocities of typically lOO m a- 1 

causing a transport of ice towards the ice sheet boundaries where the ice melts 
and calves. This process, in turn , is influenced by the temperature distribution 
within t he ice, implying a delicat e balance between the t hermal and mechanical 
regimes that are established by the clima te input and the geothermal conditions 
of the substrate. The thermomechanically coupled ice dynamics together with 
t he mass flux due to snowfall and mass loss in the vicinity of ice boundaries 
determine the thickness distribution of a particular ice sheet. 

The deformation of an ice sheet and the variation of its temperature distribu
tion depends to a large extent on its thermomechanical constitutive modelling. 
Here, we treat ice as a rheologically nonlinear, thermally coupled , viscous fluid , 
i. e. , we assume its fluidi ty (inverse viscosity) to be temperature-dependent , the 
latter according to a power law with exponent n = 3, the former essentia lly fol
lowing an Arrhenius-type rela tionship. When the temperature reaches the melt
ing point , it is held at pressure melting without accounting energetically for the 
water production. This body is subject to driving mechanisms from the outside 
world t hat are imposed on the ice sheet via its surrounding boundaries. At its 
bottom we account for the presence of a heat-conducting rigid solid of 4 km thick
ness. At the free surface, the climate input is effected by the prescription of the 
mean annual atmospheric temperature and accumulation rate fuctions; the lat
ter expresses the rate of mass added and subtracted according to t he amount of 
snowfall and melting of surface ice, respectively. At t he base, a relatively complex 
viscous-type sliding law is implemented and a thermodynamic jump condition of 
heat flow provides the connection wi th the heat-conducting li thosphere. As for 
the former , the no-slip condition applies where the basal ice is below the pressure 
melting p oint , but a power law relationship between shear t raction and sliding 
velocity is imposed when the basal ice is at the pressure melting point. At the 
lower b oundary of the rigid substrate the geothermal heat flow is prescribed . 

By using standard climate driving functions (const ant climate and idealized 
interglacia l variations) for the surface temperature and mass balance, we study 
t he reaction of the Greenland Ice Sheet to (i) varia t ions in the parameterization 
of the d riving functions, (ii ) the viscous-type basal sliding law, (iii) the apparent 
viscosity (fluidity) of the ice and (iv) the role played by t he thermal inertia of 
t he rock bed. In particular it is shown that the ampli tude of the annual variation 
of the surface temperature and the drag coefficient of the basal sliding law are 
critical for climate stability of large ice sheets. 

Furt hermore, using several reasonable climate scenarios for t he pas t , and nu
merical values for the material and climate parameters appropriate for Green-
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land , it is shown that , while the temperate patches at the base always existed, 
the locations of Dye 3, Camp Century and Summit were always cold. 

2. The model 

A review is presented of the governing equations of ice sheet dynamics: how 
they emerge from first principles of continuum thermodynamics , how the equa
tions have been simplified by an asymptotic analysis that is based on a shal
lowness assumption, and what mathematical-numerical difficult ies arise in using 
this shallow ice approximation (SIA). The intention is to present to the reader 
an up-to-date state-of-the-art which is fairly complete; as far as the current li t
erature goes, we cannot claim, however, that t he cited literature is exhaustive. 

2.1. Field equat ions 

The ice in large ice masses (Fig. 1) is generally polythermal, i.e., the ice mass 
consists of disjoint regions in which the ice is either cold (i.e. , its temperature is 
below the melting point ) or temperate (i.e. , it is at the pressure melting point) , 
but except for a few very recent cases [5, 7, 45 , 68 , 74, 75 , 76 , 47, 49 - 56], 
theoretical formulations are restricted to cold ice. For such a case the continuum 
mechanical postulate "ice is an incompressible heat-conducting nonlinear viscous 

z 

b 
atmosphere 

ice sheet To 

TI, V 

s = 1 

rock l oyer 

TR 
y hs hb 

s=o I I .. 
X 

G 

FIG. 1. Model variables with the coordinate system for the ice sheet and the 
li thosphere layer. 
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fluid" yields t he following ba la nce laws of mass, moment um and energy as well 
as constit utive rela tions: 

(2. 1) 

div v = 0, 

(!V = - gradp + d iv rr + (!g , 

(!i = - d iv q + tr ( rr 'D ), 
T 

c = j Cp(T)dT + eo, 

0 
q = -x(T)grad T , 

D = sym(grad v) = EA(T') j (JI(7, )rr', 

m which v , (!, p, a' , g, c, q , cp, XI are, respectively, the velocity vector , ice 
density, p ressure, Cauchy stress devia tor (i.e. , t r(a' ) = 0, where tr ( · ) is the 
trace operator), specific gravity, internal energy, heat flux vector , specific heat 
(at constant pressure) and heat conductivity. Fur thermore, 

(2.2) T ' = T +ap, A(T') = Ao exp ( - R(To~ T ' )) , 
1 ( t2 II = -tr o- ) (7 2 ' 

where T' is the homologous temperature, a t he Clausius - Clapeyron constant, 
A a temperature-dependent rate factor , f( JI(7,) t he flu id ity with n = 3 and Ea 
so-called enhancement factor. The power law fluidi ty has been introduced into 
glaciology by NYE [141] and GLEN [48] but should be replaced by a finite viscosity 
law because of its singular behaviour at small stretchings (B UTTER [71] and 
MORLAND [134]) when n > 1. For its experimental j ustification, see [8, 24 , 29, 33 , 
34, 106 , 168] . The enhancement factor E accounts for the apparent different flow 
properties of Holocene and Pleistocene ice [28 , 29 , 31]. Up to today E = E(~i ) 
is assumed to be a function of age with values E = 1, for Holocene, and E = 3, 

for Pleistocene ice, and ~( satisfies the differential equatione) ~"r = 1. Ao is a 
constant , Q the act ivation energy of ice, R the gas constant and To = 273.15 K 
the melting temperature a t normal pressure (105 Pa). N umerical values are given 
in Table 1. 

T he above model (2. 1), (2.2) is standard except for t he occurrence of E. From 
a t hermodynamic point of view, th is variable has the meaning of an internal vari
a ble and was fi rs t introduced into a t heoretical model by HUTTER and VuLLlET 
[77]. Glaciologists are generally unaware of t his and use it as a fudge factor. More 
important tha n this is the fact that t he above fluid model is necessarily isotropic 
a nd thus cannot describe st ress-induced anisotropies evident in specimens from 
boreholes [27, 49 , 117, 130, 174, 175]. 

(') An initial d istribution of ~ a nd t he values of ~ of any ice particle at the t ime when it. is 
formed m ust be p rescribed. Since ice is accumulated at t he free surface , t his essen tially amounts 
to prescr ibing ~f { io), io < ion those parts o f t he fr<'e surface where snow is accumulating. 
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Table 1. Physical constants used in ice sheet models. 

Earth 's acceleration g 
Density 
Heat conduction 

T hermal diffusivity 

Ice f2 

Icex 
Rock XR 

Ice "' 
Rock "-R 

Specific heat of ice C11 

Clausius- Clapeyron constant a 

Latent heat of fusion for ice L 8 

Geothermal heat flow G 
Power law exponent n 
Gas constant R 
Rate facto r A0 T' 2: - 10°C 

T' < - 10°C 
Activation energy Q T' 2: - 10°C 

T' < - 10°C 

9.81 m s- 2 

0.9 ·103 kg m - 1 

2.1 wm- l K - 1 

3 wm- l J< - l 

1.15· 10- 6 m2 s- 1 

1.5 · 10- 6 m 2s-1 

2009 J kg- 1K- 1 

7.42 ·10- 5 K(kPa) - 1 

335 · 103 J kg- 1 

42 ·10- 3 wm- 2 

3 
8.314 J mol- 1 K - 1 

6.3 x 1010 a- 1 Pa-3 

1.3 x 10- 5 a- 1 Pa- 3 

139 kJ mol- 1 

60 kJ mol- 1 

923 

This thermomechanical model for the ice is coupled to the heat conduction 
equation of a rigid substratum 

(2.3) 

(R for rock), the evolution equations for the ice thickness h = h5 - hb, 

(2.4) 

as well as bed sinking 

(2.5) ohb 1 ( f2 ) - = -- hb - ho + - h . 
Ot Ti f2a 

In (2.3) TR and XR are the temperature and heat conductivity of the rock ; 
radio-activ heating of the rock is ignored , so as are the contributions due to 
internal stresses and dissipation. In this sense, the substratum is rigid ; however , 
motions due to bedrock sinking a re incorporated in the convective terms (con-

tained in T R) and described by (2 .5) . In Eq. (2.4) vH and V H are the horizontal 
velocity components of the ice and its horizontally integra ted flux, respectively, 
and \lH = (ox, oy). Furthermore, b5 and bb are the accumulation / ablation and 
basal melting rate functions , respectively; since basal melting is small, bb is often 
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ignored. Formally, (2.4) is a vertically integrated mass ba lance. Finally, (2.5) is 
a relaxation-type relationship for the vert ical p osit ion of the basal boundary of 
the ice; it models the bed adjustment with the relaxation time Tl ~ 3...;... 5 x 103 a; 
ho is the relaxed , undisturbed bed topography and ea the density of t he astheno
sphere. 

Other models of bedrock sinking have also been used, e.g. a d iffusion equat ion 

(2 .6) 

where Da = 0.5 x 108 m2a- 1 is t he asthenosphere diffusivi ty, !::::,.H the two-dimen
sional Laplacian and wa the deflection of the constant thickness lit hosphere for 
which the plate equation 

D66 Wa = q- (!mWa, 

{ Qgh, if 
(! 

< h , (2. 7) - +hsl 
(!R 

q-
(! 

(!Rg(hsl- h) , if - - + h sl > h 
(!R 

is solved, where D is the bending rigidity of the lithosphere (1025 Nm) , (!R the 
density of the mantle (3300 kg m- 3 ) and h sl = is a constant, see [82, 176]. Mod
els which treat the lit hosphere as thermoviscoelastic and the asthenosphere as 
nonlinearly viscous have also been proposed , T URCOTTE and SCHUBERT [176], 
but so far not implemented in ice sheet models. 

If in the solution of the above equations the ice temperature at any point 
should reach values above the melting point , it is set back to T = TM , and 
the energy equation is disregarded in these points. Regions where T = TM are 
defined as temperate. Thus the thermal processes are not accounted for in these 
regions, by e.g. calculating the production of water via dissipation and latent 
heat of fusion , what makes the model approximate. 

2.2. Boundary conditions 

Boundary conditions that close the equations to a complete boundary value 
problem must be formulated at the free surface, the ice-bedrock interface, the 
lower boundary of the rock bed and the ice margins. 

At t he free surface z = h5 (x, y, t), we assume stress-free condit ions and pre
scribe the m·face temperature and the accumulation ablation rate funct ion, 

(2.8) T = T5 (x, y, t) , b5 = b5 (x, y , t ), 

where examples for this climate driving are given in [25, 26 , 36, 59, 154, 155, 162]. 
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At the ice-bedrock interface z = hb(x, y, t) continuity of temperature and the 
energy jump conditions must be fulfi lled. This implies 

(2.9) 

when the base is cold , and 

(2 .10) 1 ( aT aTn • ) bb = -- x- - xn- + r v 11 , 
Qw L s an an 

when it is temperate. In the above, n(n) indicates the unit vector (direction) 
normal to and directed into the ground, L 5 the latent heat of fusion, T* · vll the 
frictional heat due to sliding of the ice sole over the bedrock and T* = ( CT -

p* l )n denoting the tangential tractions and v11 the jump in tangential velocity. 
In general, the lithosphere velocity is ignored, so vll = -(v - (v ·n))nlrce · Common 
sliding laws are 

(2.11) { 

C( IT*I,p*)T* = ciT*Im- l,p• - LT*, if T = TM, 
VII= 

0, if T < TM, 

according to [112, 137, 178, 182, 183, 185, 187] and with appropriate choices for 
c, m and l, see [25, 26]. 

At the lower boundary of the rock z = hb(x, y), we simply prescribe the 
thermal Neumann condition 

(2. 12) 

where G (:::::: 42 mW m - 2
) (see, however, also [55, 83, 177]) is the geothermal heat 

flow. 
As long as the ice margin stays on t he continent , we let it freely evolve, 

either advancing or retreating, depending on whether there is net mass addit ion 
or subtraction . When the ice margin reaches the ocean then all m ass flowing 
Lhrough that margin position is treated as calving and is lost to the ice sheet. This 
mechanism is interrupted only when the ice is retreating again at sheet posit ions 
distant from the ocean. This is a simplified marginal condit ion as the formation 
of ice shelves is ignored. It could be incorporated, see e.g. [9, 58, 60, 83, 84, 85], 
[121 - 124], if an ice shelf model is adjoined. 

2.3. Shallow ice approximation 

Ice sheets are long and wide but generally shallow. This suggests to introduce 
a scaling of the equations of the preced ing section such that the aspect ratio 
c; = [HJ /[L] « 1, in which [H] and [L] are a typical depth and horizontal 
disLance, explicitly enters the equations, and perturbation methods in the small 
parameter c; can be used . The lowest order equations of this scheme have been 
coined the shallow ice approximation [71]. 
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2.3.1. Introduction of scales. In the Cartesian coodinate system x, y (horizontal), 
z (vert ical) we now choose the following scalings: 

{x,y,z, t} = {[L]x*,[L]y*,[H]z*, li lt*} , 

{u ,v, w , bs , bb} = {[U]u*,[U]v*,[W]w*,[W]b; ,[W]bi;} , 
(2.13) { 

I I I } p, ax, ay , az , Txy , Txz , Txz 

[ Hl { • 2 • I 2 •' 2 •I 2 • • } = Q9 p ,€ ax ,€ ay ,€ az ,€ Txy>€Txz · ,£Txz ' 

T = To + [6T]T* , 

A(T 1)j (liu') = [[~lA* (T*1)j* ( JI~,), 

where [L], [H ], [U], [W], [6 T ], [D J, [a ] are length and velocity scales and scales for 
the temperature range, stretching and typical material stresses. The quantit ies 
in brackets are typical values of the variables arising in ice sheets and those with 
an asterisk are dimensionless and necessarily varying in t he range 0 ((-1, 1)), 
if the bracketed terms are appropriately selected; for typical values see Table 2. 
The principal assumption of the shallow ice approximation is that 

(2.14) [H]/[L] = [W]/[U] = E « 1 , 

anticipated in (2.13) in which several terms are weighted with E and t:
2

, respec
tively. This delicate balance introduced here by hindsight , is not obvious and 
co nstitutes the essential step towards a formal perturbation procedure obtained 
independently by H UTTER [67 - 72] and MORLAND [133 , 134]. 

Table 2. Typical scales of ice sheets. 

[L] = 105 - 106 m , 

[H] = 102 - 103 m , 

[U] = 10 -103 m a- 1 

[W] = 1 - 10 m a- 1 

[DJ= 1 a 

[a-] ~ 105 Pa, 

[g] ~ 10 kg m - 3 , 

[g] ~ 10 m s- 2 , 

[x:/(gc)J ~ 11.15 ·10- 6 m2 s-1 

With (2.13) and (2. 14) the balance laws of mass, momentum and energy and 
the constitutive relations of stress take the forms 

au• av• aw• 
- + -+-=0 
ax• ay• az• , 

F au· ap• 2 aa;1 
2 aT;y aT;z 

-- = -- +t: --+t: -- + --
E at• ax• ax• ay* az• ' 

(2. 15) 

a • a • a • a • I a • F v 2 Txy p 2 ay Tyz 
=t:----+t:--+ --

E at• ax• ay• ay• az* ' 
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(2.15) 
[cont.] 

'L 8w* 2 { oT;z OT;z } op* 2 oa;' 
.rE--= f. -- + -- --+ f. --- 1 

ot* ox* oy* oz* oz* , 

dT* { 2 * ( • • • ) 8 ( 8T*)} • ( *) * ( ) * dt* = D f. \7 H · XI \7 HT + oz* X• oz* + £2A T f · lia', 

ou* 2 8w* QA* ( *) *( ) • ~+f. ~ = 2 T J 1Ia' Txz> uz* ux* 
ov* 2 ow* * * * • 
~ + E ~ = 2QA (T ) j (Jia,)Tyz> 
uz* uy* 

as well as 

(2 .16) 

in which 

(2.17) 

:~: = 9A*(T*)j*(1Ia')a;', 

ov* = GA* (T* ) j* (JI ,) *' oy* ':/ a (Jy , 

ow* = 9A*(T* )j* (JI ) *' oz* a' (J z , 

ou* ov* QA*( *)j*(JI ) * ~ + ~ = 2 T a' Txy uy* ux* 

li [ Hl 2 { • 2 • 2 2 [ 1 ( .,2 .,2 *'2) • 2] } a' = gg f. 7 xz + 7 yz + E 2 (Jx +ay + (Jz + 7 xy 

= [ggH]e2 If* , 

S - _M_ D - [W]/[H] 
E - ggH , {:, - [D] , 

A = g[H ] 
ep[6.T] . 

F is the Froude number , S E the ratio of deviatoric stress to overburden pressure, 
'Dt::. a rat io of mean vertical stretching normalising strain-rate magni tude and A 
the energy ratio of gravitat ional energy to internal thermal energy. 9 has the 
meaning of a d imensionless shear viscosity, while£ measures energy dissipation. 
Moreover, for Glen 's power law, when (2.2 )2 is used, 

(2. 18) 

• { Q 1 } A = exp - RT, [6.T] , 
0 1 + --T* 

To 

[a] (e[ngH ])n-l 
j* = SII*(n- 1)/ 2, S := "'Ao 
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We also have separated the constit ut ive rela tions (2.16) from the remaining equa
tions (2 .15) beca use in the lowest order approximation they will not b e needed. 
Similarly, equations (2.3)- (2.12) would also have to be nondimensionalized ; how
ever , to motivate the shallow ice approxima tion, they are not needed . 

2.3.2. The limiting theory. Using the scales collected in Table 2 and the definitions 
(2 .17), (2.18) it is seen that c = 0(10- 2 -:- 10- 3 ) , :F = O(lo- 8 ) while 9, D and 
[ are between 0 (1) and 0 (10- 2) . Thus :F is much smaller t han any one of 
t he other dimensionless parameters arising in (2.15) and (2.16), suggesting the 
Stokes flow limit :F -+ 0, :F /c -+ 0. The so emerging equat ions could now be 
solved by a p erturbation expansion if!* = L:~=O cvif!v for all independent fields 
n.• - { * * * * * * * * * * T *} · h th h ll . . ~ - u ,v ,w , p , ax, ay, az, Txz> Tyz> Txy> , owever , es a owJceapproxl-
mation restricts consideration to the lowest order terms (v = 0), corresponding 
to the simultaneous limits 

(2.19) :F -+ 0, :F/c-+ 0, c -+ 0. 

Returning back to the dimensional notation, equations (2 .15) t hen reduce t o 

8w 
V J-J·VJ-J + Dz = 0, 

8p 8Txz --+- = 0 
8x 8z ' 

_ 8p + 8Tyz = O 
8y 8z ' 

8p 
(2.20) 

- 8z = (Jg, 

~~ = :z c~ ~) + 2EA(T' )j (T
2

)T
2

, 

a;; = 2E A(T' )j(T2)T 

in which v 1-J = ( u , v ), 'Vf-1 = ( 8x8y ) and T = ( Txz , Tyz ). These are seven equat ions 
for the seven unknowns VJ-J , w, p, T and T. They comprise the field equations of 
the shallow ice approximation. 

It t urns out that a similar scale analysis . for the heat equation in the rock 
yields 

(2.21) 

while t he evolution equations for the free surface (2.4) and the bed (2 .5) remain 
unchanged . Alternatively, the reduced boundary conditions become: 

• at the free surface z = h8 (x , y , t ) 

(2 .22) p = 0, Txz = Tyz = 0, Ts = T8 (x, y, t ), bs = bs(X, y, t ); 
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• at the ice bedrock interface z = hb(x, y , t ) 

(2.23) 

EJT EJTR } 
X EJz = XR EJz ' T = TR ' cold ice, 

VH = 0 

1 ( EJT EJTR • ~ bb = -- x-- XR-- + 7 v11 , 
QwLs EJz EJz T = TR = TM,} . 

temperate 1ce; 
VH = ciT im-lp -L T , 

• at the lower boundary of t he rock: z = 0 

EJTR 
(2.24) XR EJz = - G. 

The dist inctive features of the shallow ice approximation are the following t hree 
points ( i )-( iii ): 

(i) T he vert ical momentum balance reduces to the cryostatic force balance 
between vertical pressure gradient and the gravity force. (ii) The horizontal mo
mentum balance comprises for ce balances between the horizontal pressure gradi
ent and the corresponding ver t ical gradient of the shear stresses. Together with 
the boundary conditions (2.22)1,2,3 , these equations can be integrated to yield 
the stress fields 

p(x, y , z, t ) = Qg(h5 (x, y , t )- z), 

T = Qg(h5 (x, y , t )- z )VHhs(x , y , t) , 
(2.25) 

which depend on geometry but not on material pwperties. Provided the tem
perature distribution is known, (2.20h,s,7 together with (2.25) imply (through 
integration) 

(2.26) 

z 

C(z, t, IIV hs ll) = - 2Qg I EA(T;(z')) j (T2(z')) (hs - z' ) dz', 

z 

w(x , y ,z,t) = w(hb)- I \lw vH (x,y,z') dz' , 

hb 

T(x, y ,z, t) 2 = (Qg(h5 (x, y, t )- z)II VHhsll)2
, 

II VHhsll = ( Ohs~~y,t)2 + EJhs~~y , t)2) ' 

{ 

0 (cold ice), 
VH (hb ) = . 

-c(Qgh)m-lii VHhsiiVHhs (temperate 1ce) , 

W ( hb ) = V H ( hb ) · \lH hb . 
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It follows that the velocity field with in the ice shield can be computed by mere 
quadratures (if the temperature field and the geometry are p rescribed ). The 
formulas (2.25)2 and (2.26)1 ,6 , however , also imply the following important facts 
of the shallow ice approximation, which can be tested by observation and thus 
may be used as evidence whether the approximation is applicable in a particular 
case: 

• The horizontal shear stress vector points in the direction of steepest descent 
of the free surface. It is zero parallel to the level lines. 

• At any given position in t he horizontal plane, the horizontal velocity vector 
v H does not change d irection with depth . Its direction at all depths is that of 
the steepest descent of the surface topography. 

• A dome or a trough is the location of vanishing horizontal velocity. 

These proper ties were first recognized by BUTTER [71]. 

(iii) The heat equation shows that , whereas heat advection is sign ificant in all 
spatial directions, conduction is dominant in the vert ical direction. This means 
that the heat equation is parabolic only with regard to the vertical coordinate, 
but has been hyperbolized in the horizontal directions. For very thick ice sheetse) 
vert ical thermal diffusion is small (D « 1) and dissipation large (£ = 0(1)) so 
that thermal diffusion essentially operates only in a near-basal boundary layer . 
For very thin ice sheets D = 0 (1) and [ « 1, so vertical convection of heat is 
significant over the entire depth but d issipation is small. In ice sheet modelling 
through ice ages both situat ions must be expected, leaving no room for further 
simplificat ions. 

This limiting equa tion set has been used by virtually all numerical mod
ellers who deal in one way or another with the deformation and distribution of 
temperature in ice sheets. Isothermal plane and axisymmetric [134, 135] flows, 
thermomechanically uncoupled cases with prescribed temperature [136] and the 
full plane [35, 61 , 62 , 78 , 102] and axisymmetric [79] coupled cases were ana
lysed before the full three-dimensional theory was numerically implemented in 
FD-programs [16 , 17, 18, 80, 90, 91]. With them the steady-state response of 
Greenland, Antarctica anrt other ice sheets were studied, bn t also t heir re
sponse to climate variations , including complete interglacial cycles [19 - 23 , 59, 
81, 82, 84, 86, 87, 88, 89, 103, 105, 125, 129, 158, 188]. Historical and hy
pothetical ice sheets were also studied [4, 85, 99]. Presently, the physical as 
well as theoretical weaknesses of this limiting model are recognized ; the theory 
has been extended e.g. to handle polythermal ice [7, 47, 50-56, 68, 71], but 
the sha llow ice approximation is also extended to overcome its mathematical 
shortcomings. 

C) Compare the definitions of D and [in (2.17). 
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2.4. Limitations of the shallow ice approximation 

These occur because the shallow ice approximation is, as an asymptotic t he
ory, not uniformly valid in the ent ire domain over which the ice extends. Regions 
of its fallacy are near-margin zones and the vicinity of ice domes and ice divides. 
Both can be revealed by scrutinizing the ice-thickness-evolution equation (2.4), 
which upon using (2.5) and (2.26) takes the form 

(2.27) 

where 

(2.28) 

'Ds(hs, hb, IIVHhsll) + 'Dg (hs, hb , II VHhsll) 

c(eg)m- l (hs- hb)m- I+1 II VHhsllm- 1 

h, 

+ 2egE I A(T'(z ))j(T2 (z))(h5 - z)2 dz 

h b 

G~n c(eg)m-l (h - hb )m- l+I II VHhs llm- l 

h .• 

+ 2(eg)n E II VHhslln- 1 I A(T'(z))( hs- z)n+l dz , 

hb 

in which (2.5) has been used and (2.28)2 is valid for a power law fluid. 'D59 is a 
diffusivity with 'D5 and 'D9 due to sliding and gliding, respectively, and formally 
'D5 = 0 for a cold base. Equation (2.27) is a parabolic advection-diffusion equation 
for h5 . For A(T') as defined in (2.2) and for a positive-definite creep response 
function j(x) (> 0 for x > 0, = 0 for x = 0), or for n ~ 1 (i.e. Newtonian or 
pseudoplast ic behaviour) the integrals in (2.27) are bounded. The exact margin 
behaviour depends on the values of m , l and nand could be analysed as shown in 
[62]. We are satisfied here with a restricted analysis that discloses the difficulties 
and refer the reader to [44, 71]. 

2.4.1. Near margin behaviour. The behavio ur of Ds, D9 and their gradients in 
the neighbourhood of the margin as h5 --+ hb depends on the exact functional 
forms of A, f , on the exponents m , l (and n), as well as on the functional forms 
of b5 and bb in the vicinity of the margin. This behaviour can be extracted from 
a local analysis and it turns out that , when h5 (x, y , t ) --+ hb(x, y , t ) as the margin 
is approached , ll ~1hs 11 usually becomes unbounded. A finite marginal slope is 
only obtained (i) at a cold margin ('Ds = 0) when Newtonian behaviour at small 
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strain rates is permitted (i. e., for a power law with n = 1), and (ii ) when sliding 
is permitted close to the margin if m = 1. None of these cases is usually assumed 
- one uses Glen 's flow law with n = 3 and m = 3, l = 2 - and so computed 
margin slopes must be infinite. The detailed analysis of this for plane flow is given 
e.g. in [44, 62 , 71 , 134] . Morland and eo-workers request the sliding law to be 
such that finite slope profiles at the margin are obtained in which case uniform 
validity of the shallow ice approximation is guaranteed, [62 , 135, 136 , 137]. In 
numerical implementations of all other authors excep t [78, 173], the singular 
marginal behaviour is assumed to be local, not affecting the solution away from 
it a great deal. All the more, the mesh size is usually considerably larger than 
the marginal boundary layer is thick; in other words , the numerics determine a 
finite marginal slope and t hus regularize the margin by effectively introducing a 
mesh-dependent sliding law. Thus, this passive boundary layer does not seem to 
be a real problem. 

2.4.2. Large surface curvature at ice divides. Consider next the vicinity of a dome 
which is characterized by VHhs = 0. T hus, according to (2. 25) and (2.26) 

VH = 0, T = 0, 7
2 = 0 (at dome). 

Let us choose t he Cartesian coordinate system with origin at the dome. It then 
follows from (2.26) locally, i .e., at (x , y) = 0 

(2.29) VwvH = - { c(eg)m- l(hs - hb ) II VHhsllm- l 

+ 2egEf (O) j A(T' (z))(hs - z) dz } 6Hhs 
h, 

and from (2.4) 

(2.30) 
ah 1h, 
-
0 

+ VH·VHdz = bs + bb. 
t hb 

Combining (2.29) and (2.30) yields 

(2 .31) (at dome) , 

where V 0 = V 5 + V 90 is defi ned in (2.28) and V 90 is obtained from V 9 by replacing 
f(T2) by f (O) (which for Glen 's flow law equals zero). In steady state (2 .31) can 
be used to evaluate the mean surface curvature at the ice divide, 

(2.32) (at dome), 
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which explains why the shallow ice approximation may fail close to divides. In
deed, at a cold divide Ds = 0 and otherwise Ds = 0 unless m = 1. Fur thermore, 
when j(O ) = 0, 'D90 = 0 as well, implying that f:::wh sdome = in this case, in 
violation with the shallowness assumption. Since basal sliding cannot be guaran
teed at a dome, regularization of the kinematic surface equation at least requires 
a finite viscosity flow law (j(O) ;f. 0). However , even with this incorporated , very 
large surface curvatures must be expected at a divide. 

As was done fo r the margin regions , numer ical integrat ion can be performed 
and the divide zone formally regularized through discretization , however obser
vations indicate that near-divide velocities and temperatures are not accurate in 
general. 

In attempts to date t he ice from ice cores in connection with isotope com
position studies [1, 2, 3, 11 , 12, 13, 93 - 101, 118, 119, 120, 157, 169 - 172], the 
necessity of incorporation of "longitudinal stresses" was recognized, but compu
tations [28 - 31, 160, 161, 163 , 166, 167] employ streamline models and steady 
state with diverging flow properties taken into account by a fudge factor. In 
short, the computational suggest ions are ad hoc, not in conformity with a proper 
scaling, and not appropriate to the three-dimensional sit uation . Fi rst attempts 
at a systematic use of higher order terms in the per turbation expansion are due 
to BLATTER [6] and MANGENEY et al. [126 - 128]. Equations (2.15) and (2.16), 
however, clearly indicate how the shallow ice approximation can be improved 
either by formal perturbation expansion or iteration. This analysis is present ly 
under way in a disser tation at TH Darmstadt. 

3. Application of the model to the Greenland Ice Sheet 

The above SIA equations have been computationally solved by using finite 
difference techniques by B uoo et al. [16, 17, 20], CALOV and B UTTER [25, 26], 
HUYBRECHTS et al. [80 - 89, 103] and FABRE et al. [36]. T hese programs are 
formidable undertakings; we shall not discuss their peculiarities. We present some 
computational results obtained with our model, the intention being to highlight 
the geophysical implications rather than to expose the numerical complexities. 

Ice sheet dynamics is governed by external and internal parameters; the fi rst 
contr ibute to their driving, the second affect their response. The most impor
tant external driving parameters are furnished by the implemented atmospheric 
model of which a very simple version will be presented. Other less direct exter
nal "forcings" are the interaction of the ice sheet with the solid earth through 
the geothermal heat, the bedrock sinking and through the handling of the calv
ing mechanism at ocean boundaries. Internal parameters relate to the material 
behaviour, here most conspicuously expressed by the enhancement factor , the 
sliding law a t the ice-bed interface and the dissipation associated with it. 
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We shall in this section describe t hese couplings and present some parameter 
studies using the Greenland Ice Sheet as a test case. Then simplified climate 
scenarios will be applied and, finally, a comparison of the computed with the 
measured velocity transect - the so-called EGIG line- will be made. These com
parisons will not only delineate t he difficulties that one encounters when trying 
to identify phenomenological parameters of such a large geophysical system, but 
eq ually demonstrate the sheer impossibility of achieving an object ive comparison. 

3.1. Simplified model-atmosphere 

In the model, the atmospheric surfa ce temperature will be prescribed in the 
form 
(3.1) Ta(x, y, t ) = Ta(X, y)hoc + TD(t ), 

where Ta(x, y )hoc is the present local distribution of the mean atmospheric tem
perature, and T D(t ) describes t he long periodic climate changes. For Green
land , data of the local temperature was collected by OHMURA [154] and very 
well fit by the linear relation Tahoc = 'l9o + ao<p + ! hs, 'l9o = 55.76 [0 C], ao = 
- 0.8471 [°C 0 North- 1], 1 = -8 [°Ckm- 1], in which c.p is latitude and h5 surface 
height above sea level. TD(t ) is the climate driving and will be selected according 
to which climate scenario is modelled. 

T he accumulation-ablation-rate fu ction 

(3 .2) bs = S- M [m a - 1
, ice equivalent] 

is divided into snowfall Sand melting M. The p resent-day annual mean of t he 
snowfall is represented as a polysurface deduced from data reported by OHMURA 

and R EEH [155]; the annual mean snowfall at earlier times is modelled accord
ing to 

(3.3) 

TD(t)- T[Jin 
S(t) = Smin + (Stoday - Smin) Ttoday _ r min , 

D D 

Smin = 0.5 Stoday , 

This assumes that the snowfall was half as large a t the climate minimum as it 
is today. 

To parameterize the melt ing, we employ B R A I T HWAITE's [10] "positive degree 
clay" formula 

(3.4) 

with 
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(31 = 0.9 , 

Y = lO a, 

!32 = 2.6 

P max = 0.6 , 

[m water equivalent a-1 oc-1], 

935 

which accounts for the percolation and re-freezing of melt-water and superim
posed ice, respectively. Ta is the mean annual air temperature and TA its seasonal 
amplitude. For a detailed explanation, see CALOV and B UTT ER [26]. 

3.2. Handling of the model ice margin 

As long as the ice margin stays on the continent we let it freely evolve, ei
ther advancing or retreating, depending on whether there is net mass addition 
or subt ract ion When the ice margin reaches the ocean, then all mass flowing 
through that margin position is treated as calving and is lost to the ice sheet. 
T his mechanism is interrupted only when the ice is retreat ing again at sheet 
positions distant from the ocean. 

In the simulations described below, the sea level will be held constant; however 
in more realistic modelling it should be a function of t ime. 

3.3. Computations of ice thickness distribution under steady driving conditions 

3.3.1. Variation of the amplitude of the annual temper ature. We present here the 
results of computations of the steady-state geometry of the Greenland Ice Sheet 
subject to various external time-independent driving condit ions. The model is in
tegrated subject to various parameterizations, using today's ice thickness d istribu
tion and temperature distribution it obtains for today's thermal equilibrium as 
initial conditions. Computations are continued until the ice thickness and the ice 
margins as well as the temperature d istribution no longer change. This happens 
at approximately 50 000 model years. In the standard run we use as geothermal 
heat G = 42 m W m - 2 , as enhancement fac tor E = 3, and as seasonal a ir temper
a ture amplitude TA = l4°C . Figure 2 a displays the level lines of the free surface 
and the ice margins obtained when also the no-slip condition is imposed on the 
entire basal surface. When compared to the observed present surface topography 
(see CALOV and B UTTER [26]), the ice extends too far to the orth and does not 
extend enough in the South. Moreover, the computed Summit height is about 
600 m too high . 

If we enlarge or lower the amplitude of the annual temperature variat ion by 
7°C , to TA = 21°C (F ig.2 b ) and TA = 7°C (F ig.2c) , i t is seen that the former 
re. ul ts in a substantial ice sheet reduction while the changes in the latter scenario 
a re far less dramatic. This non-symmetry in the behaviour is due to the boundary 
condi tions at the ice-ocean margin: free evolut ion for ice retreat but full calving 
for advance. 

3.3.2. Variation of the sliding par am eter . By incorporating a sliding condition 
a long the ice-bedrock interface, red uced ice thickness (close to reality) can be 
modelled; th is is simply because ice flows more easily toward t he margins At 
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a positive feedback margin slopes will be less steep and there is an increased 
ablation zone. 

We shall use the sliding law 

(3.5) 

in which h is the ice thickness and h5 the surface height a .s. l. V'H is the hori
zontal gradient operator , v H the horizontal velocity and c M a coefficient with 
dimension a- 1 . 

Computations were performed for steady state using now a la titude-dependent 
amplit ude of annual temperature TA = a + bc.p, a = - 23°C, b = 0.55°C North- 1 , 

and implementing sliding everywhere according to (3.5) with CM = (2; 6; 10) x 
104 a - 1

, and frictional heat due to sliding ignored , Figs. 3 a , b , c. It is seen that 
increasing the sliding coefficient causes a lowering of the orth- and South domes 
of about 200 m, compare Fig. 3 a with Fig. 3 b. The results for CM = 10 x 104 a - 1 

(Fig. 3 c) are obviously very unrealist ic, but they demonstrate how catas trophi
cally an ice sheet can develop when sufficient sliding is provided. T he ice sheet 
has been spli t into essentially two parts wit h an ice-free 800 km wide zone in 
Middle-Greenland. The South cap exists, because it sits on high elevated ground 
but equally also because of the large snow accumulation rate there. If the fric
tional basal heat were incorporated, the two caps in F ig. 3 c would be even 
smaller ; however , rebound of the substratum is a negative feedback and both 
may approximately balance. 

Scenarios with sliding restricted to the basal melting zones, and frictional 
heat as well as bedrock sinking incorporated are analysed by W EIS et al. [1 8]. 

3.3.3. Variation of other parameters. We have also varied the snow melting par
ameters {31 , {32 and the geothermal heat. While t hese also have some definite in
fluences upon the steady-state geometry of an ice sheet, their variation about the 
most realistic values has indicated less dramatic sensitivity than wit h variations 
of the amplitude of the mean annual tempera ture TA or the sliding coefficient 
CM . However , variations in the geothermal heat flow changes the temperature 
distribution close to the base considerably. 

3.4. Basal temperature evolution through the ice age 

3.4.1. Glacial climate cycles. The external dri ving ur·face tempera ture To is con
structed from the data of the Vo tok ice core, Antarctica (B ARNOLA et al. [1]) , 
by selecting upper and lower bounds, Fig. 4, 

(3.6) { 
T}; (t ) climate I , 

Tn (t ) = 
T]j (t) climate II, 

respectively. These idealized cycles are prolonged by one per iod inLo t he past 
in order that the model can be spun-up to appropriate initial condit ions a t the 
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end of t he Illinoian Ice Age. The idealized climates I and II reproduce the steep 
warming from the climate minima to the interglacials very well, but model t he 
slower decay from the Eemian Interglacial to the Wisconsin minimum relatively 
poorly. We thus expect different results for the two. 

2.5 

0 

u -2.5 
0 

-7.5 

- 10.0 

- 12 . 5 -!--......,-----.---.-----,----r---,.---' 

0 50 100 150 

Age ( kyr 8 P l 
FIG . 4. Vostok 8D-temperatures as taken from BARNOLA et al. [1] from present to 
160 ka BP together with the model climate scenarios (I) and (II) t hat describe an 

approximate upper and lower bound to the Vostok data. Circles indicate points 
with abrupt climate changes or at climate maxim a and minima, respectively. 

Computional results are presented for the following scenar ios: 

• I or II: Response of the Greenland Ice Sheet under standard conditions (i.e., 
E = 1, G = 42 m W m - 2 , no-slip) to the external climates I and II, respect ively, 
while ignoring the thermal response of the substrate . 

• I-S: Same as I , but now the response of the substrate is taken into account. 

• I-S-E= 3: Same as I-S, but now the enhancement factor of Wisconsinan ice 
is applied throughout. 

In t he first set of computa tions the ice thickness dist ribution will be held 
onstant , the intention being to isolate the thermal response of the system 

substrate-inland ice. If the evolution of the geometry were varied, it would be 
very difficult to find the primary cause for the particular behaviour. 

3.4.2. Basal temperatures at Dye 3, Snnm1it and Camp Century. We d i cuss here 
t he time series of temperature at the base which follow from computations ac
cording to the above idealized climate scenarios. The time serie shoul I not be 
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regarded as giving a realistic temperature distribut ion through 275 ka, b ut they 
disclose very significant b ehaviour that could not so well be identified with more 
realistic scenarios. T he bore-hole positions are significant because exten sive iso
tope studies have been performed (HANSEN and LANGWAY [57], DANSGAARD et 
al. [32], JOHNSEN et al. [92]). For these analyses it is of interest to know (i) how 
basal-temperature peaks lag behind the driving peaks, and (ii ) whether t he basal 
ice at these posit ions has at any t ime been at melt ing. Keeping the ice geom
etry fixed puts the results on the safe side in this regard, i.e. , makes the base 
somewhat warmer. 

For Dye 3, Summit and Camp Century time series are presented for the 
dr iving surface temperature (climate I), the homologous basal temperature of 
scenarios I , I-S and I-S-E= 3, and the deviation of the geothermal heat flow 
into the ice from the "equilibrium" value G eq = 42 mwm- 2 of scenarios I-S and 
I-S-E=3. The sytem is driven by two ice age cycles as illustrated in Fig. 4, lasting 
from 275 ka BP to present. 

a. Dye 3. Scenario I , computed without taking the thermal response of the 
rock bed into account and by using E = 1 (Fig. 5 b) shows that both maxima 
and minima of the homologous temperature at the base occur 11.6 ka, 6.5 ka and 
3.2 ka, respectively, after the corresponding maxima of the driving time series 
Ta(t) . The second of the two phase lags of the minimum is smaller t han t he first 
because the temperature rise to the Holocene is faster than that to the Eemian 
Interglacial. The graph also shows t hat no spin-up is needed for this scenario, 
because the two maxima of the basal temperatures are the same. Today's basal 
temperatures are by 0.5°C lower than the present equilibrium temperature would 
be. Whereas the deviation of the basal homologous temperature from its corre
sponding equilibrium value is largest at the last Interglacial (at about 135 ka 
BP), this deviation is smallest at the climatic minimum. 

If the thermal inertia of the rock bed is included (Fig. 5 c), the present homol
ogous basal temperature is 1.69°C below the corresponding equilibrium value. 
The deviation from the equilibrium value at all times where it is calculated is 
here larger than for scenario I. The model is not completely spun-up after one 
cycle because the relative maximum at 110.2 ka BP is larger than that at 237 8 ka 
BP: The rock layer adds addit ional thermal inertia to the system. Furthermore, 
whereas the phase shifts of the minima (6.5 and 3.2 ka) are exactly the same 
as those of scenario I , those of the maxima are roughly doubled. Interesting to 
note is the temporal variation of t he heat flow into the ice from the rock b ed. 
P anel e) shows the deviation of this flow from its value at the lower boundary, 
G eq = 42 mW m- 2 This heat flow is either larger or smaller than its equilib rium 
value by up to 21%. The present value is by 4mWm- 2 smaller than G eq • and 
the tendency is falling. Also interest ing is that t he phase shifts of the ma....xima 
(and minima) differ from those of t he temperatures . This is the m anifestation of 
nonlinear effects. 
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Prc. 5. "Dye 3": Variation of t he athmosphere temperature Ta(l) at Dye 3 from today 
to 275 kyears BP (a), basal homologous temperature for scenarios I (b) , I-S (c), 

I-S-E=3 (cl) a nd the difference of t he actua l heat flow t hrough the ice-rock interface 
from the equilibrium value G cq = 42mWm- 2 for scenarios I-S (e) and I-S-E=3 (f ). 

Symbols o are computed, solid lines interpolated. • mark computed equilibrium values 
of t he homologous basal temperature if t he climate were driven with t he a ir 

temperature at t hat time. In serted numbers with arrows show shifts between t he 
relative maximum of the driving temperature and that of the ba al homologous 

temperature or the corresponding minima of the heat flow . The dashed line marks 
the first relative maximum and compares it with the second. 

[941] 
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Computations for a I-S-E= 3 scenario, see Fig. 5 d , f, show that, because the 
ice is softer in th is case, cold ice will be transported downward faster than with 
E = 1. Basal temperatures are now colder (by approximately 2°C), and phase 
shifts of t he maximum basal temperatures shorter than for E = 1 (20.3 ka, 
18.9 ka) while t hose of the minima remain the same. The variation of the heat 
flow through the ice-rock interface is a lso slightly enhanced. Thus the softness of 
the ice has a significant effect on the thermal regime of t he Greenland Ice Sheet 
through time. 

Calculations were also performed for scenario II (withou t a rock layer and 
for E = 1), but are not shown here. When compared with the results obtained 
with scenario I it is seen that the faster approach from the Eemian Interglacial 
to the Wisconsinan min imum is a lso vis ib le in the temporal distribution of the 
basal temperature: The base is generally colder t han for scenario I , but the 
maxima and minima of the homologous temperatures and their phase shifts are 
not very much different from t hose of scenario I , and , in particular, the present 
basal temperature is practically the same. The steep warming of the climate at 
the end of t he last Ice Age seems to hide the detailed variations of the climate 
during the Ice Age. 

b. Summit. Let us compare the results for th is location w ith depth h ~ 3200 m 
(Fig. 6) with those of Dye 3, h ~ 2000 m. Again the phase shifts between the 
maxima of the homologous temperature are larger than t hose of the minima 
(Fig. 6 b , c, d). For scenario I one glacial cycle is enough to obtain the spun-up 
temperature distribution. P hase shifts of the maxima of t he homologous basal 
temperature are far larger for scenario I-S than for scenario I. And for softer 
ice, E = 3, the basal temperature and phase shifts are generally smaller t han 
for the corresponding compu tations with E = 1. The heat flow into the ice 
roughly agrees with the equilibrium value 42 mW m- 2 but t he tendency is falling. 
All phase shifts for Summit are larger than for Dye 3, and the corresponding 
amplitudes are sma ller, both effects t hat are la rgely due to the la rger thickness 
of the ice at "Summit". 

c. Camp Century. Because t he ice at Camp Century with its 1.4 km thickness 
is thinnest in comparison to the previous bore hole sites, it is expected that the 
corresponding phase shifts are smallest and the ampli tudes largest, see Fig. 7. 
Whereas this is indeed so for the ampli t udes, the phase shifts for Camp Cent ury 
are in almost a ll scenarios and ea e as large a. (or even larger than) for Dye 3. 

ote that the phase shift for t he first minimum in scenario I-S is larger than 
for Dye 3. A possible explanation could be that the model is still in t he process 
of spin-up . On the other hand , t he result indicates t hat t hickness cannot be 
the only quantity that is responsible for the delay of basal processes from t heir 
climate forcing. Diffusion, advection and dissipat ion equa lly contribute. Among 
the three locations, t he temporal variation of the heat flow into t he ice deviates 
most from the equilibrium heat flow, and the present value is smaller than the 
equilibrium value by an amount of 6 - 8 mW m- 2

. 
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3.5. Comparison with the data 

In this section we compare the ice-sheet-surface velocities that were measured 
along the EGIG (International Glaciological Greenland Expedition) traverse [64, 
25]. 

3.5.1. The velocity data along the EGIG traverse. The EGIG traverse is the best 
known measuring traverse in Greenland and crosses Greenland approximately 
at the 70° N latitude from West to East (see Fig. 8). For our comparison, those 
measuring points listed in HOFMANN [64] with an approximate d istance of 40 km 
will be considered , which corresponds to our numerical horizontal grid resolut ion. 
During the EGIG expedit ion the free surface velocity 

(3.7) vj?35 (h5 ) = lv'}{eas(hs)l = lv~neas(hs)ex + v;eas(hs)ey l 

and the polar angle emeas between the vectors ex and v'}{eas were measured. 
Figure 8 displays the measured EGIG velocities (i.e. horizontal projections) as 
arrows at positions P 1 to P 17 along with the level lines of the free surface 
topography. These velocit ies decrease from 109.71 ma- 1 at position P 1 in the 
West to a minimum of 3.54 m a-1 at position P 14 in the center and increase again 
to 12.46 m a- 1 at position P 17 in the East. Qualitatively, this is in conformity 
with the shallow ice approximation, which states that the horizontal velocities are 
pointing in the direction of steepest descent (i.e., orthogonally to the level lines) 
and are proportional to (8h5 j8a)n, where a is t he d istance measured along the 
direction of steepest descent and n = :3 is the exponent in Glen's power law. Thus 
the velocities grow with increasing surface slope, corresponding to a reduction 
of the distance between the level lines, as shown. 

3.5.2. Comparison of measured with computed EGIG-velocit ies using computations 
with fixed surface geometry. Table 3 summarizes t he comparison of the mea
sured and computed surface velocities along the EGIG traverse at points P 1 to 
P 17 as obtained with climate scenario I-S. This scenario drives the ice sheet 
evolution with an upper bound of the Vostok temperature data as explained in 
Sec. 3.4.1. The thermal inertia of a 4 km thick solid rock layer is accounted for 
and the no-slip condition at the ice-bedrock interface is applied. The enhance
ment factor in the flow law is E = 1 (i.e. Holocene ice condi tions are applied 
throughout), and the geothermal heat is G = 42 x 10- 3 W m- 2 Columns 1, 2 
and 3 of Table 3 list, resp ectively, the measuring point , t he modulus of the hori
zontal components of the free surface velocity vfieas(hs) and its polar angle emeas 
as inferred from the measurements. The corresponding quantit ies v'}{0 d(hs) and 
emod are obtained from the computation and listed in Columns 4 and 5. In 
addition, Table 3 contains in columns 6 and 7 the relative deviations 

Vmeas( h ) Vmod( h ) 
L}.A (h ) = H 5 

- H 5 
X 100 in % 

r s v'}{od(hs) (3.8) 
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of the measured and modelled EGIG-velocities, and the absolute deviations 

(3.9) 6.8 = emeas - emod 

of the modelled from the measured polar angle. 

Table 3. Comparison b etween measured and modelled EGIG-velocities as obtained for 
conditions of scenario I-S. Colunms 1 to 7 list the position, measured surface speeds in 
m a- 1 , their polar angle m 0 , the modelled surface speeds and their polar angles and 
the r elative error of the sp eeds m % and the absolute error in orientation as defined 
m (3.8) and (3.9). 

Posi- v'];eas ( hs) e meas [0] v'];od (hs) e mod [0] ll. Ar(hs) t:.e [OJ 
tion [ma- 1] [ma- 1] [%] 

p 1 109 71 20314 24.42 196.88 349 6.26 
p 2 88.28 206.34 26 .75 200.33 230 6. 01 

P 3 70.71 209.91 23.91 201.45 196 8.46 
P4 59.07 213.35 22.32 201.94 165 11.41 
p 5 47.75 202.40 17.06 203.82 180 - 1.42 

P6 39.96 202 .17 13.60 199.39 194 2.78 
p 7 31.40 200.60 11.59 202.18 171 - 1.58 

P8 25.67 197.76 9 56 202.02 169 - 4.26 

P9 18.76 194.73 6.93 200.83 171 - 6.10 
p 10 13.38 189.73 4.99 200 55 168 -10.82 

Pll 9.88 182.79 3.50 200.03 182 - 17.24 
p 12 6.99 172.80 2.21 196.36 216 - 23.56 

p 13 4.21 144.46 0.71 190.05 493 -45.59 
p 14 3.54 95.56 0.24 39.42 1375 56.14 
p 15 4.83 62.10 1.29 24.64 274 37.46 

p 16 7.58 44.47 2.87 22.89 164 21.58 
p 17 12.46 33.73 4. 50 17.42 177 16.31 

Today's EGIG velocities of scenario I-S are all smaller t han those of the mea
surements. This must certainly be in part due to the red uced deformability of 
t he model ice with E = 1 that corresponds to Holocene conditions. In spite of 
this , a discussion of the results from scenario I-S reveals useful insight. Quali
tatively, the EGIG velocities of scenario I-S show the right dependence on the 
position along the EGIG t raverse. The rela tive minimum of the modelled vel
ocities arises at posit ion P 14, as in the observations. The computed velocit ies 
grow from posit ion P 14 in both directions towards the ice margins in the West 
and the Eas t. Overall the relative deviation 6.Ar(h5 ) of the modelled from t he 
observed EGIG-velocities is rather large. At position P 1, 6.Ar(h5 ) = 349%; at 
P 8 it has a low of 6.Ar( h5 ) = 169% and at position P 14 it is as large as 1375% 
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(note that if 6. Ar(hs) were normalized with v'Jfeas( h5 ), this value would be 95%; 
so the discrepancy is highly exaggerated ). T he best agreement of the modulus 
of the velocity is reached at P 16 with 6.Ar(hs) = 164%. T he dependence of 
the relative velocity deviations 6. Ar(h5 ) on the position of the EGIG-traverse 
is conspicuously correla ted with the free surface height. The latter assumes at 
P 14 a relative maximum. In addition , in the vicini ty of P 14, the gradient of the 
free surface is rather small. T herefore, there are two explanat ions for the large 
deviations of t he measured from the computed velocities at P 13, P 14 and P 15. 
F irst , the shallow-ice approximation is an invalid approximation in the vicin
ity of a dome or ice d iv ide and fails at the ice divide when a power flow law 
is used [44, 78, 71 , 133 , 159, 161 , 173]. Second, small slopes of the free surface 
means that the numerical determination of these slop es from the height distribu
tion requires the difference between two nearly equal numbers with consequent 
round-off error , and in t urn the propagation of large errors in the evalua t ion of 
the velocit ies. 

Overall , the differences 6.8 of the modelled and measured polar angles are 
not particularly large; t his comes as no surprise, b ecause in scenario I-S the 
smoothed surface topography is prescribed and held fixed during integration. 
This smoothed topography nearly agrees with the original topography provided 
by the data . Particularly small values of 1.6.81 ar ise at P 5, P 6, P 7 and , not 
surprisingly, the largest values of 16.81 occur close to the ice divide at P 14 
(6.8 = 56.14° ). 

The EGIG-velocities, modelled wi th scenario I-S-E = 3 - the computation 
equivalent to I-S but with an enhancement factor E = 3 - show the same qual
itative behaviour as do those that were compared for scenario I-S. One would 
expect roughly a tr ipling of the modelled velocities; however , because of the ther
momechanical coupling, the enlargement of the velocit ies is somewhat smaller 
because t he basal ice is also colder. The modelled velocities along the EGIG 
traverse are now larger by a factor between 1.4 and 1.9., and the relative devi
a tions 6. A7.(hs) are smaller than for scenario I-S; in fact .6.Ar(hs) generally lies 
below 100% except at P 1, P 12 - P 15, with a maximum of 941% at P 14. T he 
differences in the polar angles, 16.81, remain essent ially the same. 

We conclude that whereas the enhanced apparent flu id ity of the P leistocene 
ice has moved the modelled velocities along the E GIG-traverse towards the ob
served values, the adjustment is not sufficient . 

3.5.3. Comparison of measured with computed EGI G-velocities using computations 
with freely evolving surface geometry. Besides the above fixed domain simula tions 
with the prescribed topography inferred from t he data, computations were a lso 
performed with a freely evolving upper surface that is subject to prescr ibed snow
fall and surface melting. The idea was to adjust cer tain free model parameters 
such that t he modelled ice surface topographies would agree as far as possible 
with the observed surface topography. Such a procedure seems to be more appro-
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priate anyhow, because t he original topographic data needed smoothing in order 
that the computed velocities would not oscillate unrealist ically. The reason for 
this was not numerical instabili ty but lack of precision in the measured surface 
heights . In what fo llows , we shall describe results from two computations with 
free ice thickness, b ut with today 's climatic condit ions at the free surface held 
constant ; t hus, contrary to t he preceding computations, t he ice-age-tempera ture 
variat ions are not accounted for . 

In the first computat ion we employ the following condi t ions: E = 3 and basal 
sliding throughout (i.e. at both temperate and cold basal points) with the fr ic
tional heat accounted for . The free surface geometry now differs from that of the 
measurements, but the horizontal surface velocities along t he E GIG-traverse can 
st ill be evaluated. Table 4 compares the measured EGIG-velocities (speeds and 
polar angles) with t hose of the model at the positions P 1 to P 17. In addition to 
the previous Table 3 it contains in column 4 the modelled basal speeds, v'J}0 d(hb). 
This allows a d irect comparison of the contributions of sliding and gliding (due to 
creep deformation over t he depth). Overall , the E GIG-velocities v'J}0 d(hs) agree 
bet ter with the measured EGIG-speeds than in the computations of scenario 
I-S-E::::3. However, the p olar angles now deviate more from the measured values 
because the free surface is free to evolve. 

At position P 1, v'J} 0 d(hs) is now larger than v'J}eas(h5 ), a fact that is ex
pressed by the negative sign in the relat ive deviation D.Ar (h5 ) = - 8.5%, which 
for scenario I-S-E = 3 was as large as 138%. This increase of the EGIG velocities 
at P 1 is, however , only in parts due to the sliding that is incorporated in this 
computat ion. The sliding velocity v'J}0 d(hb) at P 1 with its 22 .97m a- 1 is only 
about 20% of the modelled EGIG-velocities there. The increase of the computed 
EGIG-velocity a t P 1 can be traced back in this case to the change of surface 
top ography. At positions P 2 toP 7 the relative deviations ID.Ar(hs)l are of the 
order of 5%, in excellent agreement with the observations. Somewhat striking is 
t he large value D.Ar (hs) = 234.5% a t posit ion P 12. It is at this loca tion, where 
the computed surface height assumes its maximum along the EGIG-traverse. In 
the scenarios I-S and I-S-E = 3 this role was played by p osition P 14, and D.Ar (hs) 
reached a maximum in t his location for these scenar ios. Here it is, however , no 
longer appropriate to a ttribute the large deviations to accidental errors in the 
ice topography, because the latter is now determined by computations . It is ev
ident t hat the model is not ideally capable of reproducing regions with small 
free surface slopes close to domes, obviously a demonst ration of the nonunifor
mity of the validity of the shallow ice approximation . At P 14 - P 17, D.Ar(h5 ) 

is approximately -50%; the computed EGIG-velocities are too large in these 
posit ions. 

At P 13 and P 14 the d ifference of the polar angle as obta ined from observa
tions and computations is larger than 180° , but, of course, its complement to 
360° is then smaller than 180° and precisely indica tes t he error in the orienta
tion of the velocity. It also comes as no surprise that the maximum errors of the 
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orientat ion arise where t he surface speeds are smallest . Overall , the agreement of 
the orienta tions of the computed velocieties along the EGIG-profile wi th those 
of the observa tions is fair. 

Table 4. Same as in Table 3, but now as obtained under conditions for which the free sur
face has b een freely evolving for 50 000 years under steady driving conditions. Columns 
are the same as in Table 3, except that column 4 has been added which lists the modelled 
basal ice speed in m a- 1 . At P 13 and P 14 both, the polar angle and its complement to 
360° are listed. For details see also caption to Table 3. 

Posi- v'J{eas(hs) e meas [0] v'J{od(hb) v[~od (hs) e mod [0] .6Ar(hs) 60 [0] 
tion [m a- 1] [m a- 1] [m a- 1] [%] 

p 1 109.71 203.14 22.97 119.91 193.32 -8.5 9.82 

P2 88.28 206.34 15.07 86.44 200.96 2.1 5.38 

P3 70.71 209.91 11.49 67.21 204.63 5.2 5.28 

P 4 59.07 213.35 9.54 56.02 207.23 5.4 6.12 

P 5 47.75 202.40 7.96 45.81 207.83 4.2 - 5.43 

P 6 39.96 202.17 6.83 37.18 205.42 7.5 -3.25 

P7 31.40 200.60 5.58 29.92 206 .35 5.0 - 5.75 

P8 25.67 197.76 4.23 23.20 208.70 10.7 - 10.94 

P9 18.76 194.73 3.01 16.27 210.96 15.3 - 16.23 

p 10 13.38 189.73 2.06 10.45 215.04 28.0 - 25.31 

Pll 9.88 182.79 1.26 6.05 221.02 63.3 -38.23 

p 12 6.99 172.80 0.45 2.09 239.75 234.5 -66.95 
p 13 4.21 144.46 0.71 3.39 346.43 24.2 - 201.97 

p 13 158.03* 
p 14 3.54 95.56 1.52 7.31 358.30 -51.6 -262.74 

p 14 97.26* 

p 15 4.83 62.10 2.76 11.99 4.07 - 59.7 5 .03 

p 16 7.5 44.47 4.44 18.06 8.28 -58.0 36.19 

p 17 12.46 33.73 6.06 24.91 9.96 - 50.0 23.77 

In the next computation the model condit ions are t he same as above except 
that sliding is now restricted to the temperate basal regions; the comparison 
between the modelled and measured EGIG-velocit ies is given in Table 5. The 
relative deviations I.6Ar(hs)l of the measured from the modelled EGIG-velocit ies 
are now in all positions less than 100% with a maximum of 71.9% at P 17 and a 
minimum of 0.2% at P 2. Over most of the EGIG-traverse the computed surface 
velocities are larger than t hose observed , the reason being that at the positions 
where this happens (P 5 - P 14) the free surface heights are too la rge. Because of 
the restricted sliding in this, as opposed to the previous, computation, less ice is 
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transported to the margin. Notice also the values of the basal velocities v/{ 0 d(hb) 
in Column 4 of Table 5 which differ from zero only at the posit ions P 1 to P 3. 
At these positions, the ice thicknesses of t he two computat ions are very similar , 
implying that the deviations I6Ar ( h5 ) I are relat ively small. This is exact ly the 
other way around at positions P 16 and P 17. Here, 6 Ar(h5 ) have opposite signs, 
a fact that is likely due to t he small surface slopes. 

Table 5. Same as in Table 4 but now for sliding arising only at temperate basal spots. 
In P 14 - P 17 both the polar angle and its complement to 360° are listed. For details , 
see also caption to Table 3. 

Posi- v 'J{eas (hs) e meas [0] v'J{od (h& ) v'J{od(hs) e mod [0] ~Ar (hs ) ~e [ol 
tion [ma- 1] [m a- 1 ] [m a- 1] [%] 

p 1 109.71 203. 14 26.48 135.45 191.82 - 19.0 11.32 
p 2 88.28 206.34 15.39 88.41 203.03 - 0.2 3.31 
p 3 70. 71 209.91 2.90 63.81 211 .24 10.8 - 1.33 
p 4 59 .07 213.35 0.00 52.89 216.96 11.7 - 3.61 
P5 47. 75 202.40 0.00 50. 00 209.73 - 4.5 - 7.33 
P6 39.96 202.17 0.00 44. 39 203.64 - 10.0 - 1.47 
p 7 31.40 200.60 0.00 38.30 206.02 - 18.0 - 5.42 
P 8 25.67 197.76 0.00 30.12 210.13 - 14.8 - 12.37 
p 9 18.76 194.73 0.00 21.88 213.51 - 14.3 - 18.78 
p 10 13.38 189.73 0. 00 15.68 217.12 - 14.7 -27.39 
P ll 9.88 182.79 0.00 11.64 224.58 - 15.1 - 41.79 
p 12 6.99 172.80 0.00 8.07 233.51 - 13.4 - 60.71 
p 13 4.21 144.46 0.00 5.39 256.08 - 21.9 - 111.62 
p 14 3.54 95 .56 0.00 4.71 279.11 - 24.8 - 183.55 
p 14 176 .45* 
p 15 4.83 62. 10 0. 00 4.47 300 .86 8.1 - 238.76 
p 15 121.24* 
p 16 7.58 44.47 0.00 5.01 331.49 51.3 -287.02 
p 16 72.98* 
p 17 12.46 33.73 0.00 7. 25 350.48 71.9 - 316.75 
p 17 43.25* 

The orientat ions of t he computed E GIG-velocities at P 1 to P 8 are fairly 
well reproduced ; however , the differences ]6 8 ] are now somewhat larger. At 
P 14, there ar ises an almost perfect inversion (6 8 = 176.45° ). T his result is not 
m·prising since position P 14 is where the surface height along the EGIG-traverse 

reaches its maximum . The agreement of the orientat ion of the surface velocities 
at P 15 to P 17 is also worse than in the previous computat ion , probably because 
the Nor th dome has moved towards the NE. 
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To compare the last two computations objectively, we have calculated the 
means 

(3.10) 

over all17 positions and found the results of Table 6. Accordingly, the moduli of 
the surface velocities are better reproduced in the second computat ion , and t heir 
orientations are in better agreement in the first . Because we regard the speeds as 
more significant , the conditions of the second computation are probably closer 
to reality. 

Table 6. Mean values of the moduli of the r elative deviations ~A,. ( h5 ) 

and the absolute deviations ~e for the seventeen selected points along 
the EGIG-traverse (see Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9)) for the steady-state com
putations with sliding overall (a) and that with sliding r estricted to 
the temperate basal spots (b). 

a 
b 

37.2 
19.1 

4. Concluding remarks and outlook 

33.6 
42.4 

For the Greenland Ice Sheet and probably all large ice sheets , the equilibrium 
temperature distribution is an unrealistic concept to estimate the t emperature 
distribution for present clima tic conditions. This statement holds true for all 
times t hrough the last glacial cycle excep t perhaps the climatic minimum at 
16 ka BP. The present t emperature distribution in the Greenland Ice Sheet is 
affected by the las t glacial cycle (Wisconsinan Ice Age), and to some extent t he 
Illinoian Ice Age, as well as by the thermal inertia of the uppermost part of the 
rock bed. The temporal variation of the surface (air) temperature contributes 
significantly to the temporal and spatial distribution of the heat flow across the 
ice-rock interface, as it may vary from 33 to 43 mW m- 2 

By using various scenarios it was shown (but is not demonstrated here) tha t 
some parts of the basal area - probably rather small - were and are temperate, 
but t ha t the locations where ice cores were drilled were probably never temper
ate. This statement holds even when the free surface is varied along with the 
climate driving, because the base can only become colder in this instance. Fur
thermore, the exact temporal varia tion of the homologous temperature at the 
base of "Dye 3", "Summit" and "Camp Century" depends on the mechanical 
and thermal properties of t he ice, the thermal response of t he rigid ro ck bed and 
the climate driving force t hrough the surface temperature through t ime. 

These inferences are drawn by using a restricted number of scenarios . T he cli
mate d riving temperature was drastically simplified from the Vostok data. The 
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rock bed was assumed to be rigid and so the deformation of the li thosphere and 
the astenosphere were ignored, and t he free-surface geometry was held fixed. 
These effects were thought to be of negligible influence, and in any case a de
scription is possible only on the basis of unreliable data. 

This review explained the theory upon which the thermomechanical processes 
of land-based ice sheets are based, and how this theory is reduced by a scaling 
analysis to the so-called shallow ice approximation. This turned out to be the 
lowest order outer solution of a matched asymptotic perturbation scheme valid 
except in a near margin boundary layer and in the vicinity of ice dividese). 

umerical solution of the governing equations are never theless generally con
structed through the entire ice sheet on the premise that the two inner regions 
are passive. While this seems to be correct for the near-margin layer , compar
ison of computed velocit ies along the EGIG-profile (and obtained with various 
computational scenarios) with the measured ones indicates that this is not so 
for the ice divide region. This conclusion is justified because deviations of the 
computed and measured velocities are systematically larger close to the divide 
than elsewhere. 

Of course, authors of papers on ice divide analysis are aware of this fact 
[6, 28 - 31, 44, 73, 78, 133 , 166, 173], but no attempt has so far been made to 
construct near- ice-divide solut ions of the full Stokes equations . BLATTER [6] has 
made a first attempt towards that end , but the works of DAHL- J ENSEN [28 - 31], 
REEH [160 - 163] and RITZ [164 - 167] and associa tes, intended to achieve this and 
known under the terms "longitudinal stress" or "longitudinal stretching effects" 
[15, 67, 151] cannot, in general, be sy tematically extended to embrace eventually 
the full Stokes equations. The scaling analysis of this article shows how it should 
be done, either by a formal perturbation or - and numerically more efficien tly -
by iteration; we are presently doing this. 

Ice shield analyses need other , equally important amendments. The consti
tutive model of t his article is that of a fluid and therefore necessarily isotropic. 
However, ice at depth is strongly anisotropic [27], while at formation from sin
tered snow in the surface layer it is isotropic. Thi. stress- induced transition has 
only recently been incorporated into the first models [49 , 131, 174, 175]. Their in
corporation into ice sheet analyses and, in particular , the construction of reduced 
model equations by implement ing the ha llowncss assumption is still ahead of us. 
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Steady non-uniform extensional motions 
as applied to kinematic description 
of polymer fibre formation 

S ZAHORSKI (WARSZAWA) 

IT 15 SHOWN that the concept of steady non-uniform extensional motions (NUEM) 
can be used for kinematic description of polymer fibre formation, taking into account 
t he variable geometry and shearing effects. To this end , pretty general, materially 
non-uniform constit utive equations, depending on temperatu re d istribut ions , struc
ture formations, etc., are applied and t he linearized perturbat ion procedure is de
veloped. Especially simple expressions describing the add it ional velocity fi elds are 
obtained for the first order approximation. 

1. Introduction 

IN OUR PREVIOUS PAPERS [1, 2], we discussed the concept of steady non-uniform 
extensional motions (called briefly UEM) of materially non-uniform (non-ho
mogeneous) flu ids and solids. We also mentioned possible applicability of the 
above concept to various fib re-forming processes and cer tain flows realized in 
extensometers. An example of application to the case of cold drawing of polymer 
fi bres was presented in [3]. 

In this paper , we use the concept of steady UEM to describe many realis
tic fib re-forming processes, assuming that the fundamental motions are quasi
elongational and the shearing effects, result ing from the axial variabili ty of fi bre 
geometry, are taken into account. A motivation for the present descrip t ion ar ises 
from the fo llowing requirements. 

1. We want to apply relatively general consti t ut ive equations describing vari
ous fundamental quasi-elongational motions. An assumption of par t icular rhe
ological models, frequently made for description of fibre-forming processes, is 
not necessary. Such an approach to the problem enables effective application 
either of experimental data or numerical results calculated for simpler models 
( ewtonian, Maxwellian , etc.) . 

2. Material properties of fib res in the processes considered essentially depend 
on temperature distributions, crystallization effects, structure or ientation etc. 
(cf. [4]) . T he concept of steady UEM of materially non-uniform materials re
place , in some sen e, arbi trary distribut ions of mechanical properties varying 
from position to position in media which are homogeneous in reality. Moreover , 
there exists some possibili ty of smooth t ransitions from viscou to elastic mate
rials or from flu id-like to solid- like behaviour . 
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3. We try to apply a consequent linearization process throught the corre
sponding perturbation procedure. To this end, an asssumption of thin-thread 
(layer) approximation , usually satisfied in fibre processing, is very useful. 

The concept considered generalizes, to some extent, that of steady flows with 
dominating extension (briefly called FDE) developed previously in [5] and applied 
to melt-spinning processes in [6]. We must emphasize, however , t hat t he concept 
of steady FDE does not satisfy the requirement 1 and 3. The requirement 2 
remains valid only for the properly defined viscosity function. 

In Sec. 2 the general quasi-elongational motions and the corresponding con
stitutive equations are considered. Section 3 is entirely devoted to be addi
tional superposed motions describing the variability of fibre geometry an:i the re
lated shearing effects. Moreover, we introduce t he auxiliary concept of H.in-tread 
(layer ) approximation . The continuity conditions in local and global forms a re 
discussed in Sec. 4. Sections 5 and 6 contain t he equilibrium equations and the 
boundary conditions presented for t he first and second order approximations. In 
Sec. 7 the corresponding solutions of the previously derived governing quations 
are obtained for viscoelastic isotropic materials. Certain particular caseE are dis
cussed in greater detail. The main results are quoted in Sec. 8 in a forrr. of final 
remarks. 

2. Quasi-elongational motions treated as steady non-uniform extmsional 
motions (NUEM) 

Consider the isochoric, quasi-elongational motion for which the defamation 
gradient at the current time t , relat ive to a configuration at time 0, .s of the 
diagonal form in cylindrical coordinates: 

(2. 1) 
[ 

;...1 /2 

[F(X, t)] = ~ 

0 
).. - 1/2 

0 

det F = 1, 

where t he non-uniform stretch ratio J..(X , t) depends on time t as well m o n the 
position X of a particle in the reference configuration K. at time 0. We use the 
following definitions: 

(2 .2) ).. = Vj V0 , E = lnJ.. , 

where E is the Hencky measure of strain; V and V0 denote the var iaole axial 
velocity and t he velocity at the exit (feeding velocity), respectively. Tle ab ove 
quasi-elongational motion is consistent with the definition of NUEM introduced 
in [2]. 
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On the basis of Eq. (2 .1) , the velocity gradient (strain rate) can be written as 

1 I 
0 0 --V 

2 
(2. 3) [L(X , t)] = [F F- 1] = 

0 
1 I 

0 --V 
2 

0 0 V' 

where V' denotes the axial component of the velocity gradient and the primes 
denote derivatives with respect to the axial coordinate z. 

Equations (2 .1) and (2.3) lead to the following forms of the left Cauchy - Green 
deformation tensor B and the first Rivlin - Ericksen kinematic tensor A 1 (cf [7]) : 

Vo 
0 0 -

[ A- 1 0 

~, ] 
V 

(2.4) [B(X , t)] = [F FT] = ~ >, - 1 0 
Vo 

0 -
V 

0 v2 
0 0 v;2 

0 

>-
>-

0 0 
0 

(2.5) [A1(X , t )] = 0 
>-

0 -V' 0 ) 
>- lT 0 

0 l 
2V' 

>-
0 0 2-

>-

respectively. In the above expressions we have used the relations: 

(2.6) ~ = V'>- ) f.=V' , 

where the dots denote different iation with respect to time. 
For steady NUEM the gradient L as well as the kinematic tensor A1 do not 

depend on time. Thus, according to our previous considerations [2], the constitu
tive equations of materially non-uniform , simple, locally isotropic materials can 
be expressed in the form: 

(2. 7) T (X , t) = h(A1(X ), B(X , t ),e(X ); X ), 

where T is the non-uniform stress tensor, and h denotes the non-uniform isotropic 
function , depending on the reference configuration K. . In the case of incompress
ible materials T should be replaced by the extra-stress tensor Te and the de
pendence on the scalar density l? should be disregarded . The question whether 
Eq. (2. 7) describes a fluid or solid can be answered having known the correspond
ing isotropy (internal symmetry) group ( cf [7]). 
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For steady quasi-elongational motions, describing t he majority of fibre form
ing processes, in which material proper ties depend solely on the coordina te z , 
t here fxists a unique correspondence between the material Z (in the reference 
configuration K. ) and the spatial coordinate z . In par ticula r , we may assume that 

(2. ) 
V 

z= -Z Vo , z = Vt , Z = V0t . 

Thus, Eq. (2.7) can be written in the particular form: 

(2.9) T (z) = k(V' (z), V (z), LJ(z); z), 

where k is the tensor fun ction of the indicated scalar arguments. If necessary, 
t he pa:rs of arguments >..' , .A or f. , E can be used instead of V' , V . 

For our present purp oses the way of reasoning leading to t he constitut ive 
equation (2. 7) has not been presented with all deta ils (to this end cf. [1, 2]) ; t he 
simplified Eq. (2.9 ) can also be taken as a consti tutive postula te. Therefore, we 
assume that the stress (or extra-stress) components in the mot ions considered 
depend on the velocity gradient V ' , t he velocity V , the density Q and the coor
dinate z characterizing an explicit dependence of the material properties on the 
position along the axis. 

Since for axisymmetric, quasi-elongational motions only normal components 
of stresses are mean ingful, we can also write 

Tu = T 22 = a1 (V ' , V, Q; z), 

T 33 = a3(V' ,V, Q;z ), 
(2. 10) 

T13 = 0, 

T 33 - Tll = a3- a1 = a (V' , V, Q; z ) . 

3. Additional motion and shearing effects 

In the motions considered , the inclination of fibre surface is usually a small 
quanti:y, i.e. R' = O(c:), c: = Ro/ L « 1, where R , Ro and L denote the ou ter 
radius of the fi lament , the outer radius at the exit (or the orifice radius) and the 
total length , respectively. 

In what follows , we assume tha t some small addit ional velocity field, viz. 

(3.1) w(r-, z) = O(c:) 

is superposed on t he fundamental, quasi-elongational motion described by the 
axial Yelocity V(z ). Under the above assumption all the quant ities relevant for 
the mot ions considered undergo some small linear increments denoted by b. . We 
have, in particular , 

(3.2) L* = L + b..L , F* = F + b..F , etc. 
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For the deformation gradients, velocity gradients, deformation tensors and 
kinematic tensors, we obtain t he following matrices: 

1 Vo 
0 

u 
---w 

2 V2 Vo 

[b.F] = 0 
1 Vo 

0 ---w 
2 V2 

0 
V 

0 v;2w 
(3.3) 0 

Vo 
0 ( Vo r/2 

u --w V2 V Vo 

[b.B] = 0 
Vo 

0 --w V2 

(Vo ) 1/2 u V 
0 2-w 

V Vo v;2 
0 

and 

ou 
0 

ou 
2

ou 
0 

ou ow 
- -+-

or oz 01' oz or 
(3.4) [b.L] = 

u 
[b.A1] = 2~ 0 0 0 0 

r r 
ow ow ou ow ow 
or 

0 
oz 

-+- 0 2-
oz or oz 

where u and w denote the radial and axial components of the additional velocity 
w , respectively. In the above formulae we have used the simple relations: 

(3.5) b.,\ =~ 
Vo ' 

b.X = 2_ ow 
Vo oz' 

The const it ut ive equat ions (2.10), after taking into account the increments 
resul ting from the additional velocity field (3.1 ), can be presented in the fo llowing 
general form, linear with respect to u and w: 

oal oal ow oal ou 
T*

11 
= a 1 + oV w + oV' oz + 012 6 12 + a or ' 

T*22 _ oa1 oa1 ow oa1 b. (3~ 
- al + oV w + oV' oz + 01] 12 + T ) 

(3.6) T*33 _ oa3 oa3 ow oa3 b. 
- a3 + oV w + oV' oz + 012 12' 

d 3 (ou ow) T = 'T) oz + a;: + / U, 

oa oa ow oa ou 
T*33 - Tdl = a + -w +--+ - b.Q- a-

oV oV' oz 012 or ' 
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where a, (3 , "( and 17 are new, addit ional material functions, depending on the 
same arguments as CY, e.g. 

(3.7) 17 = ry (V' , V, e;z). 

The functions ry , a and (3 have dimension of viscosity (Ns j m2 ) , while"(, charac
terizing the shearing deformations of a material, has dimension of shear modulus 
divided by velocity (Ns j m3 ) . 

It is worth noting that the representations of constitutive equations in the 
form (3.6) can also be obtained in a different way. An applicat ion of linear per
turbation procedure to the Rivlin - Ericksen constitutive equations (cf. [7]) , in
volving 8 material functions (ai , i = 1, ... , 8), leads to exact ly the same result. 

The next step in our perturbation procedure is connected wi th the so-called 
thin-thread (layer) approximation (cf. [6]) . To this end , we assume again that 
E = Ro/ L is a small quantity. Introducing t he following dimensionless variables 
marked with overbars: 

(3 .8) r = r R0 , z =zL, w=Uw, u = EU'fi, 

where t he characteristic velocity U = V'(O )Ro , or U = V~axRo, we arrive at the 
following increments: 

Vo _ 
0 ':, (~'f' - -w vz 

Vo _ 
(3.9) [D..B] = 0 --w v2 0 

0 iio (Vo )''' 0 
V 
-zw 

Vo V Vo 

2
au 

0 
ow 2 au 

E - - + E -or ar oz 
[D..A1] = 

u u 
0 E2- 0 

Ro r 
(3.10) 

aw 2 au OW 
-+E- 0 E2-ar az a-z 

Since by assumption, the axial component w of the additional velocity field 
is of order E, the radial component u under a thin-thread approximation is of 
order c2 . This fact is taken into account when dealing with various terms in the 
corresponding governing equations (Sec. 5). 

4. Continuity conditions 

So far , we have not discussed any continuity conditions, assuming tacit ly that 
they are satisfied in a local as well as in a global sense. 
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In the local form the continuity condit ion, valid for the fundamental, quasi
elongational mot ion, viz. 

( 4.1 ) iJ + ediv V = 0, 

implies that e = const, if div V = 0 and the motion is steady (Be/Bt = 0). The 
same equation for quantities involving the corresponding increments (V* = V + w, 
e* = e + 6.o) amounts to 

(4.2) 86.e VTz + odivw = 0, 

and after integration to 

(4.3) I e (1 a aw) 6.e =- ---(Tu) +- dz+ C(T ), 
V Tar az 

where C(T) is an arbitrary function of r only. 
Since for our thin-thread approximation the radial components u are of order 

of magnitude less than the axial components w, we may use the approximate 
formula: 

( 4.4) I e aw 
6. e ~- - - dz + C(r). 

V Bz 
On the other hand, in the global form the mass output W in a fundamental 

motion must be constant along the filament , viz. 

(4.5) W = e-rr R2V = const . 

Taking into account the corresponding mass output with small increments wand 
6.e, we arrive at 

( 4.6) 

what leads to 

(4.7) 

R 

2-rr I (V+ w)(e + 6.e)r dr = const , 
0 

R R 

V I 6. er dr + e I wr dr = 0. 

0 0 

If the additional velocity field is such that the second integral is ident ically 
equal to zero (cf. Sec. 6), the radial distribution of the density increment 6.e is 
determined only by the vanishing first integral ( 4. 7). 

Another implication of the condition ( 4.5) are the following formulae: 

R' 1 V' d 1 d 
or - ln R - -- - ln V 

2 V dz - 2 dz ' 
(4.8) 

R 
expressing useful relations between the fibre radius and the fundamental veloc
ity V. 
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5. Equations of equilibrium 

For axisymmetric deformations the iner tialess equations of equilibrium, ex
pressed in cylindrical coordinates , viz. 

(5.1) 

after taking into account Eqs. (3.6) , lead to 

(5.2) 

Different iating the first Eq. (5.2) with respect to z and the second one with 
respect to T , and subtracting (this procedure also eliminates the hydrostatic 
pressure , if necessary), we arrive at 

(5.3) a { 1 a ( aw ) d ( a er a er aw a er ) } ry - - - T - + - er + -w + - - + - D..e ar T ar ar dz aV aV' az a(! 
a2 ( aw ) a [ 1 a J a2 a2 ( au) -- ry - +- - -(ru) --("tu) --- a -az2 ar ar T ar az2 araz ar 

a [ 1 ( au u ) ] a2 
( au) a (., au) -- - a-- {3- + -- ry - +- --a:; T ar r ar a Z a Z ar T a Z 

a ( 1 au) a2 
( au ) +ry - -- -- 1] - = 0 ar r az az2 az · 

The corresponding analysis of orders of magnitude determined by the powers 
of E leads, after integration with respect toT, to the following governing equation: 

(5.4) a ( aw) d ( acr aw aw a er ) a ry- r- + r- er + - w +--+-D.. (! = Cr - "1-(ru), ar ar dz av aV' az a(! ar 

where only terms up to e2 have been reta ined and C is an integra tion constant. 
In the above equations as well as in our fur t her considerations the symbol d/ dz 
denotes the total derivative with respect to z . 
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Let us as ume , in agreement with Eq. (3. 1), that the additional velocity field 
can be written as 

(5.5) 

Under the above assumption the governing equations resulting from Eq. (5.4) 
take the following forms 

(5.6) 

for the first order approximation with respect to c, and 

(5.7) 

for the second order approximation containing terms of order c2 . 

6. Boundary condit ions 

The governing equations (5.6) , (5.7) are the second order partial different ial 
equations which can be integrated with respect to r. To this end, at least two 
bounda ry conditions for the additional motions are necessary. 

Because ofEq . (4.5) and the boundary conditions satisfied at the exit (feeding 
velocity) and t he end of fi lament (take-up velocity, cf. [4]): 

(6.1 ) V(O) = Vo , 

respectively, it is reasonable to assume that the additional velocity field only 
modifies the uniform velocity profile resulting from the fundamental motion. 
This means tha t we assume 

(6.2) 
R 

j wrdr = 0. 
0 

The above assumption can be justified a posteriori by the fact that the solutions 
for w 1 (cf. Sec. 7) are proportional to R' . Usually this la tter quantity is small but 
finite at the exit and tends to zero for z = L (cf. [4]) . 

On the free surface of the fibre all the forces acting have to be mutually 
balanced. eglect ing surface-tension effects, we arrive at the fo llowing condition 
(cf. [6]), earlier derived by KASE [8]: 

(6.3 ) 
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Introducing the corresponding stresses from Eqs. (3.6), we obtain 

, [ a() a() aw a() ] (aw au) 
(6.4) R () + av w + av' oz + a{! ll {! r=R = 'T) a; + az r= R + f'.L ir=R. 

Bearing in mind Eq. (5 .5), we can write the fo llowing conditions: 

(6.5) R'(J = 'TJ aw11 
ar r = R 

for the first order approximation , and 

for the second order approximation, respectively. 

7. Solutions for isotropic viscoelastic materials 

The governing equation (5.6) together with the boundary condit ions (6.2) 
and (6.5) leads to the solution 

(7.1) 

depending on the fibre geometry (R' j R = dj dz(ln R )) as well as on two mater ial 
functions () and 'TJ · 

Integrating the expression for u, result ing from the continuity condition ( 4.2) , 
we arrive at 

(7.2) V d I 1 d (() R' 2 2 ) ul =--- ll{!rdr--- --(r - R)r, {! dz 8 dz 17 R 

where we have taken into account Eq. (7.1) aml the require111ent that ullr=O = 0. 
Moreover, we have 

(7.3) 

where Eq. (4.7) has been used . 
The second order governing equation (5.7) together with the boundary con

dit ions (6.2) and (6.6) leads to the following expression, more complex than t hat 
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for the firs t approximation: 

(7.4) w2 = ~RR' { 8a !!___ R' + ~ ~ [!£ (~ R')] + 2~ R'2} (r2 - R2) 
8 8V TJ2 R TJ 8V' dz TJ R TJ R2 2 

1 d { 8a a R' 8a d (a R' ) } ( 4 2 2 4) 
- 32TJ dz 8V ry R + 8V' dz ry R r - 2R r + 3R 

1 R' a a ( 2 R
2

) 1 ( a a ,2) ( 2 R
2
) +-- - /:::,. g r -- +- V-(lnf1g)- -R r --

2TJ R 8g 2 4TJ 8z 2TJ 2 

+ - - - - T - 2R T + - R . 1 d (a R') ( 4 2 2 2 4) 
32T) dz T) R 3 

The solut ions (7.1 ) and (7.4) are valid for isotropic viscoelastic materials (flu
ids or solids) described by the constitutive equations of the type (2.10) and (3 .6 ) 
with three material functions a , TJ , 1 and the variable temperature-dependent 
increment of the density f1 g. For purely inviscid or viscous materials , we may 
disregard in Eq. (7.4) all the terms containing partial derivatives with respect to 
V' or V , respectively. 

For the frequently applied case of viscous, generalized Newtonian fluids, for 
which 

(7.5) 
a a 
av = o, a=3T)V 1

, "( = 0, 

we arrive at 

(7.6) 

and at 

(7.7) w2 =-RR'- V' - +2V' - r 2 - -9 { d ( R' ) R'
2 

} ( R 2 ) 
8 dz R R 2 2 

9 d [ d ( , R')] ( 4 2 2 4) --- T) - V - r - 2R r + 3R 
32T) dz dz R 

1 R' aa ( R
2

) + 2T) R 8g /:::,. g r
2 

- 2 · 

A realistic shape of the additional velocity profiles can easily be predicted, 
assuming that the outer radius R(z) of the filament m ay be approximated by 
the exponential function: 

R (z) = R o exp( -zb), 
1 RL 

b = - - ln - = const . 
L Ro 
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In such a case: R' / R = - b, and the velocity profiles (7.1) or (7.6) a re proportional 
only to a /17 or V' , respectively. It is well known from the experiments (cf. [4]) 
that V' takes small values for z = 0, increases rapidly reach ing a maximum for 
z = 0.15 -7- 0.3L , and tends to zero for z = L. It m ay be expected that possible 
a h profiles along the fibre axis are of t he character similar to V'. 

8. Final remarks 

The linearized perturbation procedure developed in the paper enables de ter
mination of the realistic velocity fields t aking into account t he variab le geometry 
of t he elongated fibres as well as the appropriate shearing effects . 

To t his end some information on the material behaviour in steady quasi-elon
gat ional motions is necessary either on the basis of experimental data (measured 
radii , stresses, forces, etc.) or using various numerical results calculated for pa r
ticular models of fluids or solids. The constitutive equations used in the paper are 
sufficiently general; the corresponding material functions (normal stresses, viscos
ity, etc.) all dep end on the strain , strain rate (velocity gradient), var iable density 
and explicitly on the axial coordinate. T he latter dependence rep laces d istribu
tions of temperature, crystallization effects, structure formation , etc. There ex
ists a possibility for simultaneous descr ip t ion of fluid-l ike or solid-like behaviour 
along the same fibre- line. 

The solutions corresponding to t he first order a pproximation depend on two 
material functions only: t he normal stress and viscosity fun ctions, and the radius 
variable a long t he thread . 

The additional velocity fields are simply expressed in the case of viscous, 
generalized Tewtonian flui ds. Then , a knowledge of such kinematic quantities as 
t he variable radius and the velocity gradient is entirely suffi cient. 

An example of numerical a nd experimental results which could , in principle , 
be used in determining t he addi t iona l veloci ty fields and t he relevant shear ing 
effect. may be found in t he paper by PAPANASTASIOU et al. [10]. They app lied 
the so-called PSM model and the Newtonian model to calculate the properties of 
polypropylene, polystyrene and PET and to compare the results with availa ble 
experiments. 
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Development of flow and heat transfer on a wedge 
with a magnetic field 

M. KUMARI (BANGALORE) 

THE DEVELOPMENT of the flow and heat t ransfer of an incompressible laminar viscous 
electrically conduct ing fluid on a stationary infinite wedge with an applied magnetic 
field has been studied when the fluid in the external stream is set into motion im
pulsi vely a nd at the same time, the surface temperature is suddenly raised from its 
ambient temperature. T he effects of the induced magnetic field , viscous dissipation 
and Ohmic heating have been taken into account. The mathematical problem has 
been formulated in such a way that at time t = 0, it reduces to Rayleigh type of 
equation and as timet -+ oo, it tends to Falkner- Skan type of equation. The scale of 
t ime has been chosen such that the tradit ional infinite region of integrat ion becomes 
finite which considerably reduces the computational t ime. The singular parabolic 
part ial differential equations governing the flow have been solved numerically using 
an implicit fin ite difference scheme. There is a smooth transition from the Rayleigh 
solution at ( = 0 (t* = 0) to Falkner- Skan type of solution at ( = 1 (t* -+ oo when 
the steady state is reached). The surface shear stress and the surface heat transfer 
increase or decrease with time when t he pressure gradient parameter is greater or 
less than a certain value. However , the x component of t he induced magnetic field 
at the surface decreases as time increases. 

1. Introduction 

FLUID DYNAMIC PHENOMENA involving unsteady boundary layers are of great 
theoretical and practical interest . Much of the work that has been done in this 
area is related to external aerodynamics . However, there are also several appli
cations in biofluid dynamics , hydronautics and manufacturing. Excellent review 
papers on t he unsteady boundary layers have been contributed by STUART [1], 
RILEY [2], T ELIONIS [3] and MCCROSKEY [4]. 

When the external stream is impulsively set into motion at time t = 0 with 
uniform velocity along the plane of symmetry of the stationary infinite wedge, 
the inviscid flow over the wedge is developed instantaneously. But the viscous 
flow within the boundary layer develops slowly and it reaches a steady flow 
only after a cer tain period of t ime. The development of the boundary layer 
with time takes place in two stages . For small time, the flow is dominated by 
the viscous and pressure gradient forces and the unsteady acceleration. The 
convective acceleration plays only a minor role in the flow development. On 
the other hand, for large t ime the flow is dominated by the viscous forces , the 
pressure gradient and the convective acceleration. During this phase the unsteady 
acceleration plays only a minor role in the flow development. For t = 0, the flow 
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is governed by the Rayleigh equation and for t 4 oo it is governed by the 
Falkner - Skan equation. This change in the character of the flow manifests itself 
mathematically as a change in character of the equations which describe the fluid 
mot ion. 

STEWARTSON [5] first st udied the impulsive motion over a fiat plate and 
found that for t > 1, the flow undergoes a transit ion from Rayleigh flow to 
Blasius flow. He [5] noted certain difficulties in the mathematical formulat ion 
of the problem (i.e., the transition from the Rayleigh flow to Blasius flow is 
not smooth) and related it to the physics of the fl ow. Since then several aut hors 
[6 - 11] have studied this problem using different methods. SMITH [12] has studied 
the analogous wedge problem and encountered the same difficulties which arise 
in the case of the flat plate. In order to overcome this difficulty, WrLLIAMS and 
RHYNE [13] have formulated the problem of impulsive motion over a wedge in 
a new set of scaled coordinates which includes both t he short time solution 
(Rayleigh solution) and long t ime solution (Falkner - Skan solution) and there 
is a smooth transition from Rayleigh solut ion to Falkner - Skan solution. In the 
above studies, the effect of the magnetic field was not considered. I NGEAM [14] 
has studied the effect of the magnetic field on the flow past an impulsively started 
semi-infinite plate. 

The present investigation considers the development of boundary layer flow 
and heat transfer with time of an electrically conducting fluid over a stat ionary 
infinite wedge with a magnetic field when the fluid in the external stream is set 
into motion impulsively and at the same time the temperature of thE wall is 
suddenly raised from that of the surrounding fluid. The effects of the induced 
magnetic field , viscous d issipation and Ohmic heating have been included in the 
analysis. The mathematical problem has been formulated in such a way th at for 
time t = 0, it reduces to R ayleigh type of equations and for t 4 oo it reduces 
to Fa lkner - Skan type of equation . T he scale of time has been selected such 
that t he traditional infinite region of integration becomes fini te which cm.sider
ably reduces the computational time. T he singular parabolic part ial difienential 
equat ions governing the flow have been solved numerically using an implicit fin ite 
difference scheme. The particular cases of the present results have been ccmjpared 
with those of HALL [6], D ENNIS [7], WATKINS [9], INGHAM [10, 14], T ADR.O Sand 
KIRKHOPE [11], WILLIAMS and RHYNE [13], N ATII [16] and WATANABE [17]. 

2. Problem formulation 

We assume that for t < 0, an infinite wedge lies in the (x, y) plane vit h the 
leading edge at x = y = 0 in the ambient fluid. The wall Tw is assumed to have 
the same temperature as that of the surrounding fluid (i.e., Tw = T00) \Which 
is electrically conducting. A magnetic field Ho is applied in the x directiton at 
large distance from the surface of the wedge. At t ime t = 0, the external stream 
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y 

FIG. 1. Coordinate system. 

away from the wedge is impulsively set into motion with velocity U0 parallel 
to the surface of the wedge (Fig. 1). At the same time t he temperature of the 
wa ll is raised to Tw from T. , the temperature of the surrounding fluid. The 
effects of the induced magnetic field , viscous dissipation and Ohmic heating 
have been included in the analysis but the Hall effect has been neglected. It 
is assumed that t here is no applied voltage which implies the absence of an 
electric field (E = 0). The electrical currents flowing in the fluid give rise to an 
induced magnetic field which would exist if t he fluid were an electri cal insulator. 
It has been assumed that the normal component of the induced magnetic field 
H2 vanishes a t the wall and the para llel component H1 approaches its given 
value Ho at the edge of the boundary layer [15]. The free stream temperature 
is con tant. T he solution for small t ime is described by the Rayleigh 's type of 
equation. For t ---+ , the steady-state equations as given by GRIBBEN [15] and 
NATH [16] are obtained. Under the above assumptions, the boundary layer and 
Maxwdl 's equations governing the unsteady flow can be expressed as [14 - 17] 

(2. 1) Ux + Vy = 0, 

(2.2) (Hl)x + (H2)y = 0, 

(2.3) Ut + UUx + VUy = - e- 1 (p + P,ofl5 / 2)x + VUyy 

+ (JJ-o / e) [H1 (Hl)x + H2(Hl)y ], 

(2.5) Tt + uTx + vTy = vPr- 1Tyy + ( 1//cp)u~ + (ecpa)- 1 [(H t)yf , 

where 

(2.6) 
- e- 1(p + p,oHJ/ 2)x = Uo(Uo)x - (p,o / e)Ho(Ho)x , 

Pr = v/ a. 
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The boundary conditions for t 2:: 0 are given by 

u(x , 0, t) = v(x, 0, t ) = H2(x , 0, t ) = 0, 

(2.7) 8H1(x, 0, t )j8y = 0, T (x, 0, t ) = Tw, 

u(x , oo, to) = Uo(x) , H1 (x, oo, t) = Ho (x), T(x, oo, t ) = T00 . 

The initial conditions at t = to ( < 0) are expressed in the form 

(2.8) u(x, y , to) = 0, H 1 ( x, y , to) = Ho , T(x, y, to) = Too . 

Here x and y are the distances along and perpendicular to the surface, re
spectively; u and v are the velocity components along the x and y directions, 
respectively ; H 1 and H2 are the components of the induced magnetic field along 
the x and y directions, respectively ; U0 and H0 are the velocity and the applied 
magnetic field in the x direction, respectively; pis the pressure; Pr is the Prandtl 
number; T is the temperature; Q and v are the density and kinematic viscosity, 
respect ively ; J.Lo is the magnetic permeability; a and a 1 are, respectively, the ther
mal diffusivity and magnetic diffusivity; U and H are the velocity and magnetic 
field in the free stream, respectively; m is the index in the power-law variat ion 
of velocity, wall temperature and applied magnetic field; the subscripts t , x and 
y denote derivatives with respect to t , x and y , respectively; and the subscripts 
w and oo denote conditions at the wall and in the free stream, respectively. 

In order to reduce the number of independent variables from three to two in 
Eqs. (2.1)- (2.5) and to reduce these equations to dimensionless form, we apply 
the following transformations: 

7J = (Uj v)1 f2 x(m- 1)/ 2 C1/ 2 y ' ~ = 1 - exp( - Uot f x), 

t* = Uot f x , u = '1/Jy, v = -'1/Jx, H1 = <Py, H2 = - <Px, 
'lj;(x, y , t ) = (Uv)112x(m+l) /2 e 12 f (~, ry ), Ec = U2 /[ep (Two- Too )], 

(2.9) <P(x, y, t) = (H2v/ U )1/ 2 x(m+l) /2 e12g (~, ry ), 

T(x , y , t ) = Too+ (Tw - T00 )()(~ , ry ), S = J.LoH2 /(QU2
), 

Tw - T00 = (Two - T00 )x2
m, >. = vja1, a1 = (J.Locr)- 1, 

u = Uxmf'(~ , ry), H1 = Hxmg'(~ , ry ), 

{3 = 2m/ (m + 1), m > - 1, 

to Eqs. (2.1 ) - (2.5) and we find that Eqs . (2.1) and (2.2) are identically satisfied 
and Eqs. (2.3) - (2.5) reduce to 

(2.10) !"' + T 1 [(m+ 1 )~ + (1 - m)(1 -0 ln(1 - ()] f !" 
+ m~(1- /'

2
) + T 1 ry (1 - Of" + (1 - m)~( 1 - 0 ln(1- 0 /" (8! /80 

- ~mS( 1 - g'2 ) - 2- 1 [(m + 1)~ + (1 - m)(1 - () ln(1 - ()] Sgg" 

~(1 - 0 [1 + (1 - m) ln(1 - ~)!'] (8!' /80 
+ S(1 - m)~( 1 - () ln(1 - ()g'(8g' / 8() , 
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(2. 11) A - lg'" +T1 (m+ 1)~(fg" - f"g)+ 2- 1 (1- m )(1-0 ln(1-()(fg" - f"g ) 

+ T 1 (1 - ()ryg" + (1 - m)~( 1 - 0 ln(1 - ()g" (8 f / 80 

- (1 - m)~( 1 - 0 ln(1 - 0 f" (8g/ 80 

~ ( 1 - 0 [1 + (1 - m ) ln(1 - Of'] 8g' /8~ 

- (1 - m)~( 1 - 0 ln(1 - ~)g' (8f' / 80 , 

(2.12) Pr- 1B" + T 1 [(m + 1)~ + (1 - m) (1 - 0 ln (1 - 0] JB' 

- 2mSj'e + T 1 (1 - () rye' + (1 - m)~( 1 - 0 ln(1 - () B' (8f / 80 

+ Ec [ (!" )2 
+ (S/ A)(g" )2

] = d 1 - 0 [1 + (1 - m) ln(1 - ~ )!'] (8Bj8~ ) . 

The boundary conditions are given by 

(2.13) 
f (~, O ) = J'(C O) = g(~ , O) = g" (~ , O ) = 0, e (~ , o) = 1, 

f' (C oo) = g'(~ , oo) = 1, e(c oo) = 0. 

Here ~ and 17 are the transformed and d imensionless independent variables; t * 
is the dimensionless t ime; 'ljJ and cjJ are the dimensional fluid and magnetic stream 
functions, respectively; f' is the d imensionless velocity; g' is the dimensionless x 
component of the induced magnet ic field; f and g are the dimensionless fluid and 
magnetic stream functions, respectively; e is t he dimensionless tempera ture; s is 
t he d imensionless magnet ic parameter ; (3 is the pressure gradient parameter; Ec 
is the Eckert number ; a is the electrical conduct ivity; A is the magnetic Prandtl 
number; Two is the value of Tw at x = 0; and prime denotes derivative wit h 
respect to ry. 

Equations (2 .11) - (2.13) are part ial differential equations, but for ~ = 0 and 
~ = 1 they reduce to ordinary d ifferential equations. For ~ = 0 , the equations are 

(2.14) f"' + T 1 ryf" = 0, 
(2.15) A - 1g"' + T 1ryg" = 0 , 

(2. 16) P r- 1B" + 2- 1ryB' + Ec [U")2 
+ (S/ A)(g" )2

] = o. 

For ~ = 1, the equations are given by 

(2.17) !"' + T 1 (m + 1)! !" + m(1 - f' 2
) - m S(1 - g'

2
) 

- T 1 (m + 1)Sgg" = 0, 

(2 .18) A- 1g"' + T 1 (m + 1)(fg" - j"g) = 0, 

(2. 19) Pr- 1B" + T 1 (m + 1)JB' - 2mj'e + Ec [U")2 
+ (S/ A)(g" )2

] = o. 

The boundary conditions for (2.14) - (2.19) are expressed as 

(2.20) 
f (O) = f '(O) = g(O) = g"(O) = 0, e(o) = 1, 

!' ( 00) = g' ( 00) = 1' B(oo)=O. 
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It may be remarked that Eq. (2.10) for S = 0 reduces to that of WILLIAMS 
and RHYNE [13]. Equations (2.10) and (2. 11) for m = 0 are essent.ally the 
same as those of l NGHAM [14]. Also , Eq. (2. 10) for m = S = 0 is be same 
as that of H ALL [6], DENNIS [7], WATI<INS [9], l NG HA M [10] and TAD:WS and 
KIRKHOPE [11]. When~ = 1, the self-similar equations (2.17) and (2.18 are the 
same as those of NATH [16] if we apply the following transformations 

(2.21) 
"7 = (2- {3)1/2"71 ' f (ry ) = (2- /3) 1/2 !1("71), 

g(ry) = (2- f3) 112g1 (ryl) , f3 = 2m/ (m + 1). 

/3 < 2, 

Also, forS = Ec = 0 and for constant wall temperature case (the term ~mj'fJ = 
0), Eqs. (2.17) and (2 .19) reduce to those of W ATANABE [17] if we a;ply the 
t ransformations 

(2 .22) 
7J = [2 / (m + 1}F/ 2

771, j (ry ) = [2/ (m + 1)] 112 fl(ryl) , 

fJ(ry) = ()1(7JI). 

3. Analytical solution 

Equations (2.14)- (2.16) under boundary conditions (2.20) admit clo1ed-form 
solution. The solution of Eq. (2. 14) under conditions (2 .20) is expressed as 

(3. 1) 

hence 

(3.5) j' = erf (ry / 2), 

Equation (2. 15) is integrated once to yield the equation 

(3.3) 

where the constant of integration is zero by virtue of the conditiom g(O) 
g"(O) = 0. Equation (2.22) under conditions (2.20) has the solut im of the 
form [14]: 

(3.4) g = ry 

Equa tion (2. 16) under conditions (2.20) for Pr = 1 yields the followng solu
tion: 

(3.5) () = erfc (ry/ 2) + (Ec/ 2) erf (ry/ 2) erfc (ry/ 2). 
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Hence 

(3.6) e' = - Ec (n )- 112 exp( - ry2 / 4) erf (ry/ 2) + (n )- 112 (Ec - 1) exp( - ry2 / 4) , 

(3.7) 8' (0) = (T1Ec - 1)(n) - 112 . 

Also, Eq. (2.16) under conditions (2 .20) for Ec = 0 has the solution of the 
form (3.7) 

(3. ) e = erfc (P r112ry/ 2). 

Hence 

(3.9) e'(O) = -(Pr/ n) 112 

4. Numerical solution 

It may be noted that Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) are coupled nonlinear partial 
differential equations of parabolic type, whereas Eq. (2.12) is an uncoupled linear 
parabolic partial differential equation . Equations (2.10)- (2.12) under boundary 
condi t ions (2. 13) and init ial conditions (2. 14) - (2.16) can be solved numerically. 
Equations (2.10) - (2.12) can be rewri tten as 

a2w 1 aw1 aw2 awl aw2 
(4.1 ) ary2 + a1 ary + a2W1 + a3{);] + a4W2 + as= a6[jf + a7[jf , 

(4.2) 

( 4.3) 

where 

W1 = !' = a J 1 ary , w2 = g' = ag 1 ary , w3 = e , 
al = [2- 1(m + 1 )~ + 2- 1 (1 - m)(1 - 0 ln(1 - o] f 

+T 117(1 - 0 + (1 - m)~( 1 - 0 ln(1 - O(aj ;a~) , 

a2 = -m~j' , 

a3 = - [2- 1(1 +m)~+ T 1(1 - m)(1 - 0 ln(1 - 0] g, 

a4 = ~mSg' , as = m~(l - 0 , 
(4.4) a6 = ~( 1 - ~ ) [1 + (1 - m) ln(1 - Of'], 

a7 = 5 (1 - m)~( 1 - 0 ln(1 - Og' , 

a 8 = - [T1 (m + 1)~ + T 1(1 - m)(1 - 0 ln(1 - 0] 9 

- (1 - m)~( 1 - 0 ln(1 - O(og;ao , 
ag = -:- (1 - m)~( 1 - 0 ln(1 - Og' , 

a 10 = - 2mSj' , au = Ec f" , a12 = Ec(S/ >-.)g" . 
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The boundary conditions (2.20) can be expressed as 

(4.5) 
W1(~ , 0) = f(~ , O) = W~(~ , O) = g(~ , O) = 0, 

It may be remarked that a6 which is the coefficient of 8Wd a~, i = 1, 2, 3 
in Eqs. (4 .1 ) - (4.3) will be positive when~ < 1 - exp [(m - 1) - 1] as f' > 0 
(0 < f' :S 1) in (0 < 7J :S 1700 ). However a6 becomes negative for some 7J when 
~ > 1- exp [( m - 1)- 1 ] . When a6 is positive, Eqs. ( 4.1) - ( 4.3) are para bolic partial 
d ifferentia l equations and well-posed. Equations (4. 1)- (4.3) under ini tial condi
tions given by Eqs. (2. 14) - (2. 16) and boundary conditions (4.5) can be solved 
by using an implicit finite-difference scheme. When a6 < 0, the problem is no 
longer well-posed and t he forward integration method fai ls [13]. Such equations 
are called singular parabolic partial differential equations [10]. Physically, the 
change in the sign of a6 is attribu ted to the change in the d irection of flow of 
information as explained in [13]. 

In order to overcome the difficulty mentioned above, in the fini te-difference 
scheme we have used either forward or backward differences in ~ direction consis
tent with the direction of the flow of information. In the 7J d irection, we have used 
the central difference scheme. This solution technique is based on the technique 
used by CARTER [18] and the detai led description of this technique is given by 
W ILLIAMS and RHYNE [13]. Hence it is not presented here. Figure 2 shows the 
computational region and the behaviour of the coefficient a6· 

t:l 
0 
·a 

:::1 

a < 0 o 6 (/) ..... 
0 
Q) 

~ 

1 - exp[ -(1-m)- 1] 1.0 

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of computational region. 

We have also studied the effect of step sizes t:.ry and t:.~ and the edge of the 
boundary layer represented by 7Joo on the solution in order to optimize them. 
Consequently, the step sizes t:.ry = 0.05 , t:.~ = 0.01 and 7]00 = 10 have been used 
for the computation. 
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5. R esults and discussion 

In order to verify the analysis and to check the accuracy of t he present method, 
we have compared our dimension less surface shear stress parameter (f" ( ~ , 0)) 
for S = 0 (no magnetic field) with that of WILLIAMS and RHYNE [13] and for 
S = m = 0 (flat plate case without magnetic field) with that of H ALL [6], D EN
NIS [7], WATKINS [9], INGHAM [10], TADROS and KIRI<HOPE [11] and WILLIAMS 
and RHYNE [13]. Also, we have compared our dimensionless surface shear stress 
parameter (J"(t*, 0)) and the x-component of t he induced magnetic field on the 
surface (g'(t* , O)) for m= 0 (flat plate case) with those of INGHAM [14]. For 
~ = 1, we have compared the surface shear stress (f"(O)) and the x-component 
of the induced magnetic field (g' (O)) with t hose of ATH [16]. For~= 1, S = 0, 
Pr = 0.73 we have compared the surface shear stress (f"(O)) and the surface heat 
transfer ( -B' (O)) with those of WATANABE [17]. In all the cases the results are 
found to be in excellent agreement. Hence for t he sake of brevity, the compari
son is not shown here. It may be noted that for direct comparison with N ATH 
[16] we have to multiply the shear stress parameter f"(O) by (2 - {3)112 where 
{3 = 2m/ (m + 1) and with WATANABE [17], we have to multiply f" (O) and B' (O) 
by [2/(m + 1)jl/2 . 

We have obtained the solution of (4.1) - (4.3) for the pressure gradient par
ameter m({3) in the range m 1 ~ m ~ 1 ({31 ~ {3 ~ 1) and for several values of 
the magnetic parameter S (0.125 ~ S ~ 0.75). 

T he solution for m = 1 ({3 = 1) is of interest because for this case a5, which 
is the coefficient of 8Wi/8~ , i = 1, 2, 3, in (4.1) - (4.3), is positive for all ~ < 1. 
In this case, it takes an infini te t ime for a signal from the line x = 0 to reach 
any point x downstream. The flow develops under t he influence of the unsteady 
acceleration, the viscous forces and magnetic field and the imposed pressure 
gradient. This type of flow has been discussed in detail by STEWARTSON [19]. 

For m 1 ~ m < 1 (m1 < 0) , a6 changes sign between~ = 0 and~ = 1 (Fig. 2). 
The region where a6 < 0 represents the region where the flow at a given x station 
is affected by conditions at x = 0. The case m = m 1 (m1 < 0) represents the 
unsteady development of the incipient separation profile [13] . m1 = - 0.0842, 
- 0.0773, - 0.0667 and - 0.0508 forS = 0.125, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. 

The varia tion of the surface shear stress (!" (~, 0)), the x component of the 
induced magnetic field at the surface (g'(~ , 0) ) and the heat transfer at t he sur
face ( - {}' ( C 0)) with the dimensionless time ~ for various values of the pressure 
gradient parameter m and the magnetic parameter S are shown in Figs. 3 - 8. 
From the results it is evident that there is a smooth transition from the Rayleigh 
solution at~ = 0 (i.e., at t* = 0) to the Falkner - Skan type of solution at~ = 1 
(i.e., as t* ---1 oo when the steady-state is reached). For the pressure gradient pa
rameter m > m 0, which depends on the magnetic parameterS, the surface shear 
stress (!"(~ , 0)) increases when ~ increases from zero to 1, but for m < mo it 
decreases. On the other hand, the x component of the induced magnetic field at 
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1.5 .-------------, 

m= 1 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 L.._ _ _._ _ __._ __ ..._ _ _._ _ __,. 

0.0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 

FIG. 3. Variation of the surface shear stress f"(~, 0) with~ forS = 0.125 wd 0.25. 
-, s = 0.125; --- -, s = 0.25. 

1.0 

0.8 

,---.. 0.6 0 

>if 
'-' 

c.... 0.4 

' 
0.2 

-0.0508 '' 

0.0 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

~ 
PrG. 4. Variation of the surface shear stress J"(~, 0) with~ forS= 0.5 ar.d 0.75. 

- , s = 0.5; -- - - , s = 0.75. 

the wall (g'(~, 0) ) and the surface heat transfer ( - e' (C 0)) decrease for all values 
of m and S when ~ increases from zero to 1 except for m = 1 and S ~ 0.125 
when -{:}' (~, 0) slightly increases with~· For m= 1, S = 0.5, Pr = 0.73 f"(~ , 0) 
increases by about 68% when~ increases from zero to 1, but g'(C 0) and -8'(~ , 0) 
decrease by about 28% and 21%, respectively. For m = 0.3333 J"(C ), g'(~ , 0) 
and -{:)'(~ , 0) decrease, respectively, by about 2.3%, 41% and 40% as~ increases 
from zero to 1. Also for all C the shear stress, the x component of th~ induced 
magnetic field and the heat transfer (!" (~, 0), g' (~, 0), -8'(~ , 0)) decreases as 
the magnetic parameter S increases. For example, when ~ = 0.5, m = 0.3333, 
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,....., 0.8 
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.,)> 
'-"' 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

1; 
F IG. 5 . Variation of the x-component of the induced magnetic field g'(~ , 0) with~ for 

S = 0.125 and 0.25. -, S = 0.125; ----, S = 0.25. 

1.0 
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.,)> 0.6 
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-0!) 

' ' 
0.4 ' - 0.0508' 

' ' 
' 

0.2 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

1; 

F IG. 6. Variation of the x-component of the induced magnetic field g'(~, 0) wi th ~ for 
S = 0.5 and 0.75. -, S = 0. 5; --- -, S = 0.75. 

Pr = 0.73 , f" (C O), g' (CO ) and -8' (~ , 0 ) decrease by about 29%, 17% and 22%, 
respectively, as S increases from 0.125 to 0.75. For a given value of~ (~ > 0), S 
and Pr , /" (~ , 0), g' (~, 0) and -B' (~ , 0) decreases as the pressure gradient parame
ter m decreases from 1 to - 0.0408. The percentage reduction in/" (~ , 0), g' (C 0) 
and -B'(~ , 0) for ~ = S = 0.5, Pr = 0.73 is about 54, 14 and 21 , respectively, 
as m decreases from 1 to - 0.0408. Finally it may be remarked tha t the effect 
of varia tion of m or S on f" ( ~ , 0), g' ( ~ , 0) and - B' ( ~ , 0) is most pronounced for 
~ = 1 (i.e., when the steady state is attained ). 
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0.5 r----- - ---------, 
m = I 
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F IG. 7. Variation of the heat transfer parameter at the surface -8'(~ , 0) with~ for 
S = 0.125 and 0.25, Pr = 0.73 , Ec = 0.1. -, S = 0.125; --- - , S = 0.25 . 
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....;. 
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(:o 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

~ 
FIG . 8. Variation of the heat transfer parameter at the surface -8'(~, 0) with ~ for 

S = 0.5 and 0.75 , Pr = 0.73, Ec = 0.1. -, S = 0.5; --- -, S = 0.75. 

The physical problem considered here depends on the magnetic field H , elec
trical conductivity a and thermal d iffusivity a . These parameters enter the 
dimensionless equations (2 .10) - (2.12) as magnetic parameter a (which is the 
square of the ratio of the Alfven speed t o the free stream velocity), magnetic 
Prandtl number a (which is the ratio of the viscous to magnetic d iffusivit ies) , 
and the fl uid Prandtl number P r (which is the ratio of the kinematic viscosity to 
the thermal diffusivity) , respectively. Here, we quali ta tively discuss the effects of 
these parameters (S, -A , Pr) on our problem. 
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At the start of the motion (i.e., at ~ = 0), the flow is independent of t he 
magnetic parameter S and the magnetic Prandtl number >., and the effect of these 
parameters increases with ~- For fixed values of >. and Pr , the viscous, magnetic 
and thermal boundary layers continue to thicken and the surface shear stress 
(!" (~,0)), x-component of the induced magnetic field on the surface (g'(~,O)) 
and the surface heat t ransfer ( -8' (~, 0)) decrease as the magnetic parameter 
S increases until at S = 1 the entire flow is plugged (i.e., j,g ,e all tend to 
zero as S --t 1). T his is due to the induced current which produces a magnetic 
counter-field that annuls the ent ire flow field. Similar trend has been observed 
by G LAUERT [20], TAN and WANG [21] and DAS [22] for the fiat plate case. 

The effect of the magnetic P randtl number >. on the flow field is significant . 
For zero electrical conductivity >. = 0 and the prob lem reduces to t he classical 
boundary layer case. For infinite electrical conductivity, >. --t oo. For this case 
the magnetic lines of forces are frozen into the fluid and no interaction between 
the magnetic field and flow field takes place. For small >. , the viscous boundary 
layer is much thinner than the magnetic boundary layer, and for large >. it is 
the other way around. The surface shear stress (!"(~ , 0)), x-component of the 
induced magnetic field (g' (CO)) at t he surface and t he surface heat t ransfer 
( - e' ( ~, 0)) decrease wit h increasing magnetic Prandtl number >. . 

The fluid Prandtl number Pr affects only the thermal field. For small Pr 
(P r < 1), the t hermal boundary layer is thicker than the viscous boundary layer , 
and for large Pr (Pr » 1) the thermal boundary layer is much thinner than 
the viscous boundary layer , consequently, the surface heat transfer ( -B' (C 0)) 
increases with P r . 

6. Conclusions 

It is evident from the results that there is a smooth t ransition from the 
Rayleigh solut ion at ~ = 0 (t* = 0) to the Falkner - Skan type of solution at 
~ = 1 (t* --t oo when the steady state is reached ). T he surface shear stress and 
the surface heat transfer parameters increase or decrease with time when the 
pressure gradient parameter is greater or less t han a certain value. However , 
the x-component of the induced magnetic field at the surface decreases as t ime 
increases whatever may be the value of the pressure gradient parameter . The 
surface shear stress, the x-component of the induced magnetic field at the sur
face and the surface heat transfer decrease as the pressure gradient parameter 
decreases or the magnetic parameter or the magnetic Prandtl number increases. 
However , t he effect is more pronounced for large t imes. 
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NATO ADVANCED RESEARCH WORKSHOP 

- SMART STRUCTURES 
REQUIREMENTS A D POTE TIAL APPLICATIO S 

IN MECHANICAL AND CIVIL ENGINEERING 
SMART- 98 

Scope of the Workshop 

16 - 19 Jlme 1998 
Pultusk, Poland 

The aim of the meeting is evaluation of needs and potential applications of smart 
structure concept in mechanical and civil engineering i.e. determination of regional (Cen
tral/ East Europe, European Union, USA&Canada) priority problems, t ransfer of tech
nology & information between t he regions, between Academia a nd Industry and between 
researchers from different scient ific areas. Mult i-disciplinary interaction of topics like: 
active and hybrid control of structures, vibration isolat ion, sensors, actuators, smart 
materials, structural identification and damage monitoring in mechanical and civ il en
gineering applications will be discussed . 

Scientific Program 

• T he following Key Lectures given by members of t he ARW Scientific Commit tee 
will be presented: 

P. Ba llardini , ISMES, Bergamo, Italy - to be announced 
Ken P. Chong, NSF , U.S.A. - Smart Structures R esearch in the U.S. 
P. Destuynder , St.Cyr L'Ecole, France - On the Application of Piezo-electric Devices 

for Improving the Aerodynamic Properties of an Airfoil 
G. Farkas , Techni cal Uni versity of Budapest, Hungary - Supervision, Maintenance 

and Renovation of R einforced and Prestressed Bridges 
J. Holnicki-Szulc, IFTR , Wa rsaw, Poland - Adaptive Structures 
A. Jarosevic, Comenius University, Bra tislava, Slovakia - Magnetoelastic Method of 

St1'ess Measurement in S teel 
L. Jezequel, Ecol Cent ral de Lyon, Ecully, France - to be announced 
G.C. Lee, Sta te University of ew York at Buffalo, U.S.A. - Development of a Bridge 

Monitoring System 
J . Rodellar , Universitat Politechnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain - Control The

ory Sources in Active Control of Structures 
T.T. Soong, State University of ew York at Buffalo, U.S.A.- Full-scale Structural 

Applications of Intelligent Protective Systems in North America 
Ming L. Wang, University of Illinois a t Chicago, U.S.A. - Advanced Monitoring 

System for Large Structures 
• Sessions wit h oral presenta t ions selected from t he Call for Papers 
• a nd Panel Discussions will be organized. 

Official Language 

English will be used for lectures, presentations and publishing proceedings. 
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Location 

The Workshop will be held in the Conference Center in Pultusk (historical castle 
in the vicinity of Warsaw) with transportation arranged directly from the international 
Warsaw airport and also from the center of the city. Accompanying guest program 
(tourist trips, t ennis courts, horse riding, rowing boats) is being planned . 

Proceedings 

Presentations at the Workshop are expected to be accompanied by a full paper which 
will be due in camera-ready format at the Workshop days. T hese papers will be reviewed 
and those accepted will be included, together with conclusions from panel discussions 
in the Proceedings published in the NATO Science Series. Further details regarding 
submission of camera-ready papers will be provided with the notification of acceptance 
for the Workshop. T he extended version of selected papers will be published in the 
Journal of Structural Control. 

R egistr ation 

No registration fee is planned. Partial support for the living costs in Pultusk (includ
ing banquet and social events) wi ll be available. 

Organizing Conunittee 

Prof. J. Holnicki-Szulc 

Prof. J. Rodellar 
Prof. G. Kawiecki 
Mr. P. Kolakowski 

Co-Chairman, Institute of Fundamental Technological 
Research 

Co-Chairman, Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya 
University of Tennessee 
Secretary, Institute of Fundamental Technological Research 

Collaborating Institutions 

• NATO 
• National Science Foundation, U .S. 
• European Panel of the Association for the Control of Structures 
• National Research Committee, Poland 
• Institute of Fundamental Technological Research, Polish Academy of Sciences, 

Warsaw 
• Applied Research Group - Epsilon Ltd., Poland 

Address for Correspondence 

P rof. Jan Holnicki-Szulc, Smart Structures Group 
Institute of Fundamental Technological Research, Polish Academy of Sciences 
Swi~tokrzyska 21, 00-049 Warsaw, Poland 
Fax: (48) 22 826 98 15 
Tel: (48) 22 826 12 81 ext. 355 
E-mai l: smart98@ippt.gov.pl 

Information about t he Workshop is also availab le through the In ternet: 
www. i ppt.gov. pi / ~pkolak/ smart98. html 




